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Abstract 

Dating aggression in the form of psychological maltreatment is common and has 

been linked to socioemotional problems, such as elevated depressive symptoms and low 

self-esteem. In the current research program of late adolescents (ages 17 to 22) who were 

in steady romantic relationships, the first aim was to consider not only how psychological 

maltreatment may impact on depressive symptoms and self-esteem, but also how it may 

undermine self-perceptions of romantic competence, a key developmental task of this time 

of life. These associations were examined both concurrently (N = 139) and prospectively 

(n = 61). The second aim was to investigate buffers and vulnerability factors in these 

linkages and drawing from social support and attachment theories, friend and family 

support and attachment orientation were tested as moderators in these associations (N = 

139). The third aim was to examine how partner maltreatment is associated with daily 

interpersonal experiences, affect, and interpersonal sensitivity (defined as greater affective 

reactions to day-to-day interpersonal hassles) through the inclusion of a daily diary study 

(n = 67). 

Findings showed that adolescents who report being more coerced, overly controlled 

and verbally abused by a romantic partner have deficits in emotional functioning 

(depressive symptoms and affect) and perceptions of their romantic competence. 

Additionally, lower family support and insecure attachment orientation contribute to 

depressive symptoms directly, and avoidant attachment and friend support interact with 

partner maltreatment to better identify adolescents most at risk of low perceptions of their 

self-esteem and romantic competence. Despite popular belief that relationship functioning 

is of greater importance to a female’s wellbeing compared to a male’s wellbeing, males 

and females experienced similar psychological sequalae associated with partner 

maltreatment.   Finally, diary study findings showed that partner maltreatment occurs 
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along with greater romantic hassles and more interpersonal sensitivity to these hassles. The 

effects of partner maltreatment were also found to spill over in to relationships with friends 

and families by either being associated with more hassles and greater reaction to hassles or 

fewer uplifts and less reaction to uplifts. Implications for attachment theory and 

relationship intervention programs are discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction and Overview 

Despite the fact that romantic relationships have been recognised as important for 

adolescent identity and intimacy development for some time (Erikson, 1959; Sullivan, 

1953), it has only been in the past decade that empirical studies have flourished in this 

area, bringing to attention that romantic relationships are an important context for 

adolescent development and well-being. For many if not most adolescents, romantic 

relationships become the primary focus of their social worlds (Collins, 2003; Collins, 

Welsh, & Furman, 2009; Furman, Brown & Feiring, 1999; Furman & Shaffer, 2003). By 

late adolescence, approximately 71% of males and females age 17 to 18 reported having 

experienced a romantic relationship in the past 18 months (Carver, Joyner, & Udry, 2003) 

and those with romantic partners report spending the most time with partners, over and 

above time spent with friends and parents (Laursen & Williams, 1997; Richards, Crowe, 

Larson, & Swarr, 1998). A great deal of emotional energy is devoted to their romantic 

lives, and adolescent romantic relationships are characterised by strong emotional highs 

and lows, making romance, for some adolescents, the single largest source of stress 

(Larson & Asmussen, 1991). Moreover, adolescents perceive their romantic relationships 

to be one of the most influential, supportive, and closest relationships that they have 

(Furman & Buhrmester, 1992; Furman & Shomaker, 2008; Laursen & Williams, 1997). 

Given the pivotal role of romantic relationships within the social worlds of most 

adolescents, it is no surprise that they have proven to play a significant role in adolescent 

development and well-being (Collins, 2003, Collins et al., 2009; Furman & Shaffer, 2003). 

Investigations of the links between romantic relationships and adolescent social 

and emotional functioning have expanded from the time when simple correlations were 

primarily reported between romantic involvement and adolescent development and well-
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being (e.g., Davies & Windle, 2000; Samet & Kelly, 1987; Long, 1989;) to studies 

investigating the differential associations between diverse aspects of romantic relationships 

and adolescent development and well-being (e.g., Daley & Hammen, 2002; Gallaty & 

Zimmer-Gembeck, 2008; La Greca & Harrison, 2005; Welsh, Galliher, Kawaguchi, & 

Rostosky, 1999; Zimmer-Gembeck, Siebenbruner, & Collins, 2001). Consistent with self-

development (Harter, 1999) and attachment theorists (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999) 

that put forth that the nature of the repeated interactions with significant others is 

important for consequent development and well-being, the study of romantic relationship 

qualities has demonstrated that positive indicators of relationship quality are associated 

with competency and adjustment, whereas negative qualities are associated with 

psychological symptoms and maladjustment (Furman & Collins, 2008; Zimmer-Gembeck 

et al., 2001). This study focused on the specific experience of psychological maltreatment 

by a romantic partner and its association with late adolescent and emerging adult’s self-

views, and social and emotional functioning.  

Partner maltreatment, both physical abuse and other forms of maltreatment, is a 

particularly potent experience that has significant negative implications for adolescent 

development and well-being. Studies reveal that not only is maltreatment by a romantic 

partner (partner maltreatment) highly prevalent (Foshee & Matthew, 2007; Lewis & 

Fremouw, 2001), it also has significant implications for emotional health, development, 

and adjustment (Salazar, Wingood, DiClemente, Lang, & Harrington, 2004). In fact, 

psychological and emotional forms of maltreatment are most prevalent and these appear to 

be especially detrimental for views of the self (Callahan, Tolman, & Suanders, 2003; Jezl, 

Molidor, Wright, 1996; Salazar et al., 2004), although most prevalent are studies of self-

esteem rather than studies of other potentially impacted aspects of self-views. In most of 

these studies, psychological maltreatment has included behaviours such as verbal abuse, 
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emotional abuse (i.e., threatening to leave the relationship), attempts of control and 

domination, and behaviours stemming from jealousy (e.g., monitoring of a partner’s 

whereabouts). In the current study, psychological partner maltreatment was defined as acts 

of abuse of power and control in a romantic relationship, through the aforementioned 

behaviours. 

Given the current research program was founded on self-development and 

attachment theories, the cross-sectional, longitudinal and diary studies reported here were 

focused on the negative social-, emotional- and self-related correlates of psychological 

maltreatment. There were three parts to this longitudinal study. The first part was a 

replication and extension of previous cross-sectional studies of maltreatment and 

socioemotional functioning among adolescents. The second part included a longitudinal 

follow-up of participants in order to investigate prospective associations. The third part 

was a daily diary study of a subset of participants. The primary aim of all parts of this 

study was to examine associations between partner maltreatment, depressive symptoms 

and self-esteem among late adolescents (ages 17 to 22).  

The second aim of this research program was to extend previous research in four 

important ways. First, this research included multiple measures that assessed self-related 

functioning. Prior research typically includes measures of self-esteem and hasn’t 

previously considered other relevant areas of competency. For this reason, a measure of 

romantic competence was included in the current research program.  

A second extension of this research program was to examine whether individual 

difference factors moderated the associations between partner maltreatment and adolescent 

self-perceptions and emotional functioning. Attachment theory and findings among adult 

populations suggest that attachment style and social support from significant others may 

have a role in understanding links between maltreatment and socioemotional functioning. 
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Additionally, considering that there have been a number of gender differences in the study 

of interpersonal processes, development, and well-being (Kasian & Painter, 1992; 

Rudolph, 2008; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2001), this was also considered as a potential 

moderator.  

The third extension of this research program was to address a gap in the existent 

adolescent maltreatment literature and a need for more longitudinal research. Few 

longitudinal studies exist, which results in a lack of clarity about the temporal linkages 

between maltreatment and socioemotional functioning; it is not clear whether partner 

maltreatment leads to worsening of functioning or if poorer functioning can impact on later 

partner maltreatment, or both. Therefore, this study included a longitudinal followup of 

participants so that the direction of associations between partner maltreatment and 

indicators of adolescent self-perceptions and emotional functioning could be investigated. 

A final extension of this research program was to examine for the first time the 

associations between partner maltreatment and daily adolescent social and emotional 

functioning. A daily diary study method was employed as part of this larger longitudinal 

study where young people (ages 17 to 22) completed daily measures of interpersonal 

uplifts and hassles with friends, family, and romantic partners, along with measures of 

daily positive and negative affect. This enabled the investigation of the associations of 

partner maltreatment with daily social processes and how partner maltreatment may impact 

upon the daily social worlds of adolescents (i.e., if partner maltreatment was associated 

with more hassles and fewer uplifts with significant others). Secondly, the associations of 

partner maltreatment with daily emotional functioning were tested (i.e., is partner 

maltreatment associated with greater negative affect and less positive affect on a daily 

basis?). Third, a unique measure of interpersonal sensitivity was derived from the 
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measures of daily hassles and daily affects to test if partner maltreatment was associated 

with greater interpersonal sensitivity. 

Definitions and Terminology 

To prevent potential confusion, this section provides definitions and explanations 

of important terminology used throughout this dissertation.  

Emotional functioning refers to measures of emotional functioning. A self-report 

measure of depressive symptoms was used, as well as assessing emotions daily via self-

reports of positive and negative affect and interpersonal sensitivity. 

Late adolescence was defined here as by others (Collins et al., 2009; Smetana, 

Campione-Barr, & Metzger, 2006) as the period from about age 18 to the early twenties.   

Partner maltreatment was used from Chapter 5 onwards to refer to the specific 

measure of psychological maltreatment by a romantic partner. This included acts of abuse 

of power and control in a romantic relationship through behaviours such as swearing, 

attempts to isolate a partner from one’s family, blaming the partner for one’s own 

problems, and treating a partner as an inferior through ordering and name calling. These 

maltreatment behaviours were assessed with the diminishment of self-esteem, verbal 

abuse, social and emotional control, and jealousy subscales of a psychological 

maltreatment inventory (Kasian & Painter, 1992). 

Predicted and other words indicative of temporal relationships such as “worsening” 

and “depleted” are used to describe longitudinal associations between variables. At all 

other times, the term associated or association is used. 

Romantic attachment is used to refer to the two subscales used to measure romantic 

attachment avoidance and romantic attachment anxiety. 

Romantic competence is defined as the self-evaluations of interpersonal 

competence in the romantic domain.  
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Self-perceptions is defined as the mental representations of self (i.e., how one 

defines themselves as a worthy person). In this volume, self-perceptions was 

conceptualised as the measurement of self-esteem and romantic competence.  

Self-esteem referred to global evaluations of self-worth.  

Social functioning was used to simply refer to the daily negative interpersonal 

events (hassles) and daily positive interpersonal events (uplifts) with romantic partners, 

family, and friends.  

Social support is used to abbreviate the measures of friend and family support.  

Well-being and functioning are umbrella terms that were used interchangeably to 

simplify language when referring to indicators of self-perceptions and emotional 

functioning. 

Outline of the Remaining Dissertation Chapters 

Chapter 2 – Guiding Theoretical Perspectives about Relationships, Self-Views, and 

Socioemotional Functioning. Key theoretical components of self-development and 

attachment theories most relevant to the studies at hand are outlined in Chapter 2. The 

chapter ends with an overview of research previously conducted that has investigated the 

links between adolescent romantic relationships, development, and well-being.  

Chapter 3 – Maltreatment in Adolescent Romantic Relationships. This review 

summarises the literature on adolescent partner maltreatment pertaining to prevalence 

rates, gender differences, risk factors, course, and associations with adolescent social and 

emotional functioning.    

Chapter 4 – Individual Differences in the Associations between Partner 

Maltreatment and Adolescent Self-Perceptions and Emotional Functioning. In Chapter 4, 

romantic attachment style, perceived social support, and gender are considered as potential 

moderators in the relationship between partner maltreatment and adolescent self-
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perceptions and emotional functioning. Rationale is provided for the selection of these 

individual differences from attachment theory and studies among adult populations.  

Chapter 5 –Romantic Partner Psychological Maltreatment, Self-Perceptions and 

Emotional Functioning. Cross-sectional findings forming part one of this study are 

reported in Chapter 5.  

Chapter 6 – Longitudinal Associations between Romantic Partner Psychological 

Maltreatment, Self-Perceptions and Emotional Functioning. The longitudinal findings of 

Study 2 are described in Chapter 6.  

Chapter 7 – Romantic Partner Psychological Maltreatment and Daily Social and 

Emotional Functioning. This chapter describes the results of the third part of this study 

involving a daily diary study.   

Chapter 8 – Partner Psychological Maltreatment in Late Adolescence – What has 

been learnt and where to from here? In Chapter 8, the major findings of all studies are 

summarised and discussed, and implications for theory, future research and practice are 

considered. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Guiding Theoretical Perspectives about Relationships, Self-Views 

and Socioemotional Functioning 

The first focus of this chapter is to provide background information on the theories 

that formed the foundation for the current series of three research studies. Symbolic 

interactionism and attachment theory provided the guiding theoretical perspectives from 

which predictions were made regarding adolescent romantic relationships and their 

potential relationships to self-perceptions, and social and emotional functioning. In the past 

10 years, a substantial amount of research has emerged investigating late adolescent 

romantic relationships, development and associated well-being. The second focus of this 

chapter is to provide a review of this literature. 

Symbolic Interactionism: Relationships and Development of the Self 

One theoretical perspective that focuses on the importance of interpersonal 

relationships for development of the self and well-being comes from the theories of early 

symbolic interactionists (Cooley, 1902; Mead, 1925). Symbolic interactionists have 

proposed that the self is primarily a “social construction crafted through linguistic 

exchanges (i.e., symbolic interactions) with [significant] others” (Harter, 1999, p. 17). The 

young person is said to adopt and eventually own the perceived values and opinions of 

others about the self into their own sense of self-worth and self-conceptions through a 

process of implicit internalisation. For example, in Cooley’s (1902) “looking-glass-self” 

formulation, significant others form the social mirror into which the individual stares in 

order to detect others’ opinions about the self. These opinions are in turn, assimilated into 

one’s sense of self-worth as a person.  

Self-evaluations have been conceptualised by self-development theorists (e.g., 

Harter, 1999) as either being global or domain specific. Global evaluations of self-worth 
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have been referred to as measures of self-esteem whereas domain specific evaluations refer 

to the self-evaluations made in specific domains of competencies such as academia, 

interpersonal, athletic, and personal attractiveness. Through positive recognition and 

validation by significant others, the individual internalises positive self-evaluations and 

comes to think of the self as a worthy and competent person (Harter, 1999). Conversely, 

the individual who is criticised or doesn’t receive any recognition at all from others can 

form negative evaluations about the self. This can result in low self-esteem, which is often 

associated with depression (Harter, Marold & Whitesell, 1992). 

Attachment Theory 

Attachment theory also provided a basis for the current research studies (Bowlby, 

1969, 1973). Similar to symbolic interactionists, attachment theorists have articulated the 

processes involved in the development of the self through early socialisation with parents. 

Bowlby (1969, 1973) posited that the repeated interaction patterns with parents, and 

especially with the mother (or primary caregiver) in infancy, are the sources from which 

children come to construct ‘internal working models’ or mental representations of the self, 

others and relationships. For instance, a working model of the self as competent and 

deserving of love and support should emerge when children have complementary working 

models of parents or other caregivers as emotionally available, loving, and supportive of 

exploration (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). In contrast, a working model of the self as 

incompetent, unlovable, and devalued would emerge when children have working models 

of parents or other caregivers as rejecting, emotionally unavailable, and non-supportive of 

exploration (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). Some of the basic tenets of this theory have 

been supported by research (see Thompson, 2008, for full review) that show children with 

secure attachment relationships have better self-concepts than children with insecure 

attachment relationships. 
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A history of experiences in relationships with important others is linked to an 

individual’s working models of relationships and are often assessed during adolescence as 

attachment orientations or styles. An attachment orientation is defined as “a habitual, 

ingrained pattern of expectations, needs, emotions, and behaviours in interpersonal 

situations and close relationships” (p.13, Mikulincer & Shaver, 2009). The more 

problematic aspects of attachment orientation have been conceptualised along two 

dimensions of attachment-related anxiety and attachment-related avoidance (Brennan, 

Clark & Shaver, 1998). Attachment anxiety involves a strong desire for closeness and 

safety, intense worries about attachment figure availability and responsiveness, and 

worries about one’s value to the attachment figure. Anxious attachment is culminated in 

negative working models of self and others. Attachment avoidance concerns discomfort 

with emotional closeness and discomfort depending on the attachment figure, as well as a 

preference for interpersonal distance, low emotionality, and extreme self-reliance. A 

positive working model of self and negative working models of others underscores 

avoidant attachment.  

Hazan and Shaver (1987) expanded upon classic attachment theory to 

conceptualise romantic love as an attachment process (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). Couple’s 

bonds were described along the same dimensions as infant bonds – adults with a “secure” 

attachment style were described as being able to find it easy to get close to their partner 

and trust in the reliability of their romantic partner. Further, secure adults were said to be 

comfortable in both depending on and being depended on by their partner. Adults with an 

“avoidant” attachment style were described as being uncomfortable with closeness and 

having difficulty trusting in their partner. Typically, adults who describe themselves or 

who are rated as avoidant actively avoid emotional dependence more than others and 

hence, are less able to develop “genuine” intimate relationships. Anxious-ambivalent 
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adults have been described as having a fear of abandonment and as having distrust in their 

romantic partner’s availability and commitment. Their behaviour in relationships was 

described as being clingier, jealous, and preoccupied with emotional closeness compared 

to those who were not anxious-ambivalent. 

This theory of romantic love and individual differences in relationship or 

attachment styles has guided much research on romantic and couple relationships. 

Researchers became interested in studying the continuities and discontinuities between 

parent-child attachments and later adult romantic attachments (e.g., Waters, Merrick, 

Albersheim, & Treboux, 1995), consistencies and changes across adult romantic 

relationships (e.g., Hammond & Fletcher, 1991), the relationship between attachment style 

and affect regulation theories (Simpson, 1990), and the associations between attachment 

styles, relationship qualities, and well-being (Levy & Davis, 1988; Simpson, 1990).  

An important position of attachment theorists that has emerged from studies 

investigating the continuities and discontinuities between infant attachment and attachment 

in later relationships is that attachment style is both a trait and relationship measure 

(Fraley & Brumbaugh, 2004). This dynamic systems perspective recognises that 

attachment style shows substantial stability across relationships like an enduring trait-like 

characteristic, as well as being possible of change, reflecting recent relationship 

experiences. For example, research has shown that although infant-mother attachment is 

predictive of later peer and romantic attachments (Simpson, Collins, Tran, & Haydon, 

2007), romantic attachment styles are influenced and changed partly depending on the 

experiences of particular, later relationships (Feeney, 1998). Feeney (1998) argued that an 

individual who may have forged an insecure attachment when referencing his/her parents 

and holds a negative working model of others in relationships can alter the attachment 

organisation to one of security given experiences of a stable, satisfying and high quality 
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relationship in later life (Feeney, 1998). Similarly, a person with a positive working model 

of others and relationships (secure attachment style) who has the misfortune to develop a 

relationship with an abusive, rejecting or otherwise negative partner may develop a 

working model of relationships that is no longer able to be classified as secure (i.e., 

anxious or avoidant, Feeney, 1998).  

Regardless of whether working models are stable or susceptible to change, current 

working models and romantic attachment organisations have implications for emotional 

and social well-being. For example, among college samples, higher levels of romantic 

attachment insecurity are positively associated with psychological symptoms of distress, 

including depressive and anxiety symptoms (Carnelley, Pietromonaco, & Jaffe, 1994; 

Murphy & Bates, 1997; Roberts, Gotlib, & Kassel, 1996; Williams & Risking, 2004).  

Overall, as predicted by theories of self-development and attachment, there is now 

a literature that shows significant associations between romantic relationships, attachment 

styles, and well-being. Meaningful attachments with a romantic partner begin to emerge in 

late adolescence as young people increasingly turn towards peers and romantic partners to 

fulfil their intimacy and attachment needs (Brown, 1999). Ainsworth (1989) outlined five 

qualities that differentiate attachment relationships from other social relationships. These 

included 1) proximity seeking, 2) distress upon inexplicable separation, 3) pleasure or joy 

upon reunion, 4) grief at loss, and 5) secure-base behaviour. During adolescence, peers 

take on increasingly more of these attachment functions. By late adolescence, a romantic 

partner can potentially serve as the preferred attachment figure, showing all five 

characteristics of an attachment relationship (Allen, 2008). Through this time, there 

becomes a decreasing reliance on parents as attachment figures as adolescents become 

more autonomous from the family, although, primary caregivers remain the adolescent’s 

primary secure base (Allen & Land, 1999).  
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This means that attachment relationships can expand during late adolescence to 

include other types of relationships, such as close friends and romantic relationships, and 

for the first time, the individual becomes both the receiver and provider of attachment 

functions. This marks late adolescence as an interesting and poignant time to study 

processes within romantic attachment relationships and their significance for adolescents’ 

self-development, and social and emotional functioning.  

Late Adolescent Romantic Relationships, Self-Perceptions, and Well-Being   

Given the increasing focus on romantic relationships during late adolescence, it is 

no surprise that a number of developmental tasks during adolescence centre on 

adolescents’ relationships with romantic partners (usually of the other sex). These tasks 

include sexual experimentation (Florsheim, 2003; McCabe, 1984), negotiating intimacy 

(Furman & Wehner, 1994; Sullivan, 1953), and becoming autonomous from the family 

(Paul & White, 1990). Furthermore, identity development involves integrating the young 

person’s sexuality and relationship roles into a more coherent self-identity (Erikson,1968; 

Furman & Wehner, 1994). Dating and romantic relationships therefore, have been 

described theoretically as a critical stage-salient task of adolescent development (Sullivan, 

1953, Erikson, 1959). Empirical research has supported this by finding links between 

involvement in romantic relationships and measures of adolescent development and 

functioning (Zimmer-Gembeck, et al., 2001). 

Consistent with theory underpinning the importance of relationships for the self 

(Bowlby, 1969; 1973; Harter, 1999), romantic relationships in adolescence have been 

associated with self-esteem (Darling, Dowdy, Van Horn, & Caldwell, 1999; Long, 1989; 

McDonald & McKinney, 1994; Quatman, Sampson, Robinson, & Watson, 2001; Samet & 

Kelly, 1987). However, earlier research has reported inconsistent results. When focused on 

romantic status only (i.e., whether one has a relationship or not or is involved in dating or 
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not), some researchers have reported a positive correlation between steady dating and self-

esteem, suggesting that dating may have beneficial effects on adolescent development 

(Samet & Kelly, 1987; Long 1989), while in other studies, no significant association 

between romantic involvement and self-esteem has been found (Darling et al., 1999; 

Quatman et al., 2001).  

Past studies investigating links of adolescent romantic relationships with 

depression have also reported inconsistent results. Whilst some studies report a positive 

link between romantic involvement and depression, (e.g., Joyner & Udry, 2000), others 

report more favourable results for emotional functioning and find a negative association 

between romantic involvement and depression (Davies & Windle, 2000). Romantic 

involvement has also been associated with increased problem behaviours such as minor 

deviance, alcohol use, and an increase in the number of friends who drink (Davies & 

Windle, 2000). These earlier research findings highlighted that first, romantic relationships 

are significant to adolescent development and well-being, and second, inconsistent 

findings indicated that romantic involvement may impact both positively and negatively 

on social and emotional functioning.  

In an endeavour to explain inconsistent findings, developmental researchers 

extended the study of adolescent romance beyond a simple indicator of involvement. In 

these studies, other relationship processes have been investigated (e.g., timing of 

involvement, number of partners, relationship qualities) with the purpose of determining 

which aspects of romantic relationships are associated with competency and adjustment, 

and which processes are associated with psychological symptoms and maladjustment. For 

example, spending more time with the opposite sex has been positively linked with higher 

self-reports of social competence (Darling et al., 1999; Feiring & Lewis, 1991), whilst 

thinking about relationship disturbances has been linked to depressed mood, especially 
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among girls (Larson & Asmussen, 1991). One important determinant seems to be the 

timing of involvement. Involvement in relationships starting at an earlier age compared to 

peers is associated with teen pregnancy, STDs, and problem behaviours such as minor 

deviance and alcohol use (Bouchey & Furman, 2003; Collins, 2003; Davies & Windle, 

2000; Neeman, Hubbard, & Masten, 1995; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2001), yet in other 

research, early involvement has been associated with social competence (Neeman et al., 

1995). Again, inconsistent findings highlight that there were unidentified relationship 

processes not included in these studies that may have explained when romantic 

relationship involvement has a positive influence on adjustment, and when involvement 

has a negative influence on adjustment. 

The number and duration of romantic involvements also appears to be a significant 

factor in determining whether romantic relationships are beneficial or pose risk for 

development. Multiple, short-term relationships have been positively associated with 

depressive symptoms (Joyner & Udry, 2000) whereas a single, stable relationship of 

moderate length appears to be associated with less concurrent depressive affect (Feiring, 

1996; Furman & Buhrmester, 1992) and positively associated with later development of 

commitment in early adult relationships (Collins & Madsen, 2006). Probably, the positive 

association of multiple relationships with depression may be explained by the established 

link between adolescent break-ups and depression. Adolescent romantic break-ups have 

been found to be one of the strongest predictors of first-time episodes of depression, as 

well as multiple-victim killings, and suicide attempts and completions (Brent et al., 1993; 

Joyner & Udry, 2000, Mearns, 1991; Monroe, Rohde, Seeley, & Lewinsohn, 1999).   

A particular relationship process that may provide the greatest explanatory power 

of previous inconsistent research comes from the attachment perspective that working 

models of self are influenced by the nature of repeated interactions with significant others 
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(Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). That is, the specific relationship experiences or 

qualities of the romantic relationship may predict adolescent self-perspectives and 

associated functioning. Positive indicators of relationship quality include closeness, 

nurturance, intimacy, and emotional support and negative indicators include conflict, 

criticism, jealousy, control tactics, verbal, sexual, and physical maltreatment (Galliher, 

Welsh, Rostosky, & Kawaguchi, 2004). Similar to studies in the peer and parent domains, 

the study of relationship qualities in the romantic domain find that positive romantic 

relationship qualities are associated with higher self-esteem, improved social adjustment, 

and fewer symptoms of psychological distress (Daley & Hammen, 2002; La Greca & 

Harrison, 2005; Welsh et al., 1999; Zimmer-Gembeck et al. 2001) whereas negative 

relationship qualities are associated with depressive symptoms (Daley & Hammen, 2002; 

Gallaty & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2008; La Greca & Harrison, 2005).  

One particular negative quality that has received some research attention is the 

experience of partner maltreatment. Dating violence and maltreatment in adolescence has 

been linked to poor academic performance (Bergman, 1992), substance use (Coker et al., 

2000; Silverman, Raj, Mucci, & Hathaway, 2001), higher rates of eating disordered 

behaviours (Ackard & Neumark-Sztainer, 2002; Silverman et al., 2001), higher rates of 

suicidal ideation and suicide attempts (Ackard & Neumark-Sztainer, 2002; Coker et al., 

2000; Silverman et al., 2001), and lower levels of self-esteem and psychological well-

being (Ackard & Neumark-Sztainer, 2002; Callahan et al., 2003; Gallaty & Zimmer-

Gembeck, 2008; Jezl et al., 1996; Katz & Arias, 1999; Salazar et al., 2004). This study 

focuses on the specific romantic relationship experience of partner maltreatment 

considering the significance of partner maltreatment for adolescent development and 

functioning. 
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Summary 

Self-development and attachment theories provide important frameworks for 

research in the area of adolescent romantic relationships, development and well-being. A 

key perspective of these theories is that individual functioning is determined by the nature 

of the repeated interactions with a significant other. In late adolescence, that significant 

other increasingly becomes a romantic partner. A review of adolescent romantic 

relationship studies underscored that research has moved beyond the study of simple 

correlations between romantic involvement and psychosocial outcomes, and that 

researchers are now interested in determining individual pathways of risk and resilience 

between romantic involvement and associated outcomes.  Some important determinants of 

these pathways appear to be the timing of involvement and the nature of the relationship 

(i.e., positive or negative interactions). Partner maltreatment in its many forms (i.e., 

physical, verbal, psychological, and sexual) is one negative relationship quality that 

appears to be particularly detrimental to adolescent self-perceptions and emotional 

functioning. In the following chapter, the study of maltreatment in adolescent romantic 

relationships is reviewed in further depth.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Maltreatment in Adolescent Romantic Relationships 

As adolescents add romantic involvements and relationships to their social 

networks, they face new risks that are inherently associated with more intimate kinds of 

relationships (Furman & Collins, 2008). With the social and emotional skills required to 

negotiate romantic relationships successfully not yet developed for many adolescents 

(Follette & Alexander, 1992), this may be an especially high-risk time for experiences of 

maltreatment. Maltreatment (or abuse) has been broadly defined and encompasses “any 

attempt to control or dominate another person physically, sexually, or psychologically, 

resulting in harm” (p. 360, Wolfe & Feiring, 2000).  

Sexual victimisation is prevalent in adolescent girls, with estimates ranging from 

14% to 43% (Hickman, Jaycox & Aronoff, 2004). Alarmingly, physical and relational 

aggression by romantic partners is reported as early as romantic experiences begin (i.e., 

about age 12 but sometimes earlier) and increases through adolescence (Halpern, Oslak, 

Young, Martin, & Kupper, 2001; Pepler et al., 2006). Among high school students, 

reported rates of physical victimisation and perpetration have ranged between 14% to 45% 

(Feiring, Deblinger, Hoch-Espada, & Haworth, 2002; Gray & Foshee, 1997; Lewis & 

Fremouw, 2001; O’Keefe & Treister, 1998; Schwartz, O’Leary, & Kendziora, 1997). 

Similar rates of physical violence perpetration and victimisation are found among 

university students (Harned, 2001; Shook, Gerrity, Jurich, & Segrist, 2000). When verbal 

and psychological forms of maltreatment are considered, rates are even higher with some 

reported prevalence rates higher than 80% (Feiring et al., 2002; Harned, 2001; Jackson, 

Cram, & Seymour, 2000; Kasian & Painter, 1992).  

Several explanations have been offered to explain the higher prevalence of 

psychological and verbal maltreatment types than physical types. First, these prevalence 
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rates may reflect the commonly held belief that relational aggression and psychological 

control are more socially acceptable ways to cause harm in romantic relationships than 

physical aggression (Linder, Crick & Collins, 2002). This may mean that prevalence rates 

for physical maltreatment are under-estimates of actual prevalence rates due to response 

biases, and physical maltreatment could occur as frequently as other forms of 

maltreatment. An alternative perspective is that physical forms of maltreatment do occur 

less frequently than psychological forms, perhaps because physical forms of aggression are 

less likely to be accepted by adolescents than other forms (Feiring et al., 2002). This 

explanation is given more plausibility when considering the ease with which adolescent 

romantic bonds can be broken in comparison to other more committed bonds such as 

marital bonds. Dating adolescents may be more inhibited about using physical aggression 

because these more clearly contradict social norms and dating relationships can be 

terminated easily. Furthermore, the risk of damaging one’s reputation if the violent 

behaviour is made known to the peer group may be a further deterrent of physical 

violence.  

Gender Differences in Partner Maltreatment 

Statistics reveal a number of gender differences in the patterns of maltreatment in 

adolescent romantic relationships. In studies of physical maltreatment in dating 

relationships, girls are four times more likely than boys to be the only one of the couple 

engaged in physical violence (Stets & Straus, 1989). Females also admit more readily than 

males to being the initiator of physical aggression (Archer, 2000; Fiebert & Gonzalez, 

1997; Foshee, 1996; Magdol et al., 1997), yet females are three times more likely to report 

emotional trauma following physical violence than males (Makepeace, 1986). With respect 

to psychological and relational forms of maltreatment, males and females are equally as 

likely to use relational aggression towards their partners, yet males report higher rates of 
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relational and psychological victimisation than females (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Linder et 

al., 2002).  

These gender trends in rates of perpetration and victimisation are somewhat 

surprising given the common perception that it is the males who are the more “aggressive” 

ones. However, a note of caution is needed when interpreting these trends as they are 

fraught with confounding effects of social desirability biases. Since males hitting females 

is generally less tolerable than females hitting males, males may downplay or not 

accurately report their physical aggression (Bookwala, Frieze, Smith, & Ryan, 1992). 

Furthermore, females generally don’t consider their aggression as a problem because of the 

view that their male counterparts can defend themselves (Fiebert & Gonzalez, 1997) so 

females are more likely to openly admit to such undesirable behaviours. Nevertheless, the 

statistics do suggest that firstly, partner maltreatment is a poignant romantic experience for 

both adolescent girls and boys, and second, meaningful differences exist between genders 

in their experience and the processes involved in partner maltreatment.      

Risk Factors for Partner Maltreatment 

Most studies investigating risk factors for partner maltreatment have focused on the 

influence of earlier relationships with family and friends (see Linder & Collins, 2005, for a 

review). Social learning theory (Bandura, 1973) would suggest that prior exposure to 

violence would predict future use of violence. This has been referred to as the 

intergenerational transmission of abuse theory and is a well-accepted and supported model 

for explaining dating violence (O’Keefe, 1998). Longitudinal studies have found that child 

abuse, witnessing parent violence, insecure parent-child attachment styles, and negative 

parent-child interactions such as high conflict and harsh discipline methods predict late 

adolescent dating victimisation (Linder & Collins, 2005; Magdol, Moffit, Caspi, & Silva, 

1998; Wolfe, Werkele, Scott, Straatman, & Grasley, 2004). Individuals witnessing and 
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experiencing harsh and/or violent parent behaviours are less likely to learn through 

modelling the effective communication skills necessary to negotiate other types of 

relationships later in life, including romantic relationships. Research shows that those with 

maltreatment in their relationships are more likely to report being unable to express them 

selves effectively and more readily use poor communication skills, such as a 

confrontational or blaming communication style (Bird, Stith & Schladale, 1991; Follette & 

Alexander, 1992).  

Similar to the intergenerational abuse theory, attachment style has shown 

associations with partner maltreatment. An insecure attachment style has been associated 

with both maltreatment perpetration (Dutton, Saunders, Starzomski, & Bartholomew, 

1994; Follingstad, Bradley, Helff, & Laughlin, 2002; Henderson, Bartholomew, Trinke, & 

Kwong, 2005; Weston, 2008), and victimisation (Bookwala, 2002; Henderson et al., 2005; 

Magdol et al., 1998; Orcutt, Garcia, & Picket, 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 1998). An anxious 

attachment style, characterised by anxiety over abandonment, has been associated with 

blame, threats, physical and verbal aggression, patterns of demand-withdraw behaviour, a 

lack of mutual discussion and understanding, conflict resolution domination, and greater 

hostility (Corcoran & Mallinckrodt, 2000; Dutton et al., 1994; Feeney, Noller & Callan, 

1994). According to attachment theory, these aggressive behaviours are intended as a bid 

for attention from unavailable attachment figures (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). However, 

aggressive protest behaviours potentially provoke partner maltreatment, which anxiously 

attached individuals are more willing to tolerate for the sake of maintaining the 

relationship. Consequentially, when coupled with a partner who has an anxious attachment 

style, attachment-avoidance has also been associated with maltreatment victimisation 

(Bookwala, 2002). The tendency for attachment-avoidants to be highly self-reliant and 
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withdrawing in their relationships poses greater risk for aggressive protest behaviour from 

their partners (Bookwala, 2002).  

Research investigating peer influences on partner maltreatment victimisation reveal 

that like family, peers can also provide a social learning context (Jackson, 1999). General 

peer violence and delinquent behaviours have been associated with dating violence 

(Connolly, Pepler, Craig, & Tardash, 2000; Kim & Capaldi, 2004; Williams, Connolly, 

Pepler, Craig, & Laporte, 2008). Poor friendship quality at age 16, measured as low 

security, high conflict, poor conflict resolution tactics, and low disclosure and closeness, 

has also been shown as predictive of dating maltreatment victimisation at age 21 (Linder & 

Collins, 2005). Furthermore, romantic aggression is more likely to occur when the belief 

of the peer group is that maltreatment is a justifiable conflict-resolution tactic (Foshee, 

Linder, MacDougall, & Bangdiwala, 2001; O’Keefe, 1998; Riggs & O’Leary, 1989; 

Tontodonato & Crew, 1992; Williams et al., 2008). Confirming the importance of peer 

relationships to partner maltreatment victimisation is the finding in two longitudinal 

studies that the strongest predictors of dating victimisation in adolescence are variables 

measured in adolescence, rather than earlier childhood experiences of victimisation 

(Magdol et al., 1998; Smith, White, & Holland, 2003).   

Much less research has been conducted examining psychopathology as a risk factor 

for partner maltreatment victimisation. Low self-esteem and depression have emerged as 

vulnerability factors with suggestion that individuals with negative self-evaluations may 

also lack the assertiveness skills, social skills, and problem-solving skills necessary to 

divert dating violence and may therefore resort to the use of psychological maltreatment 

tactics (Magdol et al., 1997). Substance abuse may play a role in at least physical 

aggression, as well, due to its disinhibiting effects on behaviour (Buzy et al., 2004; 

O’Keefe, 1997). 
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Course of Maltreatment 

While a plethora of longitudinal research exists examining risk factors for partner 

maltreatment, both in adolescence and early adulthood, there have been few longitudinal 

studies that examine the course of partner maltreatment. Among studies involving 

adolescents, maltreatment in romantic relationships shows some chronicity, with 

longitudinal research revealing 13% of adolescents report recurrent dating violence across 

at least two different relationships during adolescence (Williams, 2008). Additionally, girls 

who are physically assaulted during high school are at a three times greater risk of 

revictimisation in college (Smith et al., 2003). However, no studies could be located that 

examined risk factors for continuing or worsening of partner maltreatment over time 

among late adolescents. 

A very limited number of longitudinal studies exist in adult populations that 

examine change in partner maltreatment across time. Several studies have indicated that 

partner maltreatment does not simply continue to increase until the relationship is 

terminated for every relationship, and for between 33 and 50% of couples, maltreatment 

ceases some time after the first year of marriage (see Connelly, Hazen, Coben & Kelleher, 

2006, for a review). In studies of relationships that do continue to experience aggression, 

one study of female caregivers of children receiving child welfare services showed that 

initial risk indicators for partner violence including substance use, depressive symptoms, 

social support and community environment were not associated with the continuation of 

partner violence (Connelly et al., 2006), although being of African-American decent was 

associated with continuation of violence. In contrast, Goodman, Dutton, Vankos, and 

Weinfurt (2005) found that social support could reduce the risk of partner abuse 

reoccurrence in a one-year period, however, only when levels of abuse are less severe. In 

one other study, chronic stress and higher than average levels of acute stress were risk 
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factors for the persistence of partner violence across time (Frye & Karney, 2006). It will be 

important for future research to consider variables associated with the continuation of 

dating maltreatment in adolescent populations.  

Associations between Partner Maltreatment and Adolescent Social and Emotional 

Functioning 

Large scale survey studies conducted in U.S. schools that aim to capture a broad 

range of information on adolescent psycho-social functioning report correlations between 

self-reports of partner maltreatment victimisation (including physical, sexual, and 

emotional types) and substance use, sexual risk taking behaviour, unhealthy weight control 

behaviours, and poorer life satisfaction, self-esteem and emotional well-being (Ackard & 

Neumark-Sztainer, 2002; Coker et al., 2000; Silverman et al., 2001). However, many of 

these studies have relied on single-item measures of maltreatment and functioning. 

Nevertheless, these studies provide preliminary information that being maltreated by a 

partner is a potent experience for adolescent self-perceptions and emotional functioning.  

A number of other researchers (Callahan et al., 2003; Jezl et al., 1996; Katz & 

Arias, 1999; Salazar et al., 2004; Simonelli & Ingram, 1998) have utilised measures with 

reported psychometric properties of reliability and validity (i.e., Psychological 

Maltreatment Inventory, Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, Centre for Epidemiological Studies 

– Depression Scale) in their investigations of the associations of maltreatment with well-

being. Studies investigating links between partner psychological maltreatment and 

adolescent well-being generally find a negative correlation. For instance, in one cross-

sectional study of 522 girls (M age = 16), being psychologically maltreated by a partner 

was associated with greater depression, and poorer self-esteem and body image (Salazar et 

al., 2004). Similarly, in one study of males only (n = 70, M age = 21), psychological 

maltreatment by a partner was associated with depression and overall distress (Simonelli & 
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Ingram, 1998). Jezl and colleagues (1996) in their investigation of 114 male and 118 

female high school students, found that for girls, but not boys, psychological maltreatment 

was negatively associated with self-esteem (Jezl et al., 1996). Jezl et al (1996) provided 

gender socialisation theory as an explanation as to why females, but not males’ self-esteem 

was impacted negatively by psychological abuse. Specifically, this theory proposes that 

females place greater importance of relationship processes on their self-esteem than males, 

and males are socialised to value autonomy and individuation; hence, girl’s greater 

vulnerability to relationship processes.  

Several psychometrically sound studies have investigated the links between dating 

physical violence and adolescent well-being. Being physically abused has been associated 

with depression but not self-esteem, suggesting that psychological forms of maltreatment 

are often more detrimental to levels of adolescent self-esteem than physical abuse 

(Callahan et al., 2003; Jezl et al., 1996; Salazar et al., 2004). Callahan and colleagues 

(2003) have also established that physical violence is associated with symptoms of PTSD 

and less life satisfaction for both females and males.  

A major short-coming of these studies, however, is their cross-sectional nature. As 

a consequence, there was no opportunity to examine whether maltreatment is a precursor 

of poor emotional health or whether poor emotional health is also a precursor of partner 

maltreatment. Longitudinal research is needed to clarify directional relationships between 

these variables and to consider whether reciprocal relationships exist (i.e., bi-directional 

effects co-existing). In one exception, Katz and Arias (1999) in their longitudinal 

investigation involving 82 females (M age = 19), emotional and verbal forms of 

psychological maltreatment did not predict later increases in depression, however, 

dominance and isolation did predict worsening of depression over time. Although this 

study is fundamental in the understanding of the causal relationship between these 
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variables, this study did not report on the reciprocal relationships, therefore, it is unknown 

if earlier depression predicted worsening of partner maltreatment over time. Longitudinal 

research will provide the opportunity to explore potential reciprocal relationships.  

Summary 

In sum, partner maltreatment, particularly psychological forms, is highly prevalent 

among adolescents and the research thus far suggests that partner maltreatment has 

detrimental effects on adolescent self development and emotional functioning. The specific 

kinds of partner maltreatment may be differentially related to adolescent functioning with 

psychological maltreatment compared to physical maltreatment seemingly having more 

negative effects on evaluations of self-worth. Although research examining gender 

differences shows some inconsistencies, the experience of partner maltreatment has been 

demonstrated to be as detrimental to males as it is to females. Longitudinal research 

investigating the effects of partner maltreatment on adolescent functioning is almost non-

existent, however, in the one longitudinal study located, it was confirmed that 

psychological maltreatment predicted worsening of depressive symptoms over time. 

Further longitudinal research is called for, not only to confirm and expand on this finding 

with other important indicators of adolescent functioning, but also to examine direction of 

causality and reciprocal relationships simultaneously (i.e., does poor functioning lead to 

increasing levels of partner maltreatment or does partner maltreatment lead to worsening 

of functioning?). 

Although research on dating violence and adolescent partner maltreatment began in 

earnest in the late 1980s, very little is known about the course of partner maltreatment in 

adolescent relationships. Some longitudinal data suggests the trend exists for partner 

maltreatment to reoccur across romantic relationships. Additionally, although there has 

been some longitudinal research among adult populations of risk factors for the 
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continuation of partner maltreatment over time, there are no longitudinal studies of this 

sort among adolescents. Future longitudinal research could aim to close this gap in the 

current literature and provide understanding of the course of partner maltreatment in 

adolescent romantic relationships.  

A final consideration is that not all individuals who are maltreated are vulnerable to 

the possible detrimental effects on development and emotional functioning, therefore, the 

study of individual differences for the understanding of risk and protective factors is 

imperative. In recognition of this, researchers have investigated potential differences in the 

impacts of maltreatment on socioemotional functioning and these studies and related 

theories are reviewed in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Individual Differences in the Associations between Partner Maltreatment and 

Adolescent Self-Perceptions and Emotional Functioning 

It is unquestionable that partner maltreatment in adolescent romantic relationships 

is associated with poorer social, emotional and behavioural functioning. Furthermore, 

patterns of violence in adolescent romantic relationships are predictive of escalating 

violence in later committed adult relationships (Smith et al., 2003). This makes 

adolescence an important window of opportunity for long-term preventative intervention 

for at-risk couples and/or individuals. However, not all adolescents who are maltreated by 

their partners develop psychological and/or emotional issues, meaning a single method of 

intervention may not be applicable to all maltreated youth. The most effective intervention 

programs consider individual differences, making the study of risk and protective factors 

for partner maltreatment and its associated effects highly salient.  

The study of individual differences applied here identifies those adolescents for 

whom partner maltreatment poses a greater risk to their development and emotional well-

being, and which factors might protect adolescents’ well-being in the face of maltreatment. 

Risk factors and protective factors are confirmed through the investigation of moderating 

effects. Conceptually, a moderator is “a variable that affects the direction and/or strength 

of a relation between an independent (IV) and a dependent variable (DV)” (Baron & 

Kenny, 1986; Holmbeck, 1997). In the context of maltreatment, if the potential moderating 

variable reduces the strength of the association between partner maltreatment and self-

perception and emotional functioning variables, it is said to be a protective factor. In 

contrast, if there is an individual, social or other factor, which results in a stronger 

association between maltreatment and functioning, it is said to be a risk factor for adverse 
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outcomes. Romantic attachment style, perceived social support, and gender were 

considered in the current studies as potential risk and protective factors.  

Romantic Attachment Style  

Attachment style has been related to adolescent functioning in significant ways. In 

studies of parent-adolescent attachment, securely attached adolescents display better 

coping capabilities, self-esteem, social competence, and emotional adjustment than non-

secure adolescents (see Cassidy & Shaver, 2008, for a comprehensive review). Conversely, 

insecurely attached individuals exhibit more severe social anxiety, greater depression and 

hostility, and lower life satisfaction than securely attached individuals (Eng, Heimberg, 

Hart, Schneier, & Liebowitz, 2001). Similar associations have been found between 

romantic attachment styles (i.e., secure, anxious or avoidant) and adolescent emotional 

functioning (Carnelley et al., 1994; Cooper, Shaver, & Collins, 1998; Murphy & Bates, 

1997; Roberts et al., 1996; Williams & Risking, 2004). Attachment and affect regulation 

theory (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008) provides an explanation for the association of 

attachment style with emotional functioning.  

Attachment and affect regulation theory (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008) posits that 

when the attachment system is activated during signs of threat and the attachment figure is 

unavailable and non-responsive, secondary (insecure) attachment strategies (hyper-

activation and deactivation) are employed as a psychological defence against the pain and 

frustration created by unavailable attachment figures. Hyper-activation strategies involve 

demanding a response and are seen in anxiously attached individuals during appraisals of 

threat. The goal of these strategies is to gain attention from the attachment figure and the 

anxiously attached person’s way of doing this is through the intensification of negative 

emotions. There becomes a tendency of the attachment anxious individual to heighten 

threat appraisals, be pessimistic about one’s ability to manage distress, and overemphasise 
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feelings of helplessness and vulnerability. This in turn leads to an “endless and 

uncontrollable flow of negative thoughts and emotions” (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008; p. 

525). 

Attachment-avoidant individuals employ de-activation strategies when the 

attachment system is activated by appraisals of threat. These strategies include attempts to 

block or inhibit emotional states associated with threat-related thoughts (Mikulincer & 

Shaver, 2008). Suppression of negative emotions occurs as a way to avoid the activation of 

unwanted attachment-related needs, memories, and behaviours. Whilst these strategies can 

create the illusion of security and calmness, avoidant attachment style is viewed as a risk 

factor for poorer health outcomes. Firstly, the self-reliant nature of attachment-avoidant 

individuals means the person with an avoidant pattern of responding is less likely to 

mobilise external sources of support, creating vulnerability for psychopathology. 

Secondly, during periods of low stress or threat, although conscious displays of negative 

emotion are suppressed, distress can be indirectly manifested in somatic complaints, sleep 

problems, and other health problems. Furthermore, Mikulincer and Shaver (2008) theorise 

that under highly threatening conditions, suppression strategies collapse and high levels of 

distress and emotional problems occur. Given that avoidance does not provide the 

opportunity to confront and cope with life’s adversities (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008), the 

experience of distress may be especially prolonged among avoidant individuals compared 

to securely attached persons.  

Partner maltreatment has also been linked with attachment style. Most studies have 

focused on the perpetration of violence, which has been linked with insecure rather than 

secure attachment (Weston, 2008). A number of studies (Bookwala, 2002; Henderson et 

al., 2005; Magdol et al., 1998; Orcutt et al., 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 1998) have shown an 

association between insecure attachment and maltreatment victimisation. A fearful 
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(avoidant) attachment style has been associated with the receipt of maltreatment 

(Bookwala, 2002), however, in one study, this was only true for girls (Wekerle & Wolfe, 

1998). Those who are avoidant are more likely to frustrate the attachment needs of their 

partner, particularly for pre-occupied partners who have high intimacy needs (Bookwala, 

2002). Withdrawal of intimacy may therefore precipitate partner aggressiveness. Receiving 

maltreatment has also been associated with a pre-occupied attachment style (anxious-

ambivalent; Henderson et al., 2005; Orcutt et al., 2005), in one instance, this was only true 

for males (Wekerle & Wolfe, 1998). High intimacy needs of anxiously attached 

individuals may provoke aggression in their partners, and in turn, due to their fear of 

abandonment, anxiously attached individuals may be more likely to stay and endure 

further maltreatment (Henderson et al., 2005).   

In addition to the main effects of romantic attachment style on adolescent 

functioning and partner maltreatment victimisation, romantic attachment style has been 

described as a moderator in the relationship between partner maltreatment and well-being. 

Attachment theorists argue that a person’s cognitive, emotional, and behavioural responses 

to others are partly a product of their attachment style, developed over a lifetime of 

interactions with attachment figures (Collins & Read, 1994). Therefore, attachment theory 

provides a framework for how an individual may react to relationship distress, and 

importantly, to the experience of maltreatment (Weston, 2008). For instance, those with 

secure attachment styles have more positive working models of themselves and others, and 

consequently are more likely to acknowledge stressful events, and seek support in these 

events (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2009; Weston, 2008; Scott & Cordova, 2002). Attachment 

security thereby acts as an internal resource resulting in more adaptive adjustment to 

distress than attachment insecurity (Weston, 2008). This includes being able to maintain 

positive representations of self during these periods of distress (Scott & Cordova, 2002). In 
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this way, a secure attachment style functions as a protective factor against first, being 

maltreated, and second, against adverse outcomes in the instance of maltreatment. 

Conversely, an insecure attachment style is more likely to be a risk factor.  

Anxiously attached individuals are said to be more preoccupied with their 

relationships and have less positive working models of self whilst maintaining positive 

working models of others (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). Individuals with an anxious 

attachment style are therefore more likely to become more deeply self-critical when faced 

with interpersonal problems and maltreatment (Scott & Cordova, 2002). Furthermore, the 

tendency for anxiously attached individuals to heighten threat appraisals, be pessimistic 

about one’s ability to manage distress, and overemphasises feelings of helplessness and 

vulnerability, could create further vulnerability to psychopathology (Mikulincer & Shaver, 

2008). When faced by partner maltreatment, those high in romantic attachment anxiety, 

compared to those low in attachment anxiety may manifest greater depressive symptoms 

and less self-esteem.  

Being high on romantic attachment avoidance could also potentially create 

vulnerability to the adverse effects of partner maltreatment. Under highly demanding 

conditions, the usual defence mechanisms of attachment avoidants, including suppression 

and over-self-reliance, are expected to weaken or collapse (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). 

Partner maltreatment may be a particularly threatening experience to the attachment 

system that would overwhelm the defence mechanisms and result in greater distress and a 

change in working models of self from “I’m okay” to “I’m not okay”.  

The consideration of attachment style as a moderator has received some research 

support. In a study of adolescent girls, a pre-occupied attachment style moderated the 

association between romantic involvement and depression (Davila, Steinberg, 

Kachadourian, Cobb, & Fincham, 2004). Involvement in a romantic relationship was 
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associated with greater depressive symptoms for adolescents who scored high on the 

measure of pre-occupied attachment style, but not for those low in a pre-occupied style. In 

the only empirical study located that investigated attachment style as a moderator between 

romantic relationship difficulties and well-being outcomes, Scott and Cordova (2002) 

established that anxious-ambivalent attachment style was a significant moderator in the 

association between marital adjustment and depressive symptoms. Specifically, a negative 

association between marital adjustment and depressive symptoms was found for both 

males and females low in secure attachment, but not for those high in secure attachment. 

In sum, contemporary attachment theory provides clear hypotheses regarding how 

individuals will regulate their emotions and respond to others. Not surprisingly, attachment 

style has been significantly associated with adolescent self-perspectives and emotional 

functioning with securely attached adolescents faring better than insecure adolescents. An 

insecure attachment style has also been linked to being the recipient of partner 

maltreatment and has been shown to moderate the associations between romantic 

relationship qualities and functioning outcomes, resulting in stronger associations between 

negative relationship qualities and functioning. This highlights the salience of attachment 

style for the study of risk and protective factors for maladjustment following aversive 

relationship experiences, such as partner maltreatment.  

Perceived Social Support  

Social support has been theorised and researched as a protective factor for 

emotional well-being in various contexts and populations. In late adolescence, girls report 

friends, mothers, siblings, and romantic partners as their most important sources of 

support, whereas boys report their primary source of support to be their romantic partners, 

followed by parents and peers (Furman & Buhrmester, 1992).  In turn, these sources of 

support have been linked to better psychological health whilst an absence of support has 
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been linked to both internalising and externalising behaviours (Hartup & Stevens, 1999; 

Peterson et al., 1993; Zimmer-Gembeck & Gallaty, 2006). Several theoretical models 

attempt to explain the processes through which social support may impact on well-being 

(Beeble, Bybee, Sullivan, & Adams, 2009).  

The main effects model posits that social support has important implications for 

individuals’ well-being regardless of the presence or absence of life stress (Beeble et al., 

2009). Key concepts in symbolic interactionism (Harter, 1999) and attachment theory 

(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2009) suggest that repeated supportive interactions with significant 

others are internalised as mental representations of attachment security including positive 

working models of self and others. In turn, these representations serve as internal sources 

of protection and support, even in the absence of the attachment figure, that directly 

protect against the manifestation of symptomology. These sentiments are supported by 

studies of adolescents that find after controlling for levels of stress, low perceived social 

support is directly associated with depression (Costello, Swendsen, Rose, & Dierker, 2008; 

Galambos, Leadbeater, & Barker, 2004; Lewinsohn et al. 1994), and poorer self-

evaluations of competence and self-esteem (Laursen, Furman, & Mooney, 2006). In the 

context of maltreatment, the support of family, friends, and others have positive impacts 

on women’s well-being regardless of the amount or severity of abuse experienced (Beeble 

et al., 2009; Kemp, Green, Hovanitz, & Rawlings, 1995; Theran, Sullivan, Bogat, Stewart, 

& Sutherland, 2006). 

Social support has also been theorised as a buffer, or moderator, of the effects of 

stress on well-being (Alloway & Bebbington, 1987; Beeble et al., 2009). Again following 

from attachment theory, attachment figures, including family and friends, are important 

resources to turn to for emotional and tangible support in times of stress (Mikulincer & 

Shaver, 2009). Social support can therefore function as a protective factor, mitigating the 
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impact of stress on well-being. Furthermore, during times of stress the absence of support 

is a risk factor for poorer adjustment and well-being. For example, social support from 

parents and peers buffers adolescents from depression (Galambos et al., 2004; Lewinsohn 

et al., 1994; Windle, 1992), although some studies have reported this association for 

female adolescents but not male adolescents (e.g., Gutman & Sameroff, 2004).  

In the study of adolescents, social support has been studied as a buffer against the 

harmful effects associated with interpersonal stress typically stemming from peers or 

family (Holt & Espelage, 2007; Lepore, 1992; Peterson et al., 1993). Given social support 

can buffer against the psychological effects of family and friend stress, the study of social 

support as a protective factor against the detrimental effects of partner maltreatment in 

adolescent romantic relationships is promising. Among studies of adult women with 

abusive partners, cross-sectional research suggests that social support can lessen the 

harmful mental health effects associated with maltreatment (Coker et al., 2002, Coker, 

Watkins, Smith, & Brandt, 2003; Kaslow et al., 1998, Kemp et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 

2000). It will be important to investigate if such findings can be replicated among both 

young females and males experiencing partner maltreatment.   

Gender  

Gender has been proposed as a moderator in the association between partner 

maltreatment and psychosocial outcomes due to previous empirical findings of gender 

differences in maltreatment, competency, and adjustment. Within the partner maltreatment 

literature, gender differences exist in the prevalence and types of abuse perpetrated and 

experienced. For instance, adolescent males report higher rates of relational and 

psychological victimisation than females (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Linder et al., 2002) 

whilst females more frequently report using physical aggression than males (Archer, 2000; 

Fiebert & Gonzalez, 1997; Foshee, 1996; Magdol et al., 1997). Adolescent females also 
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tend to have more negative self-concepts in relation to their physical appearance, romantic 

appeal, and global self-worth than males, and males and females display different profiles 

of interpersonal competencies (Bukowski, Newcomb, & Hartup, 1998; Davies & Windle, 

2000; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2001). Further, adolescent females consistently self-report 

greater symptoms of depression than adolescent males both generally (Rudolph, 2008) and 

in association with romantic relationship stress (Monroe et al., 1999; Joyner & Udry, 2000; 

Mearns, 1991). 

Gender socialisation theory has been proposed to account for the greater 

vulnerability of females to the negative features of interpersonal relationships compared to 

males. According to these theories, girls have been typically socialised to value 

relationships and connectedness while males have been typically socialised to value 

individuality and self-reliance (Cross & Madson, 1997; Helgeson, 1994; Maccoby, 1990). 

Hence, girls may attend to and place more importance on relationships leaving them more 

vulnerable to relationship processes than boys (Rudolph & Conley, 2005). This may result 

in girls experiencing more dyadic stress and support within very intimate relationships 

than boys. The study of gender differences in romantic relationship experiences is 

therefore highly salient. Overall, the gender differences that have been found in this 

research area make it important to consider and examine gender in most analyses.  

Summary 

Partner maltreatment has known detrimental effects on adolescent self-perceptions 

and emotional functioning. Furthermore, these negative patterns of relating and its effects 

on well-being are likely to endure in to adult committed relationships, making adolescence 

an important time period for intervention. The identification of risk and protective factors 

for poorer adolescent self-perceptions and emotional functioning outcomes in times of 

relationship distress is an important burgeoning area of research for future preventative 
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programs. Here, romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance, social support, and gender 

have been proposed as important moderators for researchers to consider when 

investigating the relationship between partner maltreatment and adolescent development 

and well-being.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Concurrent Associations between Romantic Partner Psychological Maltreatment,  

Self-Perceptions, and Emotional Functioning  

The overall purpose of this study was to investigate concurrent associations 

between romantic partner psychological maltreatment (herein referred to as partner 

maltreatment) and late adolescent self-perceptions and emotional functioning. Because of 

the higher prevalence rates of psychological compared to physical forms of maltreatment 

(Gorman-Smith, Tolan, Sheidow, & Henry, 2001; Jezl et al., 1996, Magdol et al., 1998), 

the evidence that psychological maltreatment may precede or co-occur with physical 

violence (Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; Ronfeldt, Kimerling, & Arias, 1998; Riggs & 

O’Leary, 1996), and the important links of psychological maltreatment with emotional 

well-being (Callahan et al., 2003; Jezl et al., 1996; Salazar et al., 2004), this investigation 

was limited to psychological maltreatment. In this study, psychological partner 

maltreatment was defined as the act of one partner using the abuse of power and control in 

a romantic relationship (Feiring & Furman, 2000).  More specifically, psychological 

maltreatment included behaviours that could diminish self-esteem, verbally abuse, socially 

isolate and/or emotionally control the partner and behaviours associated with jealousy, 

such as invasive monitoring of the partner’s whereabouts (Kasian & Painter, 1992). 

The first specific objective of the current study was to replicate previous findings 

(Callahan et al., 2003; Jezl et al., 1996; Katz & Arias, 1999; Salazar et al., 2004), which 

found associations between partner maltreatment and emotional functioning (including 

depressive symptoms and poorer self-esteem). A second specific objective was to expand 

upon prior empirical studies by considering other potentially important adolescent 

functioning indicators that would be expected to be associated with partner maltreatment. 

Given the current investigations were founded on self-development and attachment theory, 
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consideration was given to age-related aspects of late adolescent development that would 

be best representative of self-perceptions and emotional functioning. Careful deliberations 

led to the choice of self-evaluations of self-esteem and romantic competence as indicators 

of self-perceptions and working models of self, and depressive symptoms as a measure of 

adolescent emotional functioning. The following sections provide background information 

on these indicators and their significance to late adolescent development.  

Three Aspects of Self and Socio-Emotional Functioning 

Depressive symptoms. Depression, depressed mood, and/or depressive symptoms 

are a poignant experience for a large minority of youths. Symptoms of depression include 

feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, loss of interest in daily activities, appetite and 

weight changes, sleep changes, psychomotor agitation or retardation, loss of energy and 

motivation, self-loathing, and concentration problems (Rudolph, 2008). Significantly 

elevated or clinical levels of depression are generally referred to as depressive disorder or 

major depression, whereas subclinical levels of depression are often referred to as 

depressed mood or depressive symptoms (Peterson et al., 1993). By middle to late 

adolescence, prevalence rates of depression match those found in adults, with study 

estimates ranging between 1.9 and 18.4% (Rudolph, 2008). Rates of depression increase 

across the span of adolescence, and at somewhat different rates for each sex. By mid-

adolescence, girls report more depressive symptoms than males and these sex differences 

continue to grow until a ratio of 2:1 is met, with this difference continuing through the 

lifespan (Rudolph, 2008). The mean age of depression onset for major depressive disorder 

(MDD) is 15 years (Lewinsohn & Essau, 2002) and MDD has an average duration of 7 to 

9 months (Birmaher, Arbelaez & Brent, 2002). Depression appears to be chronic in nature 

with a strong risk of recurrence. As many as 40% of adolescents experience a second 

episode of depression within 2 to 5 years of their first (Birmaher, Ryan, Williamson, & 
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Brent, 1996). Of concern is that these elevated and persistent levels of depression are in 

turn associated with significant functional impairment and problems including poorer 

academic outcomes, relationship dysfunction, other disorders (e.g., anxiety), and substance 

abuse (Rudolph, 2008). 

Origins of depression include genetic influences, neurological irregularities, 

interpersonal influences of family, peers, and romantic interests, and contextual factors 

(see Rudolph, 2008, for a complete review). Stemming from attachment theory, family 

adversity such as maternal depression, insecure attachment style, maltreatment, and poor 

parenting styles compromise the development of a positive sense of self, and working 

models of others and relationships, creating vulnerability for depression (Mikulincer & 

Shaver, 2009). Similar adversities in peer and romantic relationships such as rejection, 

attachment insecurity, maltreatment, and social skill deficits also pose vulnerability for 

adolescent depression in similar ways by compromising development of self and working 

models (Rudolph, 2008).  In this study, it was expected that depressive symptoms would 

be related to poorer perceived support from family and friends.  

Life stress theories posit that environmental stresses such as negative life events, 

chronic stressors, daily hassles, and broader contextual factors such as poverty contribute 

to the development of depression. Adolescence is a more stressful life-period than pre-

adolescence (Rudolph & Hammen, 1999) and rates of life stress increase through 

adolescence, mirroring rate increases seen in adolescent depression (Rudolph, 2008). 

These stresses relate to multiple normative challenges associated with adolescent 

development. The development of new meaningful attachments to romantic partners in late 

adolescence and the exposure to romantic relationship stress (i.e., break-up, conflict, and 

maltreatment) is particularly significant to the development of depression (Eley & 

Stevenson, 2000; Joyner & Udry, 2000; Rudolph et al., 2000). Furthermore, girls more so 
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than boys, report greater levels of stress, are more likely to experience depression 

associated with their stress, and particularly with interpersonal stress (Hankin, Mermistein, 

& Roesch, 2007; Rudolph & Hammen, 1999; Shih, Eberhart, Hammen, & Brennan, 2006). 

These gender differences in the experiences and responses to interpersonal stress have 

been proposed as one potential explanatory model to account for sex differences seen in 

depression (Hankin et al., 2007). 

A number of significant individual differences occur in the development of 

depression, and diathesis-stress models have identified genetic predisposition, cognitive 

style, and social and behavioural deficits as diatheses to depression associated with stress 

(Rudolph, 2008). In terms of cognitive vulnerability, how the adolescent appraises and 

responds to stress will determine if depression develops in the context of stress (Lazarus & 

Folkmen, 1984). Such cognitive styles that may create vulnerability for depression include 

attributional style (Kaslow, Rehm, & Siegel, 1984), and the working models (schemas) of 

self, others, and relationships that are represented within insecure attachment styles 

(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). 

In essence, it has been highlighted that the measurement of depression and 

depressive symptoms is imperative for indicating adolescent emotional functioning given 

its great importance during adolescence. The inclusion of depression is particularly 

important in the study of young people’s relationship processes and the associated effects 

for adolescent well-being. In the proposed study of non-clinical adolescents, the measure 

of depression is hereafter termed “depressive symptoms”, given the high likelihood that 

mean levels of depression will be sub-clinical in this population. It was expected that 

partner maltreatment would be concurrently associated with greater depressive symptoms.    

 Self-esteem. Adolescence is characterised by a multitude of developmental tasks 

spanning physical, psychological, and social domains. This all occurs at a time when 
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cognitive development leads to increased self-awareness and self-consciousness (Erikson, 

1950). Consequently, the relative success of the negotiation of these developmental tasks 

can affect the adolescent’s self-esteem. Self-esteem, sometimes referred to as global self-

esteem, is defined as an overall judgement of one’s self-worth (Demo & Savin-Williams, 

1992). Global self-esteem can be distinguished from domain-specific evaluations of the 

self, which refer to judgements of the self in specific competency domains such as 

academia, athletics, personal attractiveness, and interpersonal ability with family and 

friends (Harter, 1999). These domain specific evaluations show correlations to global self-

esteem, with the competency domain of primary importance for the adolescent showing 

greatest correlation with global self-esteem (Harter, 1999). By late adolescence, Harter 

(1999) explains that future pathways of young adulthood such as career and marital 

relationships become increasingly more important to adolescent self-worth. However, 

although related, self-esteem and competency measures are somewhat distinct constructs 

(Harter, 1999). In the present studies, global evaluations of self-worth are simply referred 

to as self-esteem, and evaluations of interpersonal competency in the romantic domain is 

referred to as romantic competence.  

For most young people, adolescence is characterised by maturation and stability of 

self-esteem. As adolescents mature and adjust to new social roles, their self-theories are 

reorganised and reintegrated and a certain continuity of the self is achieved. By late 

adolescence, self-consciousness diminishes and levels of self-esteem rise as individuals 

travel through this stage (see Harter, 1999 for a review of self-development). Although 

self-esteem is relatively stable for most adolescents, self-esteem can show minor to major 

fluctuations. 

Consistent with symbolic interactionism and attachment theory, developmental 

patterns of growth, change, and stability in self-esteem can be influenced by the nature of 
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repeated interactions with family and peers (Demo & Savin-Williams, 1992). Family 

harmony and stability, and positive regard from one’s parents are associated with high 

self-esteem. With respect to peer relations, being accepted by the peer group and having a 

number of close friendships has been related to high self-esteem whereas those who are 

rejected by their peer group and without intimate friendships typically show low self-

esteem. Similar associations are found among romantic relationships and self-esteem. 

Hence, parents, friends, and romantic partners can all serve as a significant other that 

routinely and openly evaluate oneself, exchanging reflected appraisals that are 

consequential for internal working models of self (i.e., self-esteem), others (i.e., as 

supportive vs. non-supportive), and relationships.  

Although small, there is a consistent gender difference in self-esteem across the 

lifespan. Males score higher on standard measures of global self-esteem than females 

(Kling, Hyde, Showers, & Buswell, 1999). Several proposals have been made to explain 

girls’ presumed lower self-esteem. One explanation considers gender roles and in short 

suggests that boys are expected to develop self-confidence whereas displaying confidence 

in girls has traditionally been considered a gender-role violation for girls (Kling et al., 

1999). Secondly, pubertal development in adolescence involves increased body fat for 

girls; however, boys experience increased muscle mass. Thus, puberty drives girls further 

away from their ideal body yet boys are brought closer to their ideals. Perceptions of 

attractiveness are correlated with self-esteem for both males and females, however, girls 

consistently report greater dissatisfaction with their appearance and body than boys (Kling 

et al., 1999). Thirdly, socialisation influences are different for girls and boys – girls are 

socialised to conform to the group, to be polite, whereas boys are more readily influenced 

to use more direct demands. Furthermore, similar to the idea that gender differences in the 

experiences and responses to interpersonal stress can account for sex differences seen in 
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depression (Hankin et al., 2007), perhaps girls’ self-esteem is more readily influenced by 

interpersonal stress than their male peers.  

Research has demonstrated robust links between self-esteem and social and 

emotional functioning (Harter, 1998) with positive self-regard being linked to better 

functioning. Self-esteem has been linked consistently with affect in both cross-sectional 

and diary studies, with high self-esteem associated with higher levels of positive affect and 

lower levels of negative affect and depression (Kling, et al., 1999). Consistent with self-

development and attachment theories, self-esteem has been related to social functioning 

with poor relationships and maltreatment strongly correlated with low self-esteem (Harter, 

1999). As psychological maltreatment specifically aims to undermine one’s self-esteem, 

the experience of partner maltreatment is expected to be associated with low self-esteem.  

Romantic competence. Although research has examined the impact of partner 

maltreatment on more global evaluations of the self (i.e., self-esteem), researchers have 

excluded more domain specific measures of competency, such as romantic competence. 

This is surprising given the recognition in the literature of the importance of mastery 

experiences of interpersonal skills in adolescent romantic relationships for the success of 

later more committed relationships (Bryant & Conger, 2002). Stemming from self-concept 

literature, romantic competence is defined here as the judgement of one’s interpersonal 

ability or skill with a romantic interest or partner. This included judgements of one’s 

ability to initiate relationships, be assertive, provide emotional support, self-disclose 

personal information, and manage interpersonal conflicts (Buhrmester, Furman, 

Wittenberg, & Reis, 1988). Family and peers play important and unique roles in the 

development of adolescent romantic competence.  

In terms of parenting influences, attachment theorists would argue that the early 

parent-child relationship is re-capitulated in later peer and romantic relationships placing 
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great emphasis on early parent interactions for later social competence (Parke, 1998). In 

this perspective, the continuity of functioning across relationships and the lifespan is 

emphasised. In contrast, the classic perspective of Sullivan (1953) and others (Furman & 

Wehner, 1994; Laursen et al., 2006; Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998) emphasise a more 

discontinuous perspective of family and peer relationships, arguing that peers have unique 

and significant contributions to the development of social competence, over and above, the 

contributions of family relationships. Arguably, peer relationships have a different set of 

interpersonal demands than family relationships, and so family relationships do not call 

forth all the competencies required for all relationships. Furthermore, it is through 

interactions with friends, that one becomes prepared for romantic relationships, given their 

similarity in structure (Sullivan, 1953). Support has been found for both perspectives, 

however, Bukowski and colleagues (1998) found that the quality of both the mother-child 

and peer relationship made unique contributions in explaining social competence. 

Furthermore, the unique contribution of peers was greater than the contribution of the 

parent-child relationship (Bukowski et al., 1998), highlighting the significance of peers for 

the development of social competence, and more specifically, romantic competence.   

Friendships provide the opportunity for adolescents to master their interpersonal 

skills – through exposure to friendship demands, such as discussing thoughts and feelings, 

offering support, negotiating decisions, and being assertive, the adolescent becomes more 

interpersonally competent through practice and mastery experiences (Bukowski et al., 

1998). A second way in which peers are important for the development of interpersonal 

competence is through their feedback of the use of these interpersonal skills (Bukowski et 

al., 1998). For example, if an adolescent’s attempts to say “no” or turn down a request are 

met with respect and support, this will reinforce the adolescent’s assertiveness skills and 

positive working models. However, if an adolescent’s assertive attempts are responded to 
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with discontent and rebuked, then the adolescent may internalise this feedback and 

culminate this in negative working models of self, others, and relationships. Through 

repeated negative interactions, the adolescent is more likely to be less assertive in future, 

feel less interpersonally competent, and develop less satisfying and open relationships in 

the future. This closely relates to attachment theory and the idea that the level of 

relationship supportiveness positively correlates with the level of competency (Thompson, 

2008).   

Romantic relationships influence the development of interpersonal competency in 

similar ways that friendships do. Not only do romantic relationships provide an 

opportunity to learn new relationship skills, but romantic partners, like friends, provide 

important feedback and validation of the use of these skills. Drawing again on attachment 

theory, the kinds of interactions with romantic partners (i.e., supportive vs. non-

supportive) would presumably be important for the development of romantic competence. 

Although research is scarce in this area, there is some evidence to support this contention 

and the quality of the romantic relationship has been associated with competence in the 

romantic domain (Collins, 2003; Furman & Shaffer, 2003; Laursen et al., 2006).  

Gender differences, albeit small, occur in levels of perceived romantic competence, 

however, the direction of these differences is dependent on the domain of competence 

being evaluated. For instance, compared to boys, girls report greater competence in 

providing emotional support (Buhrmester et al., 1988; Bukowski et al., 1998). Young 

males on the other hand report greater competence in initiating relationships than females 

(Buhrmester et al., 1988). Although girls report greater competence disclosing in peer 

relationships than boys, surprisingly, girls and boys report similar levels of competence 

disclosing in romantic relationships (Buhrmester et al., 1988). These gender differences in 
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romantic competence further add confirmation that when studying relationships and 

interpersonal processes, gender must be considered. 

In sum, to date it has been found that friendships and to a lesser degree, family, are 

important for the development of romantic competence. Furthermore, the relative success 

of this development is determined by the level of supportiveness of these relationships, 

with supportiveness positively correlated with romantic competence. In turn, romantic 

competence in late adolescence may predict the relative success of later more committed 

relationships, emphasising late adolescence as a particularly important time period to study 

the development of romantic competence. Whilst no studies of associations between 

partner maltreatment and romantic competence were located, it was assumed that finding 

oneself in a relationship characterised by mistreatment and little respect would be 

correlated with depleted views of romantic competence. Hence, in the current study, it was 

hypothesised that partner maltreatment would be negatively associated with late 

adolescents’ romantic competence. 

Risk Factors for Adverse Outcomes Associated with Partner Maltreatment 

A second general purpose of this study was to explore potential moderators of the 

associations between partner maltreatment and adolescent self-perspectives and emotional 

functioning, with the goal of furthering the understanding of important risk and protective 

factors for adverse outcomes associated with partner maltreatment. Specifically, this study 

set out to test if friend and family support may protect against the emotional problems 

associated with partner maltreatment, and if individual characteristics of gender and 

insecure attachment may exacerbate problems associated with maltreatment. Given these 

moderators were in Chapter 4, only a brief overview of key points pertaining to these 

moderators is included here. 
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Gender. Psychological research has established a number of gender differences. In 

the maltreatment literature, males more readily report partner maltreatment by their 

romantic partners than females (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Linder et al., 2002), and in the 

psychopathology literature, late adolescent females are generally worse off than their male 

peers (Kling et al., 1999; Rudolph, 2008). In the current study, it was expected that these 

findings would be replicated and males would report greater partner maltreatment than 

females, whilst females would report more depressive symptoms, lower self-esteem, and 

greater romantic competence than males. Secondly, several theories and lines of research 

put forward that females have been socialised to value relationships more so than males 

and in turn that relationship processes are more important to females’ self-views than 

males (Cross & Madson, 1997; Helgeson, 1994; Maccoby, 1990). Based on this theory, 

although males would report greater partner maltreatment, it was predicted that compared 

to males, the associations between partner maltreatment, and self-perspectives and 

emotional functioning would be stronger for females.  

Social support from family and friends. The next moderators investigated were 

perceived friend and family support. Attachment theory (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2009) and 

the social support buffering hypothesis (Beeble et al., 2009) posits that social support from 

significant others can play a protective role against maladaptive outcomes in the face of 

adversity, whereas a lack of social support from significant others can be a vulnerability 

factor for maladaptation (Beeble et al., 2009).  The buffering hypothesis has been applied 

to the study of partner maltreatment in adult women with research finding that social 

support can limit the harmful effects associated with maltreatment (Bosch & Bergen, 2006; 

Coker et al., 2002, Coker et al., 2003; Kaslow et al., 1998, Kemp et al., 1995; Thompson et 

al., 2000). It was therefore important in this study of adolescents to consider the 

moderating effects of other’s supportiveness in the relationship between partner 
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maltreatment and social and emotional functioning. Firstly, it was expected that 

adolescents who reported high friend and family support would report less depressive 

symptoms, and greater self-esteem and romantic competence than late adolescents 

reporting lower levels of friend and family support. Secondly, it was expected that friends 

and family would moderate associations of partner maltreatment with depressive 

symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic competence in such a way that low family and friend 

support would create further vulnerability to the adverse effects associated with partner 

maltreatment.  Conversely, high friend and family support were expected to play a 

protective function against the harmful effects of partner maltreatment by improving levels 

of self-esteem, romantic competence, and depressive symptoms.  

Attachment anxiety and avoidance. Romantic attachment style was proposed as a 

moderator in the associations of partner maltreatment with self-perspectives and emotional 

functioning indicators. Firstly, the study of romantic attachment and psychopathology has 

found that people with insecure attachment styles (i.e., higher levels of attachment anxiety 

and avoidance) are more vulnerable to depression, social incompetence, and low self-

esteem than people with a secure attachment style (Carnelley et al., 1994; Cooper et al., 

1998; Murphy & Bates, 1997; Roberts et al., 1996; Williams & Risking, 2004). Secondly, 

higher rates of partner maltreatment victimisation are found amongst insecure attachments 

vs. secure attachment styles (Bookwala, 2002; Henderson et al., 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 

1998). Finally, there is some evidence to suggest that attachment style moderates the 

associations between relationship functioning and emotional functioning (Davilia et al., 

2004; Scott & Cordova, 2002). Following from these research findings, it was expected in 

the present study that late adolescents who reported higher levels of romantic attachment 

anxiety and avoidance would also report greater depressive symptoms, lower self-esteem 

and romantic competence, and greater frequencies of partner maltreatment than 
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adolescents with lower levels of insecure attachments. Furthermore, anxious and avoidant 

attachment were expected to exacerbate the adverse effects of partner maltreatment on 

self-perspectives and emotional functioning.  

Summary of Hypotheses  

Gender Differences 

Hypothesis 1. Males will report greater partner maltreatment by their partners than 

females. 

Hypothesis 2. Males will report higher self-esteem, fewer depressive symptoms and 

less romantic competence than females.  

Hypothesis 3. Compared to males, females will report greater perceived family and 

friend support. 

Correlates of Partner Maltreatment 

Hypothesis 4. Partner maltreatment will be negatively associated with perceived 

friend and family support. 

Hypothesis 5. Partner maltreatment will be positively associated with romantic 

attachment anxiety and romantic attachment avoidance. 

Hypothesis 6. Partner maltreatment will be negatively associated with self-esteem 

and romantic competence, and positively associated with depressive symptoms. 

Other Associations 

Hypothesis 7. Friend and family support will be positively associated with self-

esteem and romantic competence, and negatively associated with depressive symptoms. 

Hypothesis 8. Romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance will be negatively 

associated with self-esteem and romantic competence, and positively associated with 

depressive symptoms. 

Moderating Effects 
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Hypothesis 9. The associations between partner maltreatment and measures of self-

perspectives (i.e., self-esteem and romantic competence) and emotional functioning (i.e., 

depressive symptoms) will be stronger for females than for males. 

Hypothesis 10. Associations between partner maltreatment, and self-perspectives 

and emotional functioning outcomes will be weaker for those with more family and friend 

support, suggesting that support buffers the negative impact of maltreatment on self-

perspectives and emotional functioning. 

Hypothesis 11. Associations between partner maltreatment and self-perspectives 

and emotional functioning will be stronger at higher levels of romantic attachment anxiety 

and avoidance, suggesting that attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance exacerbates 

the effects of maltreatment on self-perspectives and emotional functioning.  
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Method 

Participants 

Participants were 139 late adolescents (aged 17 to 22, age M = 18.82 years, SD = 

1.31; 76% female) in a current heterosexual romantic relationship (relationship length M = 

15 months, range 1 to 64 months). Participants were required to be in a current, steady 

romantic relationship of one month or longer. The mean age of first reported romantic 

partner was 14 and 6 months (SD = 2.00) and the average number of previous steady 

romantic partners reported was 5.02 (SD = 5.61, range 1 to 50 partners). 

The majority of the sample was white/Caucasian (88%), 6% were of Asian decent, 

and 6% reported being of “other” nationality. Most adolescents lived with two parents 

(40%) or one parent (18%). Thirty three percent reported living on their own or with 

friends and the remainder reported “other” living arrangements. 

In addition to these 139 participants, another 129 participants who did not have a 

steady romantic partner provided some information to allow for an examination of the 

representativeness of the sample. The groups did not differ on measures of family and 

friend social support, self-esteem, romantic competence and depressive symptoms. 

Participants not in a current relationship reported greater attachment avoidance, t(271) = 

7.32, p < .001, and attachment anxiety, t(271) = 3.30, p = .001, than those in a romantic 

relationship. 

Measures 

Demographics. A short demographics questionnaire asked participants to report 

their name, age, gender, ethnicity, and living arrangements. 

History of dating and romantic relationships. A romantic history questionnaire was 

designed to assess romantic involvement. Five items assessed current relationship status 

(i.e., never had a relationship to currently going out with someone) and romantic 
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experience (e.g., how many boyfriends/girlfriends have previously had). The last 6 items 

were completed by individuals who were in a current romantic relationship and asked for 

details about their relationship including the relationship length (in months), gender of 

partner, and how much time they spent together.  

Romantic partner maltreatment. Psychological maltreatment by romantic partners 

was measured with the Psychological Maltreatment of Women Inventory (PMWI, Tolman, 

1989) modified by Kasian and Painter (1992) for university students and adolescents. 

Aspects of psychological maltreatment measured by the PMI include diminishment of self-

esteem (9 items), verbal abuse (5 items), social and emotional control (13 items), jealousy 

(7 items), and withdrawal (6 items). All subscales except the withdrawal subscale were 

used in the current study and eight of the positive behaviour items were used to intersperse 

between negative items to provide relief from negative questions (42 items in total). A 

sample item for the diminishment of self-esteem scale was “my partner treated me like I 

was stupid”. The verbal abuse scale consisted of items such as “my partner swore at me”. 

Sample items from the social and emotional control subscale were “my partner tried to 

keep me from seeing or talking to my family” and “my partner tried to make me feel like I 

was crazy”. An example item from the jealousy subscale was “my partner monitored my 

time and made me account for my whereabouts”. Respondents reported on the frequency 

of each behaviour during the duration of their relationship on a rating scale where 1 = 

never happened, 2 = one or two times, 3 = three or four times, 4 = five to 10 times, 5 = 11 

to 20 times, and 6 =more than 20 times. The subscales correlated highly with one another, 

r ranged from .78 to .84, all p < .01. Therefore, the four averaged subscale scores were 

averaged to form a single measure of partner maltreatment. Items on this scale had a high 

interitem correlation, Cronbach's α = .95.  
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Significant skew existed in the samples distribution, therefore a categorical 

indicator of low versus high partner maltreatment was formed so that the data could be  

analysed in multiple ways. Participants with a partner maltreatment score above the 

median (a score of 1.5) were identified as the high maltreatment group (coded 1, n = 70); 

other participants were identified as the low maltreatment group (coded 0, n = 69). The use 

of the median as the demarcation of groups was a decision that required careful 

consideration. The median was used because no existing norms for measures of 

psychological maltreatment could be located. Hence, it is necessary to rely on the sample 

or a previous sample “norm” as the cut-off. Because the mean level of maltreatment (M = 

1.80) in this study was similar to that found by Kasian and Painter (1992, M = 1.81) in 

their study of U.S. college students, the current sample seemed representative of university 

students included in previous studies, and increased confidence in using the sample median 

as the norm and cut-off. Although any maltreatment can be a problem, 97% of participants 

reported some maltreatment, so this made the nonmaltreated group too small for analyses. 

Conversely, very high levels of maltreatment would be of interest. However, groups had to 

be large enough for meaningful and stable results and the use of the median was ideal for 

this purpose. 

Family and friend support. The Perceived Social Support from Family (PSS-Fa) 

and Friends (PSS-Fr, Procidano & Heller, 1983) scales were used to measure social 

support from family and friends. Each subscale consists of 20 items with similar content 

(Procidano & Heller, 1983). Sample items included “my friends give me the moral support 

that I need” and “I rely on my family for emotional support”. Respondents circled one 

statement to indicate their agreement with each statement: Yes, No, or Don’t Know. The 

number of ‘yes’ indications were counted for each scale. Scores ranged between 0, 

indicating no perceived social support, to 20, indicating maximum perceived social 
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support. In the current study, internal consistencies for the family and friend support scales 

were α = .90 and .79, respectively. Good psychometric properties have also been reported 

in previous research (α = .88 to .90, Procidano,1992).  

Romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance. The Experiences in Close 

Relationships questionnaire (ECR; Brennan et al., 1998) was used to assess levels of 

attachment anxiety and avoidance. The measure consists of two subscales with 18 items 

each that measure dimensions of romantic attachment style among people aged 16 to 50. 

The Avoidance subscale, referred to in this study as Attachment Avoidance, measures 

discomfort with closeness and dependency and included items such as “I prefer not to 

show a partner how I feel deep down”.  The Anxiety subscale, referred to here as 

Attachment Anxiety, measures anxiety about abandonment and included items such as “I 

worry about being abandoned”.  Respondents completed the questions with regard to how 

they generally feel in relationships with boy/girlfriends, indicating the degree to which 

they agreed or disagreed with each statement on a 5-point Likert scale ranged from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Item responses were averaged for each subscale. 

In past research, both subscales have shown excellent reliabilities, α = .91 to .94, and have 

been shown to converge with 14 other measures of attachment (see Brennan et al., 1998, 

for correlations). In the current study, the anxiety and avoidance subscales had similar 

reliabilities, α of .91 and .93, respectively. 

Depressive symptoms. The Reynolds Adolescent Depression Scale (RADS, 

Reynolds, 1987) was used to measure depressive symptoms. The RADS is a 30-item self-

report measure designed for individuals aged 13 to 18. Items were reviewed and all items 

seemed appropriate for students aged 18 to 22. For each item, participants endorsed how 

often each symptom-related item had occurred in the past 2 weeks (almost never, hardly 

ever, sometimes, or most of the time). Example items included “I feel sad”, “I feel that no 
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one cares about me” and “I feel like crying”.  After reverse scoring seven items, item 

responses were summed to form a single index of depressive symptoms (possible scores 

range 30 to 120). Higher scores indicate more frequent depressive symptoms.  In the 

current study, 3 participants had one missing item and total RADS scores were prorated 

(RADS obtained score x 30/number of items completed). A cut-off score of 77 or above 

can be used to identify adolescents for further diagnostic evaluation for significant clinical 

levels of depression. 

Interitem correlations reported by Reynolds (1987) have been uniformly high 

across grade and sex, α = .91 to .94. In addition, the test-retest reliability is good, 6-week 

test-retest r = .80. The RADS has previously been found to have good concurrent validity 

with other popular measures of depression (the Hamilton Rating Scale, r = .83; the Beck 

Depression Inventory, r = .75; the Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale, r 

= .75, and the Child Depression Inventory, r = .73) and good convergent validity with 

measures of self-esteem, anxiety, hopelessness, and negative life events (see Reynolds, 

1987, for complete description of psychometric properties). In the current study, internal 

consistency was high and similar to past research, α = .91. 

To assess the appropriateness of using the RADS with some participants over age 

18, mean scores were compared among three age groups of participants, 16 to 18, 19 to 20, 

and 21 to 22 and by participant gender. In this 3 x 2 ANOVA, the main effect of 

participant gender, F(1, 281) = 2.89, p = .09, and age F(2, 281) = .87, p = .42, were non-

significant. The interaction of gender and age was also non-significant, F(2, 281) = .53, p 

= .59. In addition, the interitem correlations were similar when comparing the 3 age 

groups, Cronbach’s α = .87, .86, and .80, respectively. 

Self-esteem. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965) was used to measure global 

self-esteem. The scale consisted of 10 items that assessed global self-esteem such as “on 
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the whole I am satisfied with my life” and “I feel that I have a number of good qualities”.  

Responses to each item ranged from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). Five items 

were reversed scored prior to summing item responses. Higher scores indicated higher 

self-esteem. Good psychometric properties have been reported in previous studies (Banos 

& Guillen, 2000; Kernis et al., 1998; Vispoel, Boo, & Bleiler, 2001). The interitem 

correlation in the present study was high, α = .91.  

Romantic competence. The Interpersonal Competence Questionnaire (ICQ, 

Buhrmester et al., 1988) was used to measure five domains of university student’s 

interpersonal competence with romantic partners including initiating relationships, self-

disclosure, asserting displeasure with others’ actions, providing emotional support, and 

managing interpersonal conflicts. Each of the five subscales has 8 items (40 items in total). 

Each item of the ICQ briefly describes a common interpersonal situation and respondents 

are required to indicate on a 5-point rating scale their level of competence and comfort in 

handling each type of situation from 1 (I’m poor at this) to 5 (I’m extremely good at this). 

Sample items included “asking or suggesting to someone new that you get together and do 

something e.g., go out together”(initiating relationships), “letting a new companion get to 

know the real you” (self-disclosure),“saying “no” when a date asks you to do something 

you don’t want to do” (negative assertion), “being a good and sensitive listener for a 

companion who is upset” (emotional support), and “when angry with a companion, being 

able to accept that s/he has a valid point of view even if you don’t agree with that view” 

(conflict management).   

Psychometric properties in previous research have been good (α = .77 to .87, four-

week test re-test r = .69 to .89) and the measure has been reported to have good convergent 

validity with other competency measures (see Buhrmester et al., 1988 for details). In this 

study, for the purpose of data reduction, all 40 items were averaged to form a single 
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measure of romantic competence.  Higher scores indicated greater romantic competence. 

Internal consistency of the composite measure was adequate, α = .84. 

Procedure 

First year psychology students were invited to participate in the research project by 

announcement in their introductory classes and class website. As is typical practice by the 

Human Research Ethics Committee of Griffith University, approval for the participation of 

university students was dependent on students’ informed consent. Following informed 

consent, participants completed a questionnaire in university classrooms following 

lectures. Individual debriefing was made available for students with any questions or 

concerns following completion of the questionnaires.  
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Results 

Preliminary Analyses and Descriptive Statistics 

 Prior to conducting tests of hypotheses, the data were inspected to determine 

whether the normality assumption of correlation and regression analyses was met. 

Distributions of individual variables were explored by investigating skewness, kurtosis, 

and outliers. Variables were determined as significantly skewed if skew/skewse was +/- 

3.29, p < .001 and kurtosis was determined to be problematic if √kurtosis/kurtosisse was 

+/- 3.29, p < .001 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Univariate outliers were identified and 

assessed if standardised scores on each measure exceeded a z-score of 3.29, p < .001 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  

As would be expected, 6 of the 9 variables had distributions that departed from 

normality and had some outliers. Therefore, appropriate transformations, as suggested by 

Tabachnick and Fidell (2001), were applied and distributions re-evaluated for normality. 

Transformations corrected problems with skew, kurtosis, and outliers for all of the six 

variables. All subsequent analyses are completed with untransformed and again with 

transformed variables and any differences in the findings noted. Descriptive statistics for 

the untransformed variables are provided in Table 1.  

To test Hypotheses 1 to 3, MANOVA and t-tests were used to compare 1) males to 

females, and 2) adolescents high versus low on partner maltreatment. All other remaining 

hypotheses were tested with correlations and hierarchical regression analyses.  

Comparison of Males and Females  

Males and females were compared using independent samples t-tests and 

MANOVA analyses. These analyses were completed using untransformed variables and 

repeated using transformed variables. Results were consistent when using untransformed 

and transformed measures; therefore, to reduce the reporting of results, detailed results
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Table 1              

Time 1 Descriptive Statistics and Comparison of Males and Females on Time 1 Variables     

    Overall (N = 139)   Males (n = 35)   Females (n = 104)         

  M SD  M SD  M SD  t  p value 

Relationship length 

(months) 
 14.84 11.68  13.89 12.59  15.16 11.41  -.56  .578 

Partner maltreatment  1.80 .71  2.13 .88  1.69 .61  2.79**  .008 

Friend support  15.04 3.90  13.77 3.82  15.47 3.84  -2.27*  .025 

Family support  13.96 5.23  12.26 6.04  14.53 4.82  -2.26*  .026 

Attachment avoidance  1.95 .61  1.90 .62  1.97 .61  -.54  .589 

Attachment anxiety  2.48 .64  2.32 .71  2.54 .61  -1.77  .080 

Depressive symptoms  26.93 11.75  24.61 12.23  27.71 11.54  -1.35  .178 

Self-esteem  3.96 .70  4.20 .66  3.89 .70  2.32*  .022 

Romantic competence   3.51 .39   3.67 .43   3.46 .37   2.80**   .006 

Note. Results presented for analyses using untransformed variables. Bonferroni correction p = .01.    

*p < .05, **p < .01.              
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are only presented for untransformed variables (see Table 1 for results of t-tests).  

 Measures of attachment avoidance, length of relationship and partner maltreatment 

were compared between males and females using independent samples t-tests. Results 

revealed support for Hypothesis 1, that males reported higher rates of partner maltreatment 

than adolescent females, t(137) = 2.79, p < .01. Additionally, there were no differences 

between males and females in their attachment avoidance or their length of romantic 

relationship. 

Two MANOVAS were used to test gender differences among other variables based 

on the groups of significant intercorrelations. In the first model, the dependent variables 

were attachment anxiety, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic competence. In 

the second MANOVA the dependent variables were friend support and family support. 

The first MANOVA model testing Hypothesis 2 was significant, F(3, 136 ) = 

4333.62, p < .001.  Univariate analyses showed that compared to females, males reported 

higher self-esteem, t(137) = 2.32, p = .02, and higher romantic competence, t(137) = 2.80, 

p = .01.  However, there was no gender difference in depressive symptoms or attachment 

anxiety (see Table 1). 

There also was a significant difference between males and females in the second 

model, F(3, 136 ) = 931.53, p < .001. In support of Hypothesis 3, females reported greater 

perceived friend support, t(138) = -2.27, p = .03, and family support, t(65) = -2.26, p = .03, 

than their male peers (see Table 1).  

It should be noted that most differences between males and females were small, 

and it is possible that conducting these multiple group comparison tests resulted in a Type 

1 error. Evaluating results against a more conservative alpha level can control for the Type 

1 error rate, and in this instance a Bonferonni correction would make the revised p value 

.01. Under more stringent conditions, males and females differed on levels of partner 
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maltreatment and romantic competence. These findings suggest that accounting for gender 

in further analyses is important. Hence, it was included as a covariate in subsequent 

regression analyses.  

Associations between Partner Maltreatment and Other Variables   

In support of Hypothesis 4, partner maltreatment was negatively associated with 

friend support, r = -.20 p = .02, but it was not associated with family support (see Table 2). 

When MANOVA was used to compare those higher to those lower in partner 

maltreatment, the results were similar. Compared to the low maltreatment group, 

adolescents in the high maltreatment group reported less family support, t(137) = 2.62, p = 

.01, and less friend support, t(137) = 2.90, p < .01 (see Table 3). 

In support of Hypothesis 5, partner maltreatment was positively associated with 

attachment anxiety, r = .20, p = .02. Yet, when those higher vs. lower in maltreatment 

were compared, there was no significant group difference in attachment anxiety (see Table 

3). Partner maltreatment was not associated with attachment avoidance (see Table 2 and 

3).    

In support of Hypothesis 6, partner maltreatment was positively associated with 

depressive symptoms, r = .34, p < .001. Yet, partner maltreatment was not associated with 

self-esteem or romantic competence (see Table 2). Comparisons of groups high or low in 

maltreatment showed that those higher in maltreatment reported more depressive 

symptoms, on average, than those low in maltreatment, t(135) = -2.83, p < .01 (see Table 

3). Also similar to correlation findings, there was no group difference in self-esteem or 

romantic competence (see Table 3).  

Finally, those who reported more partner maltreatment had longer relationships, r = 

.30, p < .01, and those in the higher maltreatment group had longer relationships, on 

average, t(135) = -4.12, p < .001 (see Table 3). 
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Table 2           

Correlations between All Measured Variables at Time 1 (N = 139)      

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Age --          

2. Relationship length 

   (months) 
.21* --         

3. Partner maltreatment .03 .30** --        

4. Friend support -.03 -.07 -.20* --       

5. Family support .01 .15 -.14 .30* --      

6. Attachment avoidance .14 -.23** .10 -.07 -.19* --     

7. Attachment anxiety .05 -.05 .20* -.09 -.07 .01 --    

8. Depressive symptoms .08 .02 .34** -.15 -.20* .25** .32** --   

9. Self-esteem -.10 -.11 -.13 .12 .11 -.18* -.34** -.48** --  

10. Romantic competence -.08 -.04 -.08 .26** .11 -.31** -.20* -.20* .42** -- 

*p < .05, ** p < .01.           
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Table 3           

Comparisons of High and Low Partner Maltreatment Groups on Time 1 Variables (N = 139) 

    
Low maltreatment 

(n = 70) 
  

High maltreatment 

(n = 69) 
        

  M SD  M SD  t  p value 

Relationship length 

(months) 
 11.00 9.41  18.74 12.51  -4.13**  .000 

Friend support  15.97 3.33  14.10 4.22  2.90*  .004 

Family support  15.09 4.56  12.81 5.63  2.62*  .010 

Attachment avoidance  1.94 .59  1.96 .64  -.19  .853 

Attachment anxiety  2.45 .54  2.52 .73  -.65  .514 

Depressive symptoms  24.19 10.76  29.70 12.14  -2.83*  .005 

Self-esteem  3.94 .77  3.99 .64  -.37  .713 

Romantic competence   3.51 .39   3.51 .40   .06   .950 

Note. Results are presented for analyses using untransformed variables. Bonferroni correction p = .013. 

*p < .01, **p < .001.           
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Associations of Self-Perceptions and Emotional Functioning with Support and Attachment 

Correlation analyses were conducted to test hypothesised associations of self-

esteem, romantic competence and emotional functioning with support and attachment (see 

Table 2). Partial support was found for Hypothesis 7; participants who reported more 

family support had fewer depressive symptoms, r = -.20, p = .02, whereas those who 

reported more friend support reported more romantic competence, r = .26, p < .01. Yet, 

family and friend support were not associated with other measures of functioning. 

Hypothesis 8 was supported. Participants higher in attachment anxiety and 

attachment avoidance reported more depressive symptoms, r = .32 and .25, respectively, 

both p < .01. They also reported lower self-esteem and romantic competence, r’s ranged 

from -.18 to -.34, all p < .05 (see Table 2).   

Moderators of Associations between Partner Maltreatment and Functioning 

A series of multiple hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to test 

hypotheses concerning stronger or weaker associations between partner maltreatment and 

functioning depending on gender, friend and family support, and romantic attachment 

anxiety and avoidance (Hypotheses 9 to 11). Moderating effects were tested following 

guidelines by Meyers, Gamst, and Guarino (2006). An interaction term for each of the 

moderator variables was formed by calculating the product terms of the predictor variable, 

partner maltreatment, with each moderator variable. Prior to forming the interaction term, 

partner maltreatment and the moderator variables were centred by subtracting the mean of 

the variable from each score on the variable to produce a new transformed variable, based 

on deviation scores. Centering reduces nonessential multicollinearity and facilitates 

interpretation of significant interactions because now each transformed variable has a 

mean value of zero. 
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Each interaction term was tested in a separate model and the model was estimated 

once for each of the three dependent variables, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and 

romantic competence. Fifteen models in total were estimated. For the regression models 

testing gender as a moderator, there were two steps.  Partner maltreatment was entered at 

Step 1 along with the two covariates, gender and relationship length. The interaction term 

was entered at Step 2. For other hierarchical regression models there were three steps. 

Partner maltreatment, gender and relationship length were entered in Step 1. At Step 2, the 

centred moderator was entered. Finally, Step 3 included the centred interaction term. 

Significant interaction terms were interpreted by examining the simple slopes - the slope of 

the predictor at set values of another predictor. Simple slopes were drawn by plotting 

values of the dependent variable (Y) for four conditions: high maltreatment/low 

moderator, low maltreatment/low moderator, high maltreatment/high moderator, and low 

maltreatment/high moderator. Following recommendations of Cohen, Cohen, West, and 

Aiken (2003), the four values of Y were derived by substituting values for partner 

maltreatment and the moderator variable one standard deviation above the mean (high 

condition) and one standard deviation below the mean (low condition) into the regression 

equation. 

Before and throughout analyses, assumptions of regression analyses were 

examined. Residual plots were inspected and the assumption of homoscedasticity did not 

appear to be violated for any of the regression analyses. Tolerance values were checked to 

assess for multicollinearity and all values exceeded .01, indicating that multicollinearity 

was not a major issue in the analyses (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Multivariate outliers 

were determined if Mahalanobis distance scores for any data point exceeded the critical χ2
 

value, χ2
 (5) = 20.52, p < .001. Between four and six participants emerged as multivariate 

outliers across all regression analyses. Results of regression analyses were compared after 
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individual removal of outliers. In addition, each regression model was estimated once with 

untransformed variables and once with transformed variables. In some models, 

transformation and removal of outliers resulted in a more than 1% change in R
2
 and 

conclusions regarding hypothesised associations were changed. Therefore, the following 

results are presented for models when outliers were maintained and untransformed 

variables were used, and comment is made where substantial changes to results occurred 

when analyses were repeated with transformed variables or after removal of outliers.  

Results for depressive symptoms are presented first (see Tables 4 to 8), followed 

by results for self-esteem (see Tables 9 to 13), and romantic competence (see Tables 14 to 

18). Across all 15 models, the inclusion of relationship length as a covariate accounted for 

little and a non-significant amount of variance in self-perspective and emotional 

functioning variables.  

Depressive symptoms. Contrary to earlier group comparisons, at Step 1, gender 

differences in depressive symptoms emerged after accounting for relationship length and 

partner maltreatment. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, females reported greater depressive 

symptoms than males, β = .24, p < .01. This gender difference in depressive symptoms 

remained at Step 2 and Step 3 across all five models.  

As was found when simple correlations were conducted, partner maltreatment was 

positively associated with depressive symptoms, β = .45, p < .001. The main effect of 

partner maltreatment on depressive symptoms was significant at Step 2 and Step 3 for all 

five models, and there was no change to this association when models were estimated with 

transformed variables or multivariate outliers removed.  

When friend or family support, or attachment anxiety or avoidance was entered at 

Step 2 in each of the four separate models, results were consistent with the simple 

correlations. Family, but not friend support, was negatively associated with depressive 
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symptoms, β = -.18, p = .03, and both attachment anxiety and avoidance were positively 

associated with depressive symptoms, β = .21, p < .01 and β = .18, p = .03, respectively.  

Moderator effects were tested at Step 3 (Step 2 for the model testing gender) of 

each model. Contrary to that predicted in Hypotheses 9 through 11, the association of the 

interaction effects of partner maltreatment with gender, friend support, family support, 

attachment anxiety or attachment avoidance with depressive symptoms were non-

significant. This means that associations between partner maltreatment and depressive  

symptoms were similar for male and female adolescents. Likewise, the association of 

partner maltreatment and depressive symptoms was similar for adolescents with different 

levels of family and friend support and similar for adolescents with different levels of 

attachment anxiety and avoidance. 

Self-esteem. After controlling for relationship length and partner maltreatment, 

gender differences in self-esteem emerged at Step 1 that were similar to those found in 

earlier group comparisons. In line with Hypothesis 2, males reported higher self-esteem 

than females, β = -.24, p < .01. This significant effect of gender remained in Step 2 and 3 

across all models, except in the model testing attachment anxiety as a moderator. After 

entering attachment anxiety at Step 2, levels of self-esteem were similar for females and 

males, β = .17, p = .06.  

Partner maltreatment was negatively associated with self-esteem at Step 1, β = .18, 

p = .05, however, this association was weakened and non-significant when models were 

estimated with transformed variables, β = -.12, p = .23, or with the chief multivariate  

outlier removed, β = -.10, p = .28. Furthermore, there was no association of partner 

maltreatment with self-esteem at Step 2 or 3. These non-significant associations are similar 

to the non-significant association computed in the bivariate correlations. Pointedly, the 
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addition of the gender X partner maltreatment interaction at Step 2 strengthened the main 

effect of partner maltreatment with self-esteem, β = -.26, p < .01. 

The associations of friend and family support and attachment anxiety and 

avoidance with self-esteem were consistent to findings of the simple correlations. Family 

and friend support were not associated with self-esteem. Attachment anxiety was 

associated negatively with self-esteem, β = -.31, p < .001, whilst attachment avoidance 

was marginally negatively associated with self-esteem,  β = -.18, p < .10.  

Five possible moderators in the maltreatment model of adolescent romantic 

relationships were tested in separate models at Step 3 (Step 2 for the model testing 

gender). Contrary to Hypotheses 9 and 11, gender and attachment anxiety did not interact 

with partner maltreatment in models estimating self-esteem. However, partial support for 

Hypothesis 9 was found; friend support, but not family support, interacted with partner 

maltreatment in the estimation of self-esteem, β = .18, p = .04. Adolescents who reported 

high partner maltreatment and high friend support had similar levels of self-esteem to 

participants who reported low partner maltreatment. However, adolescents who reported 

high partner maltreatment and low friend support had poorer self-esteem than all other 

participants (see Figure 1). This suggests that friend support can play a protective role for 

self-esteem in the face of partner maltreatment. This interaction remained significant when 

 transformed variables were used, β = .17, p = .05, however, removal of the single largest 

multivariate outlier weakened the interaction effect to non-significance, β = .11, p = .17. 

Hence, the robustness of this interaction is questionable and results should be interpreted 

with caution. 

The interaction of partner maltreatment and attachment avoidance was significantly 

associated with self-esteem, β = -.18, p = .03. When partner maltreatment was low, self- 
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Figure 1. Interaction of friend support with partner maltreatment to predict self-esteem. 

 

esteem levels were similar for adolescents low or high in avoidant attachment. However, 

when partner maltreatment was high, self-esteem was significantly poorer for those high 

on avoidant attachment compared to those low on avoidant attachment (see Figure 2). This 

interaction remained significant when transformed variables were entered, β = -.17, p = 

.05, however, removal of the prime multivariate outlier resulted in the interaction 

becoming non-significant, β = .10, p = .20. Hence, results should be interpreted with 

caution given weakness of findings, yet, avoidant attachment may be a vulnerability factor 

for self-esteem when being maltreated by a romantic partner. 

Romantic competence. At each step of analyses and across all five models, gender 

differences in romantic competence emerged. Consistent with simple correlations, yet 

opposing Hypothesis 2, males reported greater romantic competence than females, (at Step 

1, β = -.28, p < .01). This remained true when models were estimated with transformed 

variables or with multivariate outliers removed. 

Consistent with the simple correlation, partner maltreatment was not significantly 

associated with romantic competence at any of the regression steps in each of the models. 

However, the trend did emerge at Step 1 for partner maltreatment to be negatively  
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Figure 2. Interaction of attachment avoidance with partner maltreatment to predict self-

esteem. 

 

associated with romantic competence, β = -.16, p < .10.  Additionally, the inclusion of the 

gender X partner maltreatment interaction strengthened the association of partner 

maltreatment with romantic competence, β = -.32, p = .02.  

At Step 2, associations of the moderator variables with the DV romantic 

competence, were similar to those found in bivariate correlations, with one exception. 

Similarly, family support was not associated with romantic competence, whilst friend 

support was positively associated with romantic competence, β =.30, p < .001. Also 

consistent with the bivariate correlation, attachment avoidance was negatively associated 

with romantic competence, β = -.31, p < .001. In contrast to the bivariate correlation, 

attachment anxiety was not associated with romantic competence.  

Interaction effects were tested at Step 3, (Step 2 for the model testing gender as a 

moderator). Contrary to Hypothesis 9, gender did not interact with partner maltreatment in 

the estimation of romantic competence. Partial support for Hypothesis 10 was found, 

friend support, but not family support interacted with partner maltreatment in the model 

estimating romantic competence, β = -.24, p < .01. Adolescents reporting high partner 
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maltreatment had significantly less romantic competence than their low-maltreated peers, 

but only when friend support was low. Adolescents who reported high partner 

maltreatment and had higher friend support had similar levels of romantic competence to 

those who reported low partner maltreatment (see Figure 3). Interaction results were 

similar when models were estimated with transformed variables or multivariate outliers 

removed. 
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Figure 3. Interaction of friend support with partner maltreatment to predict romantic 

competence.  

Some support for Hypothesis 11 emerged. The interaction effect of attachment 

avoidance with partner maltreatment was significant in the model estimating romantic 

competence, β = -.21, p < .01. When partner maltreatment was high, adolescents high in 

attachment avoidance had significantly poorer romantic competence than adolescents low  

in attachment avoidance. For participants low in attachment avoidance, romantic 

competence was similar regardless of whether partner maltreatment was high or low (see 

Figure 4). The interaction of attachment anxiety with partner maltreatment was non-

significant in the model estimating romantic competence.  
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Figure 4. Interaction of romantic attachment avoidance with partner maltreatment to 

predict romantic competence.  
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Table 4     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Gender as a Moderator of the  

Association between Partner Maltreatment and Depressive Symptoms (N = 139) 

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .18** 6.54 2.21 .24** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.35 1.42 .45*** 

      

2 Gender .00 6.73 2.26 .25** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  8.07 2.16 .49*** 

  Gender X maltreatment   -1.21 2.74 -.06 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .18, F(3, 135) = 9.73, p < .001; Step 2,  R

2
 = .18, F(4, 134) 

= 7.30, p < .001. Results presented for untransformed variables. 

** p < .01, *** p < .001.     
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Table 5     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Family Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Depressive Symptoms  

(N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .18*** 6.54 2.21 .24** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.35 1.42 .45*** 

      

2 Gender .03 7.18 2.20 .27*** 

 Relationship length  -.10 .08 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  6.88 1.41 .42*** 

 Family support  -.39 .18 -.18* 

      

3 Gender .01 7.62 2.25 .28*** 

 Relationship length  -.10 .08 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  6.69 1.43 .41*** 

 Family support  -.38 .18 .17* 

  Family support X maltreatment   -.21 .23 -.07 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .18, F(3, 135) = 9.73, p < .001; Step 2,  R

2
 = .21, F(4, 134) =  

8.69, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .21, F(5, 133) = 7.10, p < .001. Results presented for 

untransformed variables. 

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.     
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Table 6     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Friend Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Depressive Symptoms (N = 139)  

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .18*** 6.54 2.21 .24** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.35 1.42 .45*** 

      

2 Gender .01 7.03 2.23 .26*** 

 Relationship length  -.14 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.06 1.42 .43*** 

 Friend support  -.36 .24 -.12 

      

3 Gender .02 7.26 2.21 .27*** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.12 

 Partner maltreatment  6.56 1.44 .40*** 

 Friend support  -.29 .24 -.10 

  Friend support X maltreatment   -.56 .31 -.14
†
 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .18, F(3, 135) = 9.73, p < .001; Step 2,  R

2
 = .19, F(4, 134) = 7.92,   

p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .21, F(5, 133) = 7.08, p < .001. Results presented for 

untransformed variables. 

†
 p < .10, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.    
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Table 7     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Anxiety as a Moderator 

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Depressive   

Symptoms (N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .18*** 6.54 2.21 .24** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.35 1.42 .45*** 

      

2 Gender .04 5.16 2.23 .19* 

 Relationship length  -.10 .08 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  6.26 1.45 .38*** 

 Attachment anxiety  3.93 1.49 .21** 

      

3 Gender .00 5.25 2.25 .19* 

 Relationship length  -.10 .08 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  6.38 1.50 .39*** 

 Attachment anxiety  4.00 1.51 .22** 

  Attach anxiety X maltreatment   -.54 1.68 -.03 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .18, F(3, 135) = 9.73, p < .001; Step 2,  R

2
 = .19, F(4, 134)   

= 9.35, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .22, F(5, 133) = 7.45, p < .001. Results 

presented for untransformed variables.    

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
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Table 8     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Avoidance as a Moderator 

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Depressive  

Symptoms (N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .18*** 6.54 2.21 .24** 

 Relationship length  -.13 .08 -.13 

 Partner maltreatment  7.35 1.42 .45*** 

      

2 Gender .03 5.95 2.20 .22** 

 Relationship length  -.08 .09 -.08 

 Partner maltreatment  6.68 1.43 .41*** 

 Attachment avoidance  3.43 1.56 .18* 

      

3 Gender .01 6.04 2.20 .22** 

 Relationship length  -.07 .09 -.07 

 Partner maltreatment  6.75 1.43 .41*** 

 Attachment avoidance  3.33 1.57 .17* 

  Attach avoid X maltreatment   1.85 1.93 .07 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .18, F(3, 135) = 9.73, p < .001; Step 2,  R

2
 = .21, F(4, 134)   

= 8.71, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .21, F(5, 133) = 7.14, p < .001. Results 

presented for untransformed variables.    

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.     
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Table 9     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Gender as a Moderator of the  

Association between Partner Maltreatment and Self-Esteem (N = 139) 

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .07* -.39 .14 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .09 -.18* 

      

2 Gender .01 -.41 .14 -.26** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.05 

 Partner maltreatment  -.27 .14 -.27* 

  Gender X maltreatment   .16 .17 .12 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .07, F(3, 135) = 3.61, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .08,   

F(4, 134) = 2.90, p = .03. Results presented for untransformed variables. 

* p < .05, ** p < .01.     
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Table 10     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Family Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Self-Esteem (N = 139) 

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .07* -.39 .14 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .09 -.18* 

      

2 Gender .02 -.42 .14 -.26** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.07 

 Partner maltreatment  -.15 .09 -.15 

 Family support  .02 .01 .15 

      

3 Gender .01 -.45 .14 -.28** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.08 

 Partner maltreatment  -.14 .09 -.14 

 Family support  .02 .01 .14 

  Family support X maltreatment   .02 .02 .09 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .07, F(3, 135) = 3.61, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .09, F(4, 134) =  

3.49, p = .01. Step 3, R
2
 = .10, F(5, 133) = 3.01, p = .01. Results presented 

 for untransformed variables.     

* p < .05, ** p < .01.     
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Table 11     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Friend Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Self-Esteem   

(N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .07* -.39 .14 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .09 -.18* 

      

2 Gender .02 -.42 .14 -.26** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.16 .09 -.16† 

 Friend support  .03 .02 .14 

      

3 Gender .03 -.44 .14 -.27** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.05 

 Partner maltreatment  -.12 .09 -.12 

 Friend support  .02 .02 .11 

  Friend support X maltreatment   .04 .02 .18* 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .07, F(3, 135) = 3.61, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .09,   

F(4, 134) = 3.43, p = .01. Step 3, R
2
 = .12, F(5, 133) = 3.70, p < .01. 

Results presented for untransformed variables.    

†
 p < .10,* p < .05, ** p < .01.     
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Table 12     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Anxiety as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Self-Esteem (N = 139) 

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .07* -.39 .14 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .09 -.18* 

      

2 Gender .08 -.27 .14 -.17† 

 Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.09 

 Partner maltreatment  -.08 .09 -.08 

 Attachment anxiety  -.34 .09 -.31*** 

      

3 Gender .00 -.27 .14 -.17† 

 Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.09 

 Partner maltreatment  -.08 .09 -.09 

 Attachment anxiety  -.34 .09 -.31*** 

  Attach anxiety X maltreatment   .01 .10 .01 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .07, F(3, 135) = 3.61, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .16, F(4, 134)  

 = 6.30, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .16, F(5, 133) = 5.01, p < .001. Results presented  

for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.      
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Table 13     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Avoidance as a Moderator 

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Self-Esteem (N = 139)   

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .07* -.39 .14 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.00 .01 -.04 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .09 -.18* 

      

2 Gender .03 -.35 .14 -.22** 

 Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  -.14 .09 -.14 

 Attachment avoidance  -.20 .10 -.18* 

      

3 Gender .03 -.37 .14 -.23** 

 Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.10 

 Partner maltreatment  -.15 .09 -.15 

 Attachment avoidance  -.19 .10 -.17† 

  Attach avoid X maltreatment   -.27 .12 -.18* 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .07, F(3, 135) = 3.61, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .10, F(4, 134)  

 = 3.82, p < .01. Step 3, R
2
 = .13, F(5, 133) = 4.11, p < .01. Results presented 

 for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10,* p < .05, ** p < .01.     
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Table 14     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Gender as a Moderator of the  

Association between Partner Maltreatment and Romantic Competence  

(N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .08* -.25 .08 -.28** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.09 .05 -.16† 

      

2 Gender .02 -.27 .08 -.30** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.18 .08 -.32* 

  Gender X maltreatment   .15 .10 .20 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .08, F(3, 135) = 3.70, p = .02; Step 2,  R

2
 = .09, F(4, 134)   

 = 3.40, p = .01. Results presented for untransformed variables.  

†
 p < .10,* p < .05, ** p < .01.     
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Table 15     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Family Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Romantic Competence 

(N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .08* -.25 .08 -.28** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.09 .05 -.16
†
 

      

2 Gender .02 -.27 .08 -.30***

 Relationship length  .00 .00 -.01 

 Partner maltreatment  -.07 .05 -.13 

 Family support  .01 .01 .15
†
 

      

3 Gender .01 -.29 .08 -.32*** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 -.01 

 Partner maltreatment  -.07 .05 -.12 

 Family support  .01 .01 .15
†
 

  Family support X maltreatment   .01 .01 .09 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .08, F(3, 135) = 3.70, p = .01; Step 2,  R

2
 = .10, F(4, 134) 

 = 3.62, p < .01. Step 3, R
2
 = .10, F(5, 133) = 3.09, p = .01. Results presented 

 for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.      
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Table 16     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Friend Support as a Moderator  

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Romantic Competence 

 (N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .08* -.25 .08 -.28** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.09 .05 -.16† 

      

2 Gender .08 -.29 .08 -.32*** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .03 

 Partner maltreatment  -.06 .05 -.12 

 Friend support  .03 .01 .30*** 

      

3 Gender .05 -.30 .08 -.34*** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .01 

 Partner maltreatment  -.04 .05 -.07 

 Friend support  .03 .01 .26** 

  Friend support X maltreatment   .03 .01 .24** 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .08, F(3, 135) = 3.70, p = .01; Step 2,  R

2
 = .16, F(4, 134)  

 = 6.28, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .21, F(5, 133) = 7.08, p < .001. Results presented 

 for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.      
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Table 17     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Anxiety as a Moderator 

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Romantic Competence 

 (N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .08* -.25 .08 -.28** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.09 .05 -.16† 

      

2 Gender .02 -.22 .08 -.24** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 -.01 

 Partner maltreatment  -.06 .05 -.12 

 Attachment anxiety  -.09 .05 -.14 

      

3 Gender .00 -.22 .08 -.25** 

 Relationship length  .00 .01 -.00 

 Partner maltreatment  -.07 .05 -.12 

 Attachment anxiety  -.09 .05 -.15† 

  Attach anxiety X maltreatment   .02 .06 .03 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .08, F(3, 135) = 3.70, p = .01; Step 2,  R

2
 = .09,  F(4, 134)  

= 3.49, p = .01. Step 3, R
2
 = .09, F(5, 133) = 2.79, p = .02. Results presented 

for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01.      
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Table 18     

Hierarchical Regression Analysis Testing Attachment Avoidance as a Moderator 

of the Association between Partner Maltreatment and Romantic Competence 

 (N = 139)     

Step Independent variable ∆R
2
 B  SE B β 

1 Gender .08* -.25 .08 -.28** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 .02 

 Partner maltreatment  -.09 .05 -.16† 

      

2 Gender .09 -.22 .08 -.24** 

 Relationship length  -.01 .00 -.07 

 Partner maltreatment  -.05 .05 -.09 

 Attachment avoidance  -.20 .05 -.31*** 

      

3 Gender .04 -.22 .07 -.25** 

 Relationship length  .00 .00 -.08 

 Partner maltreatment  -.06 .05 -.10 

 Attachment avoidance  -.19 .05 -.29*** 

  Attach avoid X maltreatment   -.17 .07 -.21** 

Note. Step 1, R
2
 = .08, F(3, 135) = 3.70, p = .01; Step 2,  R

2
 = .16,  F(4, 134)  

= 6.42, p < .001. Step 3, R
2
 = .20, F(5, 133) = 6.76, p < .001. Results presented 

 for untransformed variables.     

†
 p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.      
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Discussion 

The purpose of these analyses was to establish concurrent associations between 

romantic partner psychological maltreatment, depressive symptoms, self-esteem and 

romantic competence. Self-esteem and romantic competence were chosen as indicators of 

late adolescent self-perspectives, and depressive symptom level was chosen as an indicator 

of emotional functioning. A second purpose was to test concurrently gender, attachment 

anxiety and avoidance, and friend and family support as moderators of the associations 

between partner maltreatment and functioning. Late adolescents completed a number of 

self-report measures including partner psychological maltreatment, attachment, perceived 

friend and family support, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic competence. It 

was hypothesised that partner maltreatment would be associated with poorer self-esteem 

and romantic competence, and a greater number of depressive symptoms. Furthermore, it 

was expected that a number of individual differences would moderate these associations. 

Specifically, it was predicted that partner maltreatment would be associated with poorer 

self-perspectives and emotional functioning especially for girls, adolescents high in 

attachment anxiety and avoidance, and low in family and friend support. In general, 

support was found for hypotheses that partner maltreatment would be associated with 

greater depressive symptoms and less self-esteem and romantic competence. Furthermore, 

friend support and attachment avoidance emerged as significant moderators of several of 

these associations. When interpreting findings, it should be noted that in this sample, mean 

levels of partner maltreatment were low and mean levels of depressive symptoms were 

below the clinical cut-off, and therefore may only apply to other non-pathological samples.   

Gender Differences 

 A number of gender differences were expected.  As predicted, compared to 

females, males reported a greater frequency of maltreatment by their partners. This finding 
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is consistent with prior research that also finds higher levels of psychological and 

relational victimisation reported by males than females (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Linder et 

al., 2002). Similar to previous research trends (Kling et al., 1999; Rudolph, 2008), 

compared to females, males had higher evaluations of their self-esteem and when partner 

maltreatment and relationship length were controlled for, males reported less depressive 

symptoms than females.  

Contrary to expectations, males reported feeling more romantically competent than 

females. Prior research suggests that males and females show different profiles of 

interpersonal competencies, depending on the domain of competency being measured 

(Buhrmester et al., 1988; Bukowski et al., 1998). Since the current investigation included a 

measure of romantic competence averaged across several domains (i.e., initiating 

relationships, self-disclosure, asserting displeasure with other’s actions, providing 

emotional support, and managing interpersonal conflicts), it could be that females were 

more romantically competent in some domains whereas males were more competent in 

others. However, on average, males reported higher levels of romantic competence than 

their female peers. 

The finding that compared to females, males reported greater romantic competence 

and higher self-esteem may help explain why females reported less partner maltreatment 

than males. Perhaps males felt more skilled at negotiating their romantic relationships and 

consequently rely less on psychological abuse tactics to manage and guide or control their 

relationships. Alternatively, young males compared to females may have more social 

power in their relationships, and/or they may not be as invested in maintaining their 

relationships. Females may use psychological maltreatment in response to males' 

behaviours that reflect their greater relative power and their lack of commitment.  
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A third explanation relates to possible differences in the way that girls and boys 

report maltreatment. The use of self-report methods may not reflect actual levels of 

maltreatment and it could be that males more readily report partner maltreatment than 

females. This rationalisation is given some plausibility when considering the findings of 

other research that measures rates of victimisation and perpetration simultaneously. In 

these studies, although males have self-reported greater rates of victimisation than females, 

males and females in the same sample have self-reported similar rates of abuse 

perpetration (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Linder et al., 2002).  

If it is the case that girls more readily than boys resort to maltreatment of their 

partners it would have to mean that in other studies, girls have under-estimated their self-

use of these tactics, again highlighting that there are gender differences in the way in 

which maltreatment is reported. Nevertheless, in other research (Linder et al., 2002), 

romantic relational aggression and victimisation has been associated with being jealous 

and clingy in relationships and it has been suggested that abusive tactics may be used in 

attempts to control and restore the levels of closeness and intimacy in the relationship. This 

idea in combination with the theoretical stance that girls value connectedness in 

relationships more so than males (Cross & Madson, 1997; Helgeson, 1994; Maccoby, 

1990), and that girls are more orientated to relationship processes than boys (Rudolph & 

Conley, 2005), may mean that girls more so than boys, are more attuned to waning 

intimacy levels, are more motivated to restore these intimacy levels and hence, are more 

vulnerable to resorting to psychological maltreatment tactics to restore intimacy levels in 

their relationships. In this sample and consistent with prior research (Colarossi, 2001; 

Furman & Buhmester, 1992), girls did report greater perceived family and friend support 

than males suggesting that females in this sample did report greater emotional closeness in 

their relationships than males. In sum, this could account for the disparity in the reported 
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levels of partner maltreatment by males and females, but this could not be directly tested in 

the current investigation. Further research investigating gender differences in the reporting 

of maltreatment will aid the interpretation of the current study findings, as well as 

providing needed information to understand partner maltreatment rates and processes for 

both males and females.   

Correlates of Support and Attachment  

Whereas one aim of this study was to investigate potential moderators of the 

association of partner maltreatment with adolescent functioning, a number of hypotheses 

were made regarding possible direct associations of the moderating variables (friend and 

family support, and romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance) with partner 

maltreatment, self-esteem, romantic competence, and depressive symptoms. It was 

hypothesised that family and friend support would be positively associated with self-

esteem and romantic competence, and negatively associated with depressive symptoms 

and partner maltreatment. Overall, support was found for most of these hypotheses, and 

friend and family support were differentially related to self-perspectives and emotional 

functioning variables. It was also hypothesised that romantic attachment anxiety and 

avoidance would be positively associated with depressive symptoms and partner 

maltreatment, and negatively associated with self-esteem and romantic competence. 

Overall, support was found for each of these hypotheses. 

Opposing expectations, perceptions of concurrent friend and family support were 

not related to late adolescents’ global evaluations of self-worth (i.e., self-esteem). 

Attachment theory’s viewpoint would predict that high supportiveness from significant 

others would be positively associated with positive working models of self (i.e., high self-

esteem) whereas low support would be associated with poorer working models of self (i.e., 

low self-esteem). Other research has supported this popular belief. For example, research 
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findings by Laursen and colleagues (2006) found that mother and close friend support, 

both concurrently and prospectively, were associated with late adolescent’s global self-

esteem. Several explanations are proposed for these non-significant findings.  

Firstly, the current finding that friend and family support were not directly 

associated with self-esteem is in support of Harter’s (1999) contention that by late 

adolescence, self-esteem is less tied to social experiences, and future orientations such as 

establishing a career and finding a suitable partner for marriage become increasingly more 

important to adolescent self-worth. Given this study’s sample comprised adolescents in 

romantic relationships, perceptions of academic and romantic functioning may have been 

more important to the adolescent’s evaluations of global self-esteem than perceptions of 

friend and family support. This supports other research that identifies that at this age, 

adolescents report romantic relationships as one of their most significant supports and 

influential relationships that they have (Furman & Buhrmester, 1992; Furman & 

Shomaker, 2008; Laursen & Williams, 1997).  

Second, the relationship between friend and family support and self-esteem may be 

explained by another variable. In the case of friend support, partner maltreatment was 

negatively associated with self-esteem, when perceived friend support was low. These 

findings together suggest that during late adolescence, although evaluations of global self-

worth are less directly tied to perceptions of friend support, supportive friends appear to 

provide a protective function when romantic relationships are not going so well. The non-

association between family support and self-esteem may be explained by another 

unmeasured variable. This study did reveal that concurrent friend and family support were 

important to other aspects of adolescent functioning.   

Similar to concurrent bivariate associations found by others (Laursen et al., 2006), 

friend, but not family, support was associated with greater romantic competence. This 
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finding provides further support for Sullivan’s (1953) discontinuous view between family 

and peer relationships, and that peers provide unique and significant contributions to the 

development of romantic competence. This is understandable given peer relationships are 

more similar than family relationships in their structure and demands to romantic 

relationships (Bukowski et al., 1998). Supportive friendships provide understanding and 

validating contexts to try out new interpersonal skills that haven’t been called on in earlier 

family relationships, leading to greater perceived interpersonal competence for romantic 

relationships. Conversely, friends who are non-supportive of one’s interpersonal skills may 

lead to feelings of interpersonal incompetency both with friends, and with romantic 

partners.  

Although family support may not be associated with romantic competence, family 

support, although not friend support, emerged as a protective factor for adolescent 

depressive symptoms. As in previous research (Costello et al., 2008; Galambos et al., 

2004; Lewinsohn et al. 1994), adolescents who reported low family support reported a 

greater number of depressive symptoms. Conversely, those who reported high family 

support reported less depressive symptoms. This supports the direct effects theory that 

social support, regardless of levels of stress or maltreatment, can directly protect against 

the manifestation of depression (Beeble et al., 2009). This finding also aligns with 

attachment theory’s sentiment that parents remain a secure base through out life (Cassidy 

& Shaver, 2008), and that symbolic representations of others as supportive in itself 

augments the person’s coping resources to maintain emotional stability (Mikulincer & 

Shaver, 2009). Applied here, just knowing that there are supportive parents to turn to, may 

in itself protect against the manifestation of depressive symptoms, regardless of the levels 

of stress stemming from partner maltreatment.  
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It is somewhat surprising that friend support did not have a significant direct effect 

on adolescents’ levels of depressive symptoms, given previous research that has 

demonstrated friend support as a protective factor against depression (Beeble et al., 2009; 

Rudolph, 2008). One plausible explanation for this finding is the characteristics of the 

sample. For studying adolescents in romantic relationships, it would be expected that the 

focus of their attention and the expenditure of their time would be on their partner 

relationships, their study, and possibly work. Given these demands on time, there may not 

be enough time for friendships. Hence, in populations of studying adolescents with 

romantic partners, or at least in this sample, friend support did not play a critical role in 

protecting against the emergence of depressive symptoms.   

A final note of findings relating to support is that, consistent with other research 

(Mitchell & Hodson, 1983; Salazar et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2000), friend and family 

support were inversely associated with partner maltreatment. This was expected since the 

measurement of partner maltreatment included attempts of social control such as deliberate 

attempts to isolate victims from their family and friends (Kasian & Painter, 1992; Katz & 

Arias, 1999). Social isolation may partly explain why maltreated individuals report that 

they have smaller networks of supportive persons and are less satisfied with their social 

support networks (Gallaty & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2008). Conversely, low levels of friend 

and family support may lead to partner maltreatment through another third unmeasured 

variable. This variable would be associated with qualities of both relationships, such as a 

personality trait or attachment style, which would explain an overall dysfunctional pattern 

of relating across the adolescent’s network of relationships. Future longitudinal research 

will help determine if low support from others poses risk for later partner maltreatment, or 

if partner maltreatment leads to reduced levels of friend and family support.  
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Associations of romantic competence, self-esteem, and depressive symptoms with 

insecure romantic attachment were as expected. Similar to other research (Carnelley et al., 

1994; Cooper et al., 1998; Murphy & Bates, 1997; Roberts et al., 1996; Williams & 

Risking, 2004), romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance were associated negatively 

with self esteem and positively associated with depressive symptoms. This confirms the 

importance of attachment relationships, and in particular secure romantic attachments, to 

adolescent self and emotional functioning.  

This study extended prior research by also investigating the association of romantic 

attachment with romantic competence. Consistent with attachment theory that suggests 

secure attachment to significant others is important for self-perspectives and social 

competence (Cassidy & Shaver, 2008), and consistent with research (Laursen et al., 2006) 

that demonstrates romantic support is positively associated with romantic competence, in 

this study, attachment anxiety and avoidance were negatively associated with romantic 

competence. This logically follows the idea that working models of self and attachment 

figures are mutually confirming (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). It would be expected 

that an individual with a negative working model of self (in this case, negative perceptions 

of romantic competence) would hold a complementary negative working model of self in 

romantic relationships (i.e., high in attachment anxiety and avoidance). Conversely, more 

positive working models of self (i.e., positive perceptions of romantic competence) would 

be associated with positive working models of self in relationships (i.e., low in attachment 

anxiety and avoidance). Overall, findings revealed that romantic attachment insecurity is 

associated with poorer adolescent self-related and emotional functioning outcomes.  

It was predicted that greater attachment insecurity would be associated with more 

partner maltreatment. Contrary to research where a fearful (avoidant) attachment style has 

been associated with the receipt of maltreatment (Bookwala, 2002; Wekerle & Wolfe, 
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1998), avoidant attachment style did not show any significant direct association with 

partner maltreatment, neither when the continuous nor categorical measure of partner 

maltreatment was tested. As in previous research (Bookwala, 2002), it could be that 

partner attachment style interacts with self-attachment style to predict the receipt of 

maltreatment. For example, Bookwala (2002) found that having a fearful attachment style 

predicted receipt of aggression when the partner was described as having a preoccupied 

attachment style. Therefore, it cannot yet be discounted that attachment avoidance does not 

create vulnerability for greater partner maltreatment until further studies including dyadic 

measures are conducted.  Although attachment avoidance did not emerge as a vulnerability 

factor for partner maltreatment, attachment avoidance did emerge as a vulnerability factor 

for more aversive outcomes associated with partner maltreatment. This result is discussed 

in a later section.   

Mixed support for associations between romantic attachment anxiety and partner 

maltreatment was found. Whilst increasing levels of attachment anxiety was associated 

with increasing levels of maltreatment, group comparisons did not find a difference in the 

level of attachment anxiety between high and low maltreatment groups. In previous 

research, when measuring partner maltreatment as a continuous variable, receiving 

maltreatment has also been associated with a pre-occupied attachment style (anxious-

ambivalent; Henderson et al., 2005; Orcutt et al., 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 1998). 

Although these findings require further replication, it would seem that high intimacy needs 

of anxiously attached individuals may provoke aggression in their partners. 

Partner Maltreatment and Self-Perspectives and Emotional Functioning  

As predicted, partner maltreatment was positively associated with depressive 

symptoms and negatively associated with self-esteem. Contrary to prediction, the bivariate 

association of partner maltreatment with romantic competence was non-significant, 
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although the trend did emerge for maltreatment to be bivariatley associated with poorer 

romantic competence. These associations of partner maltreatment with self-perspectives 

and emotional functioning were qualified by a number of significant interactions. 

Therefore, a more detailed discussion of these findings is reserved for subsequent sections 

that consider interaction findings.  

Social Support as a Protective Factor 

It was expected that low friend and family support would create additional 

vulnerability to the effects of partner maltreatment on self-perspectives and emotional 

functioning, and, conversely, high support would protect against the negative effects of 

maltreatment.  Although family support did not play a risk or protective role, friend 

support did moderate associations of partner maltreatment with self-esteem and romantic 

competence, but not with depressive symptoms. However, it should be noted that the 

interaction of friend support with partner maltreatment in the prediction of self-esteem was 

weak given removal of outliers changed the significance of findings. Therefore, results 

should be interpreted with caution.  

Consistent with research findings among adult populations (Coker et al., 2002), 

partner maltreatment was associated with poorer self-esteem and romantic competence, but 

only when friend support was low and not high. These findings suggest that when being 

maltreated by a partner, the level of supportiveness in friendships is important for 

maintaining the adolescent’s positive evaluations of self-worth and romantic competence, 

perhaps negating the underlying messages of worthlessness from a mistreating partner. 

The absence of friend support on the other hand, creates vulnerability to the effects of 

partner maltreatment. Without friend support to bolster feelings of self-worth and 

competency, the adolescent is left vulnerable to the partner’s abusive tactics, which are in 

turn manifested as feelings of inadequacy and worthlessness.  
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It was unexpected that family support did not moderate the associations of partner 

maltreatment with self-perspectives and emotional functioning. In the existent literature, 

there was only one study located among adult women that investigated the individual 

moderating effects of family and friend support in the associations between maltreatment 

and functioning (Coker et al., 2002). Other studies have included a broad measure of 

support, measuring confidence that support in general, would be available if needed 

(Beeble et al., 2009; Kaslow et al., 1998; Thompson et al., 2000). Coker and colleagues 

(2002) found that in the context of interpersonal partner violence (including physical, 

sexual, and psychological forms of abuse), both friend and family support protected 

women against associated anxiety and depression symptoms. It is possible, that late 

adolescents, compared to adult women, are more likely to seek support from their friends 

than their family on the topic of partner maltreatment – explaining why friends, but not 

family, moderate the association of partner maltreatment with self-esteem and romantic 

competence.  

Another somewhat unexpected finding was that friend and family support did not 

play a protective role against the manifestation of depressive symptoms. Even when friend 

and family supports were high, maltreated adolescents reported similar levels of depressive 

symptoms to those who reported low levels of friend and family support. This is in 

contrast to research by others (Coker et al., 2002) who did find support that significant 

others can protect against depressive symptoms associated with partner maltreatment. 

However, the findings here indicate that partner maltreatment occurs along side depressive 

symptoms in late adolescents, regardless of level of friend and family support. Whilst 

friends can preserve positive working models of self (i.e., levels of self-esteem and 

romantic competence), both friends and family cannot protect the adolescent from the 

indirect effects of partner maltreatment on levels of depressive symptoms.  
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Romantic Attachment Style as Vulnerability Factor 

Attachment theorists have proposed that attachment styles influence how people 

think, feel, and behave (Collins & Read, 1994; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). Therefore, it 

has been theorised and supported by research that different attachment styles can moderate 

the associations between experience and outcome (Davila et al., 2004; Scott & Cordova, 

2002). In the current study, romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance were tested as 

moderators of the associations between partner maltreatment, and self-perspectives and 

emotional functioning. It was predicted that being high on attachment anxiety and 

avoidance would provide further vulnerability to the adverse effects associated with 

partner maltreatment. Although weak, support for romantic attachment as a moderator was 

found for attachment avoidance, but not attachment anxiety.  

With respect to romantic attachment avoidance, this did moderate associations of 

partner maltreatment with self-esteem and romantic competence. Partner maltreatment was 

associated with poorer self-esteem and romantic competence when attachment avoidance 

was high. This is in contrast to research by Scott and Cordova (2002) who found that 

avoidant attachment style did not moderate associations between marital adjustment and 

depressive symptoms. In comparison to Scott and Cordova’s (2002) study, which 

measured low signs of threat (i.e., marital adjustment) to the attachment system, this study 

investigated a potentially more threatening experience to the attachment system, partner 

maltreatment. Among research of more threatening relationships behaviours, longitudinal 

research involving battered women has reported that disengagement coping strategies, 

which may be typical of those with an avoidant attachment orientation, is associated with 

poorer mental health (Taft, Resick, Panuzio, Vogt, & Mechanic, 2007). According to 

theory by Mikulincer and Shaver (2008), the usual defence mechanisms of over self-

reliance and suppression/deactivation of the attachment system among those with an 
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avoidant orientation may break-down during highly demanding situations. This can result 

in over-inflated working models of self becoming overwhelmed, culminating in negative 

working models of self, which was evident here in the negative evaluations of global self-

worth (i.e., lowered self-esteem). Furthermore, the greater tendency for individuals with an 

avoidant orientation to suppress negative emotions and not face their problems may lead to 

feelings of romantic incompetence, and these feelings of incompetency may be particularly 

confirmed by the experience of partner maltreatment and the resultant break-down of 

defence mechanisms. 

Different from attachment avoidance, romantic attachment anxiety did not 

moderate the associations of partner maltreatment with self-esteem, depressive symptoms, 

or romantic competence. Adolescents high and low in attachment anxiety reported similar 

levels of self-esteem, depressive symptoms, and romantic competence, in association with 

partner maltreatment. This opposes the theoretical idea that the tendency for anxiously-

attached individuals to over-emphasise their sense of helplessness and vulnerability, and 

exaggerate feelings of negative emotions creates vulnerability to psychopathology during 

times of stress (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). Perhaps the anxiously attached person is so 

accustomed to negative interpersonal interactions as a way of getting attention from their 

attachment figure, and as the saying goes, any attention is good attention, that the 

anxiously attached person may actually feel closer to their partners whilst being maltreated 

due to the receipt of the desired attention. Considering this, having an anxious attachment 

orientation may not create any greater vulnerability to aversive outcomes associated with 

partner maltreatment, than being less anxiously attached.    

Attachment anxiety or avoidance did not moderate associations of partner 

maltreatment with depressive symptoms. Partner maltreatment was associated with 

depressive symptoms, regardless of the level of romantic attachment anxiety or avoidance, 
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and at least in this study, insecure attachment styles did not create additional vulnerability 

to the aversive effects of partner maltreatment on adolescent levels of depressive 

symptoms. Again, this confers that partner maltreatment co-occurs with depressive 

symptoms, and that having more secure levels of attachment styles do not protect against 

the development of such symptoms.  

Testing Gender as Vulnerability  

 Gender was tested as an additional moderator of the association of partner 

maltreatment with self-perspectives and emotional functioning. In contrast to that 

hypothesised, females were not more vulnerable than males to the unfavourable effects of 

partner maltreatment on adolescent functioning. Young men and women experienced 

similar levels of depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic competence in 

association with partner maltreatment. This does not support the idea that girls are more 

vulnerable to relationship processes than boys due to a greater emphasis by girls on 

relationships for their identity and feelings of self-worth (Azmitia, 2002; Cross & Madson, 

1997; Helgeson, 1994; Maccoby, 1990; Rudolph & Conley, 2005).  However, it does 

support research (Callahan et al., 2003; Simonelli & Ingram, 1998) that reveals that partner 

maltreatment is associated with greater depression and less self-esteem for not only girls, 

but boys too. Overall, findings indicate that in the context of partner maltreatment, being 

female does not pose a further vulnerability for poorer functioning outcomes.  

Strengths and Limitations 

Although it has been highlighted that partner maltreatment can negatively impact 

on the functioning of late adolescents, a note of caution should be taken when interpreting 

findings. The concurrent nature of this study means the direction of causality is unknown. 

It is plausible that poorer self-esteem, competence and emotional functioning might result 

in later partner maltreatment. Some researchers suggest and find support for partner 
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maltreatment as a precursor of poorer emotional functioning (Katz & Arias, 1999; La 

Greca & Harrison, 2005), however, stress-generation theories and researchers also find 

that depressed individuals can generate their own stress, particularly in interpersonal 

relationships (Daley et al., 1997; Mort, 2006). Furthermore, among attachment theorists, 

pre-occupied individuals are said to generate some of their own levels of stress by 

prompting negative interpersonal experiences via their intensified protest behaviours 

(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008). Further longitudinal research is much needed for 

clarification of the direction of associations found here.  

A second limitation pertains to the sample characteristics. A sample of 

undergraduate students that reported sub-clinical levels of depression and a low number of 

individuals with very high levels of partner maltreatment limits generalisability to the 

larger community of late adolescents. This is particularly true when wishing to extrapolate 

findings to clinical populations. Among more severe presentations, it is highly likely that 

moderating variables may have different or possibly compromised abilities to provide 

protection against the harmful effects of partner maltreatment. For instance, it has been 

found in other research that social support was only found to protect against the 

manifestation of symptoms associated with partner maltreatment when maltreatment was 

low (Carlson, McNutt, Choi, & Rose, 2002; Goodman et al., 2005). Examining 

associations of partner maltreatment with adolescent functioning in larger community-

based samples and within clinical populations is one important direction for future 

research. A sample of psychology undergraduates also limited the number of male 

participants given the small percentage of males studying psychology. It is probable that 

the power was too low to detect real gender differences. Other studies would do well to 

include a greater number of male participants to re-examine gender differences.  
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This study could also be extended in future research by including both members of 

the couple in order to consider dyadic relationship processes. Whilst this research has 

focused on the experiences of the recipient of partner maltreatment, research suggests that 

adolescent couples are more likely to be mutually aggressive than to be one-sided 

(Bookwala, Frieze, Smith, & Ryan, 1992; Gray & Foshee, 1997; O’Leary & Slep, 2003). 

Other research has shown the importance of studying dyads by finding that the interaction 

of partner and self attachment styles can predict partner maltreatment victimisation and 

perpetration (Bookwala, 2002). Furthering the current findings, studies of dyadic processes 

will be important to understand why males report being victimised more so than females. 

Studies of couples could also help overcome any limitations contributed to by single 

method shared variance.  

Although this study focused on late adolescent victims of partner maltreatment in a 

convenience sample - it extends upon prior research on partner maltreatment in late 

adolescence in a number of ways. First, a number of potential moderating variables were 

investigated, with two of them, friend support and avoidant attachment, acting as 

protective and vulnerability factors for functioning outcomes associated with partner 

maltreatment in a late adolescent population. Such studies are quite rare in the area of 

adolescent partner maltreatment. Research of this kind is even scarce among adult 

populations. The testing of moderators with adolescents here revealed a number of 

different findings compared to other studies with adults. For example, in contrast to adults, 

it would seem that adolescents are more likely to turn to friends than family for support 

when being maltreated.  This emphasises the importance of studying partner maltreatment 

among late adolescent romantic relationships, and for researchers to not just assume that 

the same processes apply in adolescence as in adulthood.   
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A further reason to include moderating variables in future studies is that, in the 

current study, non-significant bivariate associations were qualified by significant 

moderating relationships. Without the inclusion of friend support and attachment 

avoidance it would have been concluded that partner maltreatment was not associated with 

romantic competence. However, partner maltreatment was associated with less romantic 

competence, but only when friend support was low or attachment avoidance style was 

high.  

A second strength of the current study stems from the inclusion of a considerable 

number of psychometrically sound measures, all with high reliability in this sample. This 

enabled expansion of the existing literature in significant ways. Not previously seen in 

studies of partner maltreatment, a measure of romantic competence as an indicator of 

adolescent self-perspective and working model of self was included. Second, the inclusion 

of friend and family support measures furthered the understanding of late adolescent 

relationship networks and their differential relationships to adolescent self-perspective and 

emotional functioning. Third, the inclusion of a romantic attachment style measure, 

enabled first-time direct testing of attachment and affect regulation theory in the context of 

partner maltreatment.  

Summary 

In summary, as others have reported (La Greca & Harrison, 2005; Katz & Arias, 

1999), the current study findings show that adolescents who report being coerced, overly 

controlled and verbally abused by a romantic partner show deficits in emotional 

functioning, self-esteem and perceptions of their romantic competence. Additionally, 

insecure attachment orientation and lower friend and family support also contribute to 

depressive symptoms directly, and avoidant attachment and friend support interact with 

partner maltreatment to better identify adolescents most at risk of low self-esteem and 
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perceptions of their competence. Overall, partner maltreatment has negative repercussions 

for adolescents' emotional health, self-esteem and their perceptions of their competence in 

the relatively new domain of romantic relationships. Moreover, few gender differences in 

these associations were found. Despite the expectation that females would fare worse when 

maltreated, the experience of partner maltreatment did not differ for both males and 

females, with similar associations found between partner maltreatment and self-related and 

emotional functioning in males and females.  

Future studies should continue the investigation of late adolescents’ well-being 

within their social networks, including measures of family, friends, and romantic 

relationship functioning. Furthermore, the study of individual differences, particularly 

related to attachment style and social support, are also important to consider in future 

research when attempting to understand risk factors and psychological sequalae related to 

partner maltreatment. In the next study, a longitudinal follow-up was conducted to confirm 

that it is partner maltreatment, attachment and support which have implications for 

adolescents’ changing emotional functioning and perceptions of their romantic competence 

over time.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Longitudinal Associations between Romantic Partner Psychological Maltreatment, Self-

Perspectives, and Emotional Functioning 

 The purpose of this longitudinal study was to examine temporal associations 

between partner maltreatment and late adolescents’ self-esteem, romantic competence, and 

depressive symptoms. In part one of this research program, partner maltreatment was 

concurrently associated with greater attachment anxiety, lower friend and family support, 

poorer self-esteem and romantic competence, and more depressive symptoms. These 

associations were examined after conducting a follow-up assessment of the participants.  

Associations between partner maltreatment and depressive symptoms in late 

adolescents has been examined in only one previous study. Katz and Arias (1999) found 

that psychological maltreatment was associated with worsening of depressive symptoms 

over time. However, no test of reciprocal associations was conducted and so it is not yet 

known whether depressive symptom level is associated with worsening of partner 

maltreatment over time. Among longitudinal studies of adolescent peer relationships (e.g., 

Vernberg, 1990; Zimmer-Gembeck, Hunter, Waters, & Pronk, 2009), there is some 

support for the theoretical view (Coyne, 1976; Hammen 2005) that depression leads to 

more interpersonal difficulties giving some likelihood that depression could be linked to 

increases in partner psychological maltreatment. In the current investigation, it was 

expected that partner maltreatment would be associated with the worsening of depressive 

symptoms across time. Additionally, it would be investigated whether depressive 

symptoms at T1 were a risk factor for increasing levels of partner maltreatment over time.  

 There were no longitudinal studies located investigating associations of partner 

maltreatment with self-esteem and romantic competence. Self-development (Harter, 1999) 

and attachment theorists (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999) argue that the nature of 
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repeated interactions with significant others influences self-evaluations, and working 

models of self, others and relationships. Hence, it was expected that partner maltreatment 

would be associated with deteriorating self-views, conceptualised here as the measure of 

self-esteem and romantic competence. It would also be investigated if lower levels of self-

esteem and romantic competence would be a risk factor for increasing levels of partner 

maltreatment.  

 Although there is considerable cross-sectional research that has shown associations 

between partner maltreatment and reduced social support from friends or family (e.g., 

Beeble et al., 2009), very few longitudinal studies have been conducted. The three 

longitudinal studies (Beeble et al., 2009; Mertin & Mohr, 2001; Tan, Basta, Sullivan, & 

Davidson, 1995) that were located involved women who were followed prospectively after 

their stays in domestic violence shelters. It is somewhat surprising that there is no 

longitudinal research to confirm theory that partner maltreatment leads to diminished 

levels of support from significant others. The current investigation proposed to test existent 

theory, and hypothesised that partner maltreatment would be associated with declines in 

friend and family support over time. Reciprocal associations would also be investigated to 

test if lower friend and family support would predict an increase in frequency of partner 

maltreatment.  

Researchers have demonstrated that an insecure attachment style is associated with 

maltreatment victimisation by partners (Bookwala, 2002; Henderson et al., 2005; Magdol 

et al., 1998; Orcutt et al., 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 1998). Whilst attitudes towards 

relationships and the self in relationships show some stability across the lifespan, these 

views have been found to be associated with recent relationship experiences (Feeney, 

2008). For example, in one longitudinal study (Weston, 2008) of 574 women ages 20 to 49 

in long-term heterosexual relationships, it was found that emotional abuse and violent 
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victimisation led to an escalation of attachment anxiety and avoidance over time. Hence, 

this association was expected in the current study with greater maltreatment expected to be 

associated with increases in insecure attachment orientation (anxiety and avoidance). No 

prior research has tested if attachment orientation predicts the course of partner 

maltreatment.  

Study Overview 

This study involved the follow-up of participants approximately 7 months after 

completing the first wave of measurement reported in Chapter 5. It was expected that 

adolescents in relationships higher in partner maltreatment at T1 would decline in self-

esteem and perceptions of their romantic competence, and increase in attachment anxiety, 

attachment avoidance and depressive symptoms between T1 and T2. Although no 

hypotheses were made regarding the converse associations, partner psychological 

maltreatment was considered as a correlational outcome of self-perceptions and emotional 

functioning.   

Summary of Hypotheses.  

Hypothesis 1. After controlling for T1 levels of friend and family support, gender 

and relationship length, partner maltreatment at T1 will be negatively associated with T2 

friend and family support.  

Hypothesis 2. After controlling for T1 level of romantic attachment anxiety, gender 

and relationship length, partner maltreatment at T1 will be positively associated with T2 

attachment anxiety.  

Hypothesis 3. After controlling for T1 romantic attachment avoidance, gender and 

relationship length, partner maltreatment at T1 will be positively associated with T2 

attachment avoidance.  
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Hypothesis 4. Partner maltreatment at T1 will be positively associated with 

depressive symptoms at T2, after controlling for T1 depressive symptoms, gender and 

relationship length. 

Hypothesis 5. Partner maltreatment at T1 will be negatively associated with self-

esteem at T2, after controlling for T1 self-esteem, gender and relationship length. 

Hypothesis 6. Partner maltreatment at T1 will be negatively associated with 

romantic competence at T2, after controlling for T1 romantic competence, gender and 

relationship length. 
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Method 

Participants 

 Of the 139 participants in relationships in Study 1, 106 (74%) completed a follow-

up assessment on average, seven months after T1 (M = 6.70, SD = 1.80, Range = 5 to 11 

months). This is referred to as Time 2 (T2). To be included in the analyses for Study 2, 

participants had to report that they were in the same romantic relationship at T2 as they 

were in at T1 (43% of T1 participants). T1 participants who were no longer in the same 

romantic relationship at T2 were excluded (31% of T1 sample) to remove the potential 

confounding variables that could occur with a different relationship or relationships. T2 

participants were 12 males and 49 (80%) females with an average age of 18.5 years (SD = 

1.3).  

Independent samples t-tests compared those participants included in this 

longitudinal study to all other participants (i.e., those who dropped out and those who had 

different partners). There were no significant group differences on T1 measures of partner 

maltreatment, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, romantic competence, friend support or 

romantic attachment anxiety. However, compared to the longitudinal study participants, 

other participants had less family support and higher romantic attachment avoidance. 

Overall, 84% of the longitudinal study participants were white/Caucasian, 8% were of 

Asian decent, and 8% were of “other” nationality.  

Measures 

The questionnaire was identical to the questionnaire used at T1 (refer to Chapter 5 

Method for detailed description of measures). However, additional questions were added 

to determine intervening experiences of relationship dissolution and maintenance. 

Measures at T2 showed excellent internal consistency: partner maltreatment (T2 α = .94), 

depressive symptoms (T2 α = .94), self-esteem (T2 α = .93), romantic competence (T2 α 
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= .85), friend support (T2 α = .86), family support (T2 α = .91), and romantic attachment 

anxiety (T2 α = .91), and attachment avoidance (T2 α = .94). 

Procedure 

Participants were invited to participate in the longitudinal study using two methods. 

First, the study was advertised in second semester introductory psychology courses. 

Participants recruited in this way completed surveys in small groups after their lecture 

classes and received course credit for participation. Second, participants were mailed the 

follow-up questionnaire. This group was asked to complete the survey and return it in the 

reply paid envelope, which served as their entry for a raffle. Several rounds of mail-outs 

and raffles were conducted to increase participation rates. Follow-up phone calls were 

eventually made to those students who had not responded and small individual incentives 

were offered for their participation. 
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Results 

Overview of Analyses 

Prior to completing hypothesis testing, variable distributions were examined for 

normality and univariate outliers. Descriptive statistics were calculated. Associations 

between T1 and T2 variables were estimated using Pearson’s zero-order correlation 

analyses. Comparisons were made between male and female participants on all variables 

via independent samples t-tests. There were only a few significant groups of inter-

correlations, however, MANOVA analyses were not conducted due to the small sample 

size, in particular, a small sample of males. Hypothesis testing was conducted through a 

series of multiple regression analyses to test reciprocal associations between partner 

maltreatment and self-perspectives and emotional functioning. Due to a small sample size, 

causal modelling was not conducted (Kline, 2005). First multiple regressions tested 

longitudinal associations between T1 partner maltreatment and T2 self-perspectives and 

emotional functioning variables, after controlling for the respective T1 functioning 

variable. Reciprocal associations were then tested through a further series of multiple 

regression analyses. In these models, T2 partner maltreatment was regressed on T1 self-

perspectives and emotional functioning variables, after controlling for T1 partner 

maltreatment. 

Preliminary Analyses and Descriptive Statistics  

Variable distributions were examined for normality by examination of skew and 

kurtosis. Of the nine T2 variables, relationship length, partner maltreatment, self-esteem, 

family support, and romantic attachment avoidance had significantly skewed distributions, 

and partner maltreatment had one outlier. Transformations were selected based on 

guidelines by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001). A logarithmic transformation was applied to 

relationship length, partner maltreatment, and attachment avoidance variables. A reflection 
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and square root transformation was performed for self-esteem and family support 

variables. These transformations corrected problems with skew and outliers for all five 

variables. Analyses were completed using untransformed variables and compared to 

analyses with transformed variables and with the single outlier removed. Transformation 

and removal of multivariate outliers resulted in a less than 1% change in R
2
 and 

conclusions regarding hypothesised associations were unchanged. Therefore, the following 

results are presented for models when the multivariate outlier was maintained and 

untransformed variables were used. Descriptive statistics are reported for T2 variables in 

Table 19. 

Stability of Variables over Time 

As would be expected, there was substantial stability in measures of partner 

maltreatment (r = .82, p < .001), depressive symptoms (r = .84, p < .001), friend and 

family support (r = .63 and .76 respectively, both p < .001), and anxious and avoidant 

attachment style (r = .68 and .79 respectively, both p < .001). Self-esteem and romantic 

competence also showed some stability over time, r = .27 and .43, respectively, both p < 

.05. Correlations between T1 and T2 variables (N = 61) are shown in Table 20. 

Comparisons of Males and Females on Measures Completed at T2 

Nine independent samples t-tests were conducted to compare males and females on 

measures completed at T2 (see Table 19). One significant gender difference emerged at an 

alpha level of .05. Females in comparison to males reported more friend support. However, 

considering a Bonferonni correction of alpha level .005, males and females did not differ 

significantly on any of the nine study variables.    

Associations between T1 Partner Maltreatment and T2 Functioning 

Hypotheses 1 through 6 were tested with seven standard multiple regression 

analyses where T2 measures of self-perspectives and emotional functioning were regressed 
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on T1 partner maltreatment (see Tables 21 to 23). Each model included T1 partner 

maltreatment as the independent variable along with relationship length, gender, and the 

respective T1 functioning variable. This model was estimated once for each of the seven
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Table 19              

Descriptive Statistics and Comparisons of  Males and Females on Measures Completed at Time 2 (n = 61)   

    Overall (N = 61)   Males (n = 12)   Females (n = 49)         

Variable  M SD  M SD  M SD  t  p value 

Relationship length  23.41 18.78  27.00 33.44  22.53 13.43  .74  .465 

Partner maltreatment   1.92 .73  2.07 .65  1.88 .75  .00  .981 

Attachment anxiety  2.45 .61  2.38 .47  2.46 .64  -.397  .693 

Attachment avoidance  1.85 .60  1.88 .59  1.85 .61  .186  .853 

Friend support  14.90 4.90  12.08 5.07  15.59 4.65  -2.30  .025 

Family support  15.74 4.95  12.83 6.95  16.45 4.11  -1.73  .108 

Depressive symptoms  27.36 13.83  26.81 16.15  27.50 13.39  .28  .599 

Self-esteem  3.87 .94  3.96 .92  3.85 .95  .26  .616 

Romantic competence   3.50 .42   3.36 .36   3.53 .43   .39   .533 

Note. Results presented for analyses using untransformed variables. Bonferroni correction p = .005.    

*p < .05, **p < .01.              
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Table 20                 

Correlations between Time 1 and Time 2 Measures (n = 61)          

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1. T1 Rtp length --                

2. T1 Partner malt .12 --               

3. T1 Fr support -.04 -.26* --              

4. T1 Fa support .26* -.14 .48** --             

5. T1 Attach avoid -.15 .11 -.15 -.03 --            

6. T1 Attach anx .14 .10 -.07 -.05 .11 --           

7. T1 Dep symp -.16 .25* -.18 -.05 .34** .29* --          

8. T1 Self-esteem .01 .06 .24 .11 -.34** -.44** -.46** --         

9. T1 Rom comp -.09 .08 .19 .07 -.44** -.16 -.14 .33** --        

10. T2 Partner malt -.05 .82** -.23 -.03 .10 .11 .19 .08 .05 --       

11. T2 Fr support .19 -.18 .65** .37** -.13 .05 -.29* .23 .17 -.18 --      

12. T2 Fa support .21 -.29* .25* .76** .04 .06 -.04 .06 .04 -.16 .37** --     

13. T2 Attach avoid -.14 .26* -.27* -.20 .77** .01 .25* -.26* -.33** .23 -.24* -.06 --    

14. T2 Attach anx -.04 .12 -.07 .02 .09 .67** .43** -.47** -.06 .19 -.15 -.14 .07 --   

Table 20 continued on the next page 
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Table 20 cont.                 

Correlations between Time 1 and Time 2 Measures (n = 61)           

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

15. T2 Dep symp -.24 .30* -.31* -.16 .22 .19 .84** -.40** -.17 .29* -.46** -.26* .21 .47** --  

16. T2 Self-esteem .23 -.22 .01 .14 -.30* .07 -.51** -.30* .13 -.11 .09 .15 -28 -.10 -.45** -- 

17. T2 Rom comp .22 -.21 .26* .19 -.31* -.05 -.20 .23 .48** -.14 .45** .27* -.33** -.14 -.40** .22 

*p < .05, ** p < .01.                 
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dependent variables (i.e., friend support, family support, attachment anxiety, attachment 

avoidance, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic competence). 

Prior to testing hypotheses, assumptions of regression analyses were examined. 

Residual plots were inspected and the assumption of homoscedasticity did not appear to be 

violated for any of the regression analyses. Tolerance values exceeded .01 indicating that 

multicollinearity was not a problem in the analyses (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). 

Multivariate outliers were determined if Mahalanobis distance scores for any data point 

exceeded the critical χ2
 value, χ2

 (3) = 16.27, p < .001. Across all regression analyses, a 

single participant consistently emerged as a multivariate outlier.  

Partial support for Hypothesis 1 was found. After controlling for T1 family and 

friend support, T1 partner maltreatment was negatively associated with T2 family support, 

β = -.19, p = .03, but not friend support, β = -.02, p = .83. Partner maltreatment was 

associated with a decline in family support by T2. 

Despite predictions of Hypothesis 2, T1 partner maltreatment did not significantly 

predict T2 attachment anxiety, β = .05, p = .63. Although non-significant, the trend did 

emerge towards Hypothesis 3 for T1 partner maltreatment to be negatively associated with 

T2 attachment avoidance, β = .15, p = .07.  

Hypothesis 4, that T1 partner maltreatment would be positively associated with T2 

depressive symptoms, after controlling for T1 depressive symptoms, was not supported, β 

= .11, p = .14.  

In support of Hypothesis 5, T1 partner maltreatment was significantly negatively 

associated with T2 self-esteem, after controlling for T1 self-esteem, β = -.29, p < .05. As  
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Table 21         

Standard Multiple Regressions Testing Associations between T1 Partner Maltreatment  

and T2 Family and Friend Support       

    Dependent variable 

Independent variables  T2 Family support  T2 Friend support 

  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Partner maltreatment  -1.76 .79 -.19*  -.21 .95 -.02 

Relationship length  .02 .04 .04  .09 .05 .19 

Gender  .37 1.10 .03  1.36 1.28 .11 

T1 support variable   .71 .09 .72**   .70 .12 .61** 

Note. Family support model R
2
 = .62, F(4, 56) = 22.82, p < .001; Friend support  

model, R
2
 = .46, F(4, 56) = 11.76, p < .001. Data for untransformed variables.  

* p < .05, ** p < .01.         

         

         

Table 22         

Standard Multiple Regressions Testing Associations between T1 Partner Maltreatment  

and T2 Romantic Attachment Anxiety and Avoidance     

    Dependent variable 

Independent variables  T2 Attachment anxiety  T2 Attachment avoidance 

  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Partner maltreatment  .05 .11 .05  .16 .09 .15† 

Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.13  .00 .00 -.01 

Gender  -.14 .16 -.10  -.21 .12 -.14 

T1 attachment variable   .67 .09 .72*   .84 .08 .80* 

Note. Attachment anxiety model R2 = .49, F(4, 56) = 13.53, p < .001; Attachment avoidance 

model R
2
 = .67, F(4, 56) = 29.01, p < .001. Data for untransformed variables.  

† = 
.07, * p < .001.         
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Table 23             

Standard Multiple Regression Analyses Testing The Association of T1 Partner Maltreatment with T2 Socioemotional Functioning 

    Dependent variable 

  T2 Depressive symptoms  T2 Self-esteem  T2 Romantic competence 

Independent variables  B SE B β  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Partner maltreatment  2.94 1.96 .11  -.50 .21 -.29*  -.19 .08 -.23* 

Relationship length  -0.16 .10 -.13  .03 .01 .29*  .01 .00 .24* 

Gender  -0.18 2.59 -.01  -.27 .29 -.11  .27 .12 .25* 

T1 Socioemot functioning   .87 .08 .79**   .35 .16 .26*   .59 .12 .56** 

Note. Depressive symptoms model R
2
 = .72, F(4, 56) = 36.13, p < .001; Self-esteem model R

2
 = .21, F(4, 56) = 3.62, p = .01; 

Romantic competence model R
2
 = .38, F(4, 56) = 8.74, p <.001. Data for untransformed variables.     

* p < .05, ** p < .01.             
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expected in Hypothesis 6, after controlling for T1 romantic competence, T1 partner 

maltreatment was significantly negatively associated with T2 romantic competence, β = -

.23, p < .05. Partner maltreatment predicted a decline in self-esteem and romantic 

competence from T1 to T2.  

Associations between T1 Functioning and T2 Maltreatment 

Although specific hypotheses were not made, the converse associations were tested 

in which T2 partner maltreatment was regressed on each measure of self-perspectives and 

emotional functioning at T1, after accounting for covariates and T1 partner maltreatment 

(see Tables 24 to 26). After controlling for T1 partner maltreatment, T1 attachment anxiety 

and avoidance, friend and family support, depressive symptoms, self-esteem, and romantic 

competence were not associated with T2 partner maltreatment, β ranged -.06 to .14, p = ns 

(refer to Tables 24 to 26 for results).  
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Table 24         

Standard Multiple Regressions Testing Associations between T1 Friend Support and  

Family Support, and T2 Partner Maltreatment     

    Independent variable 

Independent variables  T1 Family support  T1 Friend support 

  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Support variable  .02 .01 .14  .00 .01 .01 

Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.19*  -.01 .01 -.16* 

Gender  .06 .14 .04  .12 .14 .07 

T1 Partner maltreatment   1.18 .10 .87**   1.16 .11 .85** 

Note. DV = T2 Partner maltreatment. Family support model R
2
 = .72, F(4, 56) = 35.49,  

p < .001; Friend support model, R
2
 = .70, F(4, 56) = 32.78, p < .001. Data for  

untransformed variables reported.       

* p < .05, ** p < .01.         

         

         

Table 25         

Standard Multiple Regressions Testing Associations between T1 Attachment Anxiety  

and Attachment Avoidance, and T2 Partner Maltreatment   

    Independent variable 

Independent variables  T2 Attachment anxiety  T2 Attachment avoidance 

  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Attachment variable  .06 .09 .05  .01 .10 .01 

Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.16*  -.01 .01 -.16* 

Gender  .10 .14 .06  .12 .14 .07 

T1 Partner maltreatment   1.15 .10 .85**   1.16 .10 .85** 

Note. DV = T2 Partner maltreatment. All models R
2
 = .70, F(4, 56) ≈ 33.00, p < .001;  

Data for untransformed variables reported.      

* p < .05, ** p < .001.         
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Table 26             

Standard Multiple Regression Analyses Testing The Association between T1 Socioemotional Functioning and T2 Partner Maltreatment 

    Independent variable 

  T2 Depressive symptoms  T2 Self-esteem  T2 Romantic competence 

Independent variables  B SE B β  B SE B β  B SE B β 

T1 Socioemot functioning  -.00 .01 -.06  .06 .08 .06  .02 .14 .01 

Relationship length  -.01 .01 -.17*  -.01 .01 -.16*  -.01 .01 -.16* 

Gender  .15 .14 .08  .14 .14 .08  .13 .15 .07 

T1 Partner maltreatment   1.19 .10 .87**   1.16 .10 .85**   1.16 .10 .85** 

Note. DV = T2 Partner maltreatment. All models R
2
 = .70, F(4, 56) = 33.29, p < .001; Data for untransformed variables reported. 

* p < .05, ** p < .001.             
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Discussion 

 The purpose of this longitudinal study was to investigate associations between 

experiencing psychological maltreatment by a partner and adolescents’ self-perceptions 

and emotional functioning over time. All participants were required to have maintained the 

same romantic relationships throughout the study, and each participant completed two 

identical questionnaires with a 7-month lag between assessments. It was hypothesised that 

partner psychological maltreatment would deplete levels of friend and family support over 

time, result in increases in attachment anxiety and avoidance, lead to increases in 

depressive symptoms, and result in declines in self-esteem and romantic competence.  

 Approximately half of these hypotheses were supported. Partner maltreatment was 

accompanied by declining perceptions of support from family and there was a marginal 

association between partner maltreatment and increased levels of attachment avoidance. 

Conversely, partner maltreatment was not associated with declines in friend support or 

attachment anxiety. The data found support for partner maltreatment to predict the 

worsening of self-esteem and romantic competence, but not depressive symptoms. It 

should be noted that findings of the associations of earlier maltreatment on later self-

esteem and socioemotional functioning were found over and above the substantial stability 

found between T1 and T2 measures of family support, attachment avoidance, self-esteem 

and romantic competence.  

Converse associations of self-perspectives and socioemotional functioning as a 

correlate of changes in partner maltreatment over time were not found. T1 romantic 

attachment, social support, self-perspectives and measures of socioemotional functioning 

variables did not covary with changes in partner maltreatment over the 7 months of this 

study.  

Partner Maltreatment, and Family and Friend Support 
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 One key finding of this study was the association of partner maltreatment with 

declines in perceived support from family over time. There are two plausible explanations 

for this finding. First, partner social control tactics that lead to isolation from family, may 

in turn lead to real or perceived support loss. Alternatively, the person being maltreated 

may be reluctant to discuss so with their family, hence, leading to the perception that 

across time, family become less supportive. Including measures of real and perceived 

support simultaneously in future research will help delineate the mechanism by which the 

maltreated adolescent comes to perceive their family as less supportive.   

Regarding friend support, regression analyses revealed that partner maltreatment 

did not predict a decline or any change in friend support over time. However, examination 

of bivariate correlations showed that, although T1 friend support was negatively associated 

with T1 partner maltreatment, T1 partner maltreatment was not associated with friend 

support at T2. It is possible that gender might be an important variable to consider here, 

but the small number of males in this study did not allow for these analyses. One important 

direction for future longitudinal research would be to re-examine this with a larger sample 

so that potential gender differences in these associations can be investigated.  

Alternatively, it could be that partner maltreatment did deplete friend support but 

that this support did not decline even more over the course of this study. Hence, it might be 

that friend support had been depleted already by T1 and that this diminishment in friend 

support was maintained, rather than showing change. It would be important for future 

research to capture participants either prior to commencing a maltreating relationship or 

towards the beginning of their relationship, to truly capture how partner maltreatment 

effects social support from friends.  

Partner Maltreatment, and Attachment Anxiety and Avoidance 
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 Bivariate correlations revealed that romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance 

were correlated between T1 and T2 assessments. This is consistent with prior research that 

has found attachment style to be relatively stable across relationships and time (Simpson et 

al., 2007). Although support has been found that attachment style is a relatively enduring, 

trait-like pattern of the individual, attachment theorists also have argued and found support 

for the fact that the measurement of attachment style is influenced by recent relationship 

experiences that affect perceptions of relationship security (Feeney, 2008; Fraley & 

Brumbaugh, 2004; Weston, 2008). In this study, it was expected that partner maltreatment 

may be one such relationship experience that would alter perceptions of attachment 

security and relating. Despite predictions, however, partner maltreatment was not 

significantly associated with changes in romantic attachment anxiety or avoidance over the 

7 months, although the trend did emerge for partner maltreatment to predict increases in 

attachment avoidance.  

There was some indication that a larger longitudinal study may be needed to further 

examine how psychological maltreatment may change attachment orientation or that it 

may be more difficult to find associations between maltreatment and attachment anxiety 

among those who maintain their relationships. More specifically, in the longitudinal 

subsample, partner maltreatment at T1 was not associated with T1 or T2 romantic 

attachment anxiety.  However, in the larger sample of T1 participants (N = 139) and 

similar to other studies (Henderson et al., 2005; Orcutt et al., 2005; Wekerle & Wolfe, 

1998), partner maltreatment was associated with romantic attachment anxiety. This 

indicates that the association of partner maltreatment with romantic attachment anxiety 

was different in some way between the larger T1 sample and the longitudinal participants. 

It could be that there is less association among those who have maintained a relationship 

for 7 months or longer compared to those who have not. Given this discrepancy in 
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findings, further replication with a larger longitudinal sample is required prior to any 

conclusion being drawn about the ability of partner maltreatment to change levels of 

attachment anxiety over time.   

Although the association was only marginal, the trend did emerge for partner 

maltreatment to be associated with increases in romantic attachment avoidance. This is 

consistent with the idea that relationship experiences impact upon felt attachment security 

and can influence attachment organisation (Fraley & Brumbaugh, 2004). In this case, 

partner maltreatment appears to be a relational experience that can lead to doubt about an 

attachment figure’s ability to provide security. This in turn may result in being distrustful 

of depending on their partner and becoming more self-reliant (i.e., levels of attachment 

avoidance increased). Again, study replication will be important to confirm the tentative 

finding here that repeated experiences of partner maltreatment over time can increase 

levels of self-reported attachment avoidance.  

Partner Maltreatment, and Self-Perspectives and Depressive Symptoms 

 As predicted, partner maltreatment was associated with declining self-esteem and 

self-perceived romantic competence across time. As was expected, repeated interactions 

with a partner characterised by attempts to diminish self-esteem, verbal abuse, and social 

control tactics do seem to result in declining self-esteem and feelings that one is 

incompetent in the romantic domain. This finding indicates that repeated negative 

interactions with an attachment figure may be internalised in to negative working models 

of self (Bretherton & Munholland, 1999). Similarly, this finding is consistent with self-

development theorists (Cooley, 1902) who suggest that the behaviour and opinions of 

others are assimilated in to one’s sense of worth (or in the case of partner maltreatment, 

worthlessness) as a person. In this study, evidence has been provided that the experience of 
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partner maltreatment leads to more negative working models of self or self-views, and 

evaluations of self-worth and romantic competence are depleted over time.  

In contrast to prediction, however, partner maltreatment was not associated with 

increases in depressive symptoms over time. The data showed that levels of partner 

maltreatment and depressive symptoms were consistent between the two measurement 

times, and that partner maltreatment was similarly associated with depressive symptoms at 

both T1 and T2. This is in contrast to findings by Katz and Arias (1999) who found that T1 

partner domination and isolation (but not emotional/verbal abuse) were associated with 

increases in depressive symptoms at T2, but only for women who endorsed lower levels of 

perceived interpersonal control at T1. This finding suggests that certain aspects of 

psychological maltreatment are more detrimental to well-being over time than others, in 

particular domination and isolation tactics. Secondly, individual differences exist, such as 

levels of interpersonal control that create individual vulnerability to deleterious effects in 

emotional well-being. The current longitudinal study was limited in sample size meaning 

moderating relationships were not able to be investigated over time. Future research would 

do well to continue investigating the individual differences in the emotional outcomes of 

different aspects of psychological abuse over-time, with a sufficient sample size to test 

these temporal associations.  

Although partner maltreatment was not associated with the worsening of 

depressive symptoms over time, the consistent association of maltreatment and depressive 

symptoms over time still indicates that partner psychological maltreatment is a particularly 

negative experience for the manifestation of depressive symptoms. It may be that 

depressive symptoms in response to partner maltreatment emerge fairly early in a 

relationship. To capture cause-and-effect dynamics in the relationships between depressive 

symptoms and partner maltreatment, future longitudinal research would also do well to 
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measure depression levels before entering a relationship and then again over the course of 

the relationship.  

Risk Factors for Worsening of Partner Maltreatment 

Romantic attachment, social support, self-perspectives and emotional functioning 

were tested as risk factors for worsening of partner maltreatment over time. Regression 

analyses revealed that over the course of 7 months, these individual characteristics were 

not predictive of change in levels of partner maltreatment. This is the first study to test 

such a range of potential risk factors for the worsening of partner maltreatment in an 

adolescent/emerging adult sample. The findings here were consistent with findings by 

Connelly et al. (2006) who found that depressive symptoms and social support were 

unrelated to the persistence of partner maltreatment over time, and were not predictive of 

the worsening of partner maltreatment. The current study expanded prior research by 

showing that romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance, and poorer self-evaluations (i.e., 

poorer levels of self-esteem and romantic competence) were also not predictive of an 

increasing linear course of partner maltreatment. Levels of partner maltreatment remained 

fairly consistent over the course of 7 months.   

Limitations and Future Research 

This longitudinal study was limited by a small sample size, and in particular, a 

small sample of males. This meant gender differences were unable to be investigated and 

moderating relationships were unable to be tested. Potentially, findings relating to friend 

support were confounded by underlying gender differences and a larger sample would 

allow for testing this hypothesis. A larger longitudinal sample may also increase power 

sufficiently enough to aid understanding of the relationship between romantic attachment 

anxiety and partner maltreatment.    
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Similar to that outlined in Chapter 5, a non-clinical sample of undergraduate 

students limits the ability of results to be generalised to the larger community, and in 

particular, to clinical populations. Among more severe cases, it is highly likely that 

different patterns occur over time between partner maltreatment and adolescent self-views 

and socioemotional functioning variables. Conducting longitudinal research in larger 

community-based samples and clinical populations is one important direction for future 

research. 

Summary 

 By including a longitudinal follow-up, the findings showed that it is maltreatment 

that precedes declining support and socioemotional functioning over time rather than the 

converse. This provides first-time evidence that for late adolescents, negative interactions 

with a romantic partner can affect self-perspectives over time, leading to quite substantial 

declines in self-esteem and perceptions of romantic competence.  

Support was also found for the commonly discussed idea not previously supported 

by prospective research, that partner psychological maltreatment tactics such as social 

control leads to poorer perceptions of family support. Although, correlational studies have 

reported such a trend for partner maltreatment and family, support may also be found for 

partner maltreatment and friend support when tested in a larger sample that can examine 

gender differences in this association.  

Another key finding was support for attachment theorists’ (Feeney, 2008; Fraley & 

Brumbaugh, 2004; Weston, 2008) idea that attachment organisations are both an enduring 

trait intrinsic to the adolescent, as well as being influenced by specific relationship 

experiences. Although levels of romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance were 

substantially consistent between T1 and T2 assessments, partner maltreatment led to 

increases in self-reported attachment avoidance in romantic relationships. This extends 
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prior attachment theory (Fraley & Brumbaugh, 2004) by demonstrating that these ideas are 

applicable to romantic attachments during late adolescence and emerging adulthood. 

However, given the small sample and the need to include individuals with a range of 

attachment orientations, future longitudinal research with a larger sample is required 

before drawing any conclusions on longitudinal associations of partner maltreatment with 

attachment anxiety. 

Depressive symptoms in association with partner maltreatment were found at both 

T1 and T2, but there was no temporal association in the current study. It seems that 

depressive symptoms may emerge early in the face of partner maltreatment and future 

longitudinal research commencing prior to the romantic relationship starting may be more 

likely to capture temporal relationships between partner maltreatment and depressive 

symptoms.   

 Finally, there were no tested characteristics inherent of the adolescent that were 

predictive of worsening of partner maltreatment over time. Romantic attachment, social 

support, self-perspectives and depressive symptoms did not create vulnerability for 

worsening of partner maltreatment over time. This provided, again, first-time evidence that 

among relatively well-functioning samples of late adolescents, partner maltreatment levels 

remain fairly constant throughout the relationship, and romantic attachment, social 

support, self-perspectives and emotional functioning indicators are not predictive of 

worsening of partner maltreatment.
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CHAPTER 7 

Romantic Partner Psychological Maltreatment and 

Daily Social and Emotional Functioning
1
 

Romantic relationships and emotional functioning in adolescence are characterised 

by many ups and downs (Brown, 1999). For example, empirical research has revealed that 

romantic relationships in adolescence are linked to highly variable emotional states and 

that these emotional states fluctuate more than adults’ emotional states (Larson & 

Richards, 1994; Larson, Clore, & Wood, 1999). Romantic relationships in adolescence 

can, therefore, be a highly dynamic phenomenon. For this reason, the current analyses 

were designed to extend on the previous analyses by employing more intensive, repeated-

measures data collection methods to investigate the associations of partner psychological 

maltreatment with daily social and emotional functioning.   

In the current study, daily social functioning was conceptualised as the 

measurement of day-to-day interpersonal negative events (hassles) and positive events 

(uplifts) with romantic partners, friends, and family. Daily emotional functioning was 

conceptualised as the measurement of positive affect and negative affect. Participants’ 

interpersonal sensitivity was also examined to determine whether it was explained by 

partner maltreatment. Interpersonal sensitivity was identified by relatively greater affective 

reactions to day-to-day interpersonal hassles.  

Partner Maltreatment and Daily Social Functioning 

Researchers who have investigated adolescent’s social functioning generally do so 

through the examination of social support from multiple social network members. These 

studies find that victims of partner maltreatment have poorer perceptions of their social
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support networks than nonmaltreated adolescents (Thompson et al., 2000) and that social 

support from friends and family members can mediate and moderate the relationship 

between partner maltreatment and psychological adjustment (e.g., Salazar et al., 2004). 

Although research has established the link between partner maltreatment and lack of social 

support from others, much less is known about the daily social lives of late adolescents 

who are psychologically maltreated by their partners.  

A review of the literature revealed no studies reporting associations of unmarried 

late adolescents’ partner maltreatment with daily interpersonal hassles and uplifts. 

Additionally, only a limited number of studies were identified that focused on this or 

closely related topics among married couples (Harper, Schaalje, & Sandberg, 2000; Larson 

& Richards, 1994). In one of these studies, using experience sampling techniques to gather 

intensive daily data from married couples, distressed couples reported more negative 

experiences together, but not fewer positive experiences than nondistressed couples 

(Larson & Richards, 1994). In another study of later life marriages, poorer marital quality 

and low relationship intimacy were associated with more daily hassles (Harper et al., 

2000). Due to the absence of studies investigating the association of partner maltreatment 

with daily interpersonal events in an adolescent population, one of the primary research 

aims of the current research program was to examine daily social functioning of 

adolescents who are psychologically maltreated by their partners compared to those who 

were not maltreated. This was accomplished by examining associations of partner 

maltreatment with daily hassles and uplifts with romantic partner, friends, and family.  

Partner Maltreatment and Daily Emotional Functioning 

Diary studies have found that adolescents compared to adults show a wider range 

of moods, experiencing higher highs and lower lows, although their moods are more short-

lived and changeable (Larson, Csikszentmihalyi, & Graef, 1980). Furthermore, empirical 
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research has revealed that these highly variable emotional states can be linked to romantic 

relationships in adolescence (Larson et al., 1999), and romantic stress has been associated 

with escalating levels of depressive symptoms over time (Rizzo, Daley, & Gunderson, 

2006; Welsh, Grello, & Harper, 2003; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2001). Overall, romantic 

experiences have been shown to be important correlates of adolescents’ depressive 

symptoms, emotional reactions, and reactivity. 

Affective reactivity is one important aspect of the daily emotional lives of 

adolescents. Affective reactivity is defined as the relationship between daily events 

(interpersonal and/or non-interpersonal) and daily emotional outcomes such as negative 

affect (Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995). An affectively reactive individual, for example, is 

identified by a strong positive within-person association between number of daily hassles 

and end of day negative affect, whereas someone less affectively reactive is identified by a 

weaker within-person association between number of daily hassles and end of day negative 

affect. More recently, affective reactivity to interpersonal daily events (i.e., daily hassles 

and uplifts with romantic partner, friends, and family) has been conceptualised as 

interpersonal sensitivity (O’Neil, Cohen, Tolpin, & Gunthert, 2004), with interpersonal 

sensitivity defined as an excessive awareness of and reactivity to the behaviours and 

feelings of others (Boyce & Parker, 1989).  

Although interpersonal sensitivity has primarily been measured with cross-

sectional self-report questionnaires (e.g., Interpersonal Sensitivity Measure, Boyce & 

Parker, 1989), interpersonal sensitivity was operationalised in the current study as a 

within-person association between daily hassles and daily affect. This approach had an 

advantage over more traditional single questionnaire measures of interpersonal sensitivity, 

which have to rely on retrospective reports or ask about expected reactions to interpersonal 

events. Diary methods of data collection were used because they provide such an intensive 
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assessment of experiences and affect, and have been used to examine day-to-day variations 

in hassles, uplifts, and emotional functioning (Harper et al., 2000). An advantage of diary 

methods is that events can be reported close in time to when they occurred, and 

retrospective biases are reduced because affect is reported closer in time to measured 

events (Bolger, Davis, & Raffaeli, 2003). Additionally, the repeated measurements from 

diary methods allow for estimation of within-person variability and investigation of factors 

that can account for individual differences in within-person variability (Bolger et al., 

2003). 

Cross-sectional research using a self-report measure of interpersonal sensitivity has 

established that interpersonal sensitivity, partner maltreatment, and well-being are 

associated (Purdie & Downey, 2000; Wolfe, Wekerle, Reitzel-Jaffe, & Lefebvre, 1998). 

For example, most relevant to the current research, interpersonal sensitivity has been 

associated with greater risk of dating violence (Wolfe et al., 1998). Hence, interpersonal 

sensitivity may be an important risk factor for partner maltreatment. Such studies have 

been founded in theories that point toward links between relationship dependency 

(Bornstein, 2006), rejection sensitivity (Downey, Bonica, & Rincon, 1999; Downey & 

Feldman, 1996), and attachment insecurity (Wekerle & Avgoustis, 2003; Wekerle & 

Wolfe, 1998) as interpersonal sensitivities that covary with relationship maltreatment. For 

example, evidence has emerged that prior parental maltreatment (Wolfe et al., 1998) and 

rejection (Purdie & Downey, 2000) are related to difficulties in romantic relationships. 

Purdie and Downey (2000) describe how parental messages of rejection leave the child 

hypervigilant to rejection cues in other relationships. Such interpersonal sensitivity or 

insecurity can pave the way for abuse in at least two ways. First, greater preoccupation 

with relationships may increase vulnerability when individuals overlook partner faults and 

abusive behaviour. Second, individuals may be attracted to partners who are more 
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dependent. However, dependency may manifest in greater jealousy, controlling 

behaviours, and other maltreatment (Bornstein, 2006; Purdie & Downey, 2000).  

Although it has been discussed as if interpersonal sensitivity is a risk factor for 

partner maltreatment, these and other theories also show how interpersonal sensitivity may 

emerge from interpersonal experiences, such as maltreatment. For instance, interpersonal 

sensitivity to rejection has been proposed as an outcome of interpersonal experiences 

(Downey et al., 1999). Also, avoidance or anxiety about relationship experiences or 

working models of attachment can vary across relationships. This variation suggests that 

different interpersonal contexts can modify interpersonal sensitivity, such as an adolescent 

may be more preoccupied with a romantic relationship than in the parent-adolescent 

relationship (Furman & Wehner, 1994). These theories and associated empirical evidence 

together provided a firm foundation for Study 3 hypothesis that interpersonal sensitivity 

would be associated with partner maltreatment, although interpersonal sensitivity may be 

both an outcome and an antecedent of partner maltreatment. 

In the current study, extensions were made to prior research that has established a 

link between partner maltreatment and interpersonal sensitivity by using daily diary 

methods to capture interpersonal sensitivity. Furthermore, previous research was extended 

by examining associations of partner maltreatment with affective reactivity to daily 

positive events (i.e., daily uplifts). Of most interest was whether partner maltreatment was 

associated with interpersonal sensitivity. It was expected that individuals who reported 

more partner psychological maltreatment would be more interpersonally sensitive than 

their low maltreated peers.  

Study Overview 

The general purpose of this study was to examine the daily social and emotional 

functioning of late adolescents who are psychologically maltreated by their romantic 
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partners. A repeated measures diary method was used and was designed to assess social 

experiences with family, friends, and romantic partners through the record of daily uplifts 

(i.e., happy interpersonal events) and daily hassles (i.e., stressful interpersonal events) over 

seven days. Daily emotional functioning was assessed through the record of affect, both 

positive and negative. 

There were three primary study aims. The first aim was to establish associations 

between partner psychological maltreatment and the daily interpersonal events of 

adolescents. Based on findings of Harper et al. (2000) and Larson and Richards (1994), it 

was hypothesised that partner maltreatment would be associated with more daily hassles 

and greater perceived stressfulness of hassles with romantic partners. Positive associations 

were also expected between partner maltreatment and the number of daily hassles with 

friends and family, and the perceived stressfulness of these hassles. The experience of 

daily uplifts with partners, friends, and family of those maltreated by their partners also 

were investigated. Because isolation from others can be part of psychological maltreatment 

(Kasian & Painter, 1992; Katz & Arias, 1999), it was hypothesised that partner 

maltreatment would be associated with fewer daily uplifts with family and friends, 

although not fewer uplifts with their partner.  

The second research aim was to expand prior research (Larson et al., 1999) that links 

adolescents’ highly variable moods simply with romantic relationships, to understanding 

how the specific relationships experience of psychological maltreatment is associated with 

the daily emotional functioning of adolescents. Following from research that demonstrates 

relationship stress to be associated with escalating levels of depressive symptoms over 

time (Rizzo et al., 2006; Welsh et al., 2003; Zimmer-Gembeck et al., 2001), it was 

expected that adolescents maltreated by their partners would report more negative daily 

affect and less positive daily affect than their low-maltreated peers.  
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The final aim was to investigate if partner psychological maltreatment was 

associated with interpersonal sensitivity. Recall that in this study, interpersonal sensitivity 

was operationalised as higher end-of-day levels of negative affect and lower end-of-day 

levels of positive affect in association with daily interpersonal hassles. Late adolescents 

who reported a higher level of partner maltreatment were expected to be more 

interpersonally sensitive than their less maltreated peers. Specifically, those 

psychologically maltreated by their partners were expected to report higher end-of-day 

levels of negative affect and lower levels of positive affect in association with increased 

numbers of daily interpersonal hassles than those who reported less maltreatment. In 

addition, exploratory analyses were conducted to determine whether adolescents 

psychologically maltreated by their partners showed different affective reactions to daily 

partner, friend, and family uplifts compared to less maltreated adolescents.  

Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1. Partner maltreatment will be positively associated with the number 

of and the perceived stressfulness of romantic partner daily hassles. 

Hypothesis 2.  Partner maltreatment will be positively associated with the number 

of friend and family daily hassles, and the perceived stressfulness of these hassles. 

Hypothesis 3. Partner maltreatment will be negatively associated with the number 

of daily uplifts with friends and family, and the perceived happiness of these uplifts. 

Hypothesis 4. Partner maltreatment will be positively associated with daily 

negative affect and negatively associated with daily positive affect. 

Hypothesis 5. Adolescents high in partner maltreatment will report higher end-of-

day levels of negative affect and lower levels of positive affect in association with daily 

interpersonal hassles (partner, friends, and family) than adolescents reporting low partner 

maltreatment. 
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Research Question. It will be investigated if adolescents reporting high partner 

maltreatment show different affective reactions to daily partner, friend, and family uplifts 

compared to adolescents reporting low partner maltreatment. 
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 Method 

Participants 

Participants were 67 late adolescents (age 17 to 22, age M = 18.82 years; 70% 

female) recruited from the participants described in Chapter 5. Twenty participants were 

male. The majority of the participants were white/Caucasian (90%), 6% were of Asian 

decent, and 4% reported being of “other” nationality. Most lived with two parents (45%) 

or one parent (21%). Twenty seven percent lived on their own or with friends and the 

remainder reported “other” living arrangements. The 67 participants did not differ from the 

larger sample on any measures, including partner maltreatment, t(137) = -.38, p = .71, and 

depressive symptoms, t(141) = -.38, p = .70. 

All but four participants completed the seven daily diary forms (two participants 

completed five days and two completed six days). Empirical evaluation of missing data 

techniques has shown that substituting the mean response of a person to be the most robust 

approach for handling a modest amount of missing repeated measures data (Roth, Switzer, 

& Switzer, 1999). Therefore, missing diary entries for these four participants were 

replaced by the person mean of scores on the day before and the day after. If the last diary 

entry was missing, the data point was replaced with the individual score from the previous 

day. A single participant did not complete the measure of hassles on all seven days and 

was removed from analyses of hassles. 

Measures 

Romantic partner psychological maltreatment. Individual reports on the 

Psychological Maltreatment Inventory (PMI; Kasian & Painter, 1992) were used to form 

both a continuous and categorical indicator of partner maltreatment. Similar to the 

description in Chapter 5, the continuous measure of partner maltreatment was created by 

averaging across item responses and to form a categorical measure of maltreatment, 
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participants with a partner maltreatment score above the Study 3 median (a score of 1.5) 

were identified as the high partner maltreatment group (coded 1, n = 32); other 

participants were identified as the low partner maltreatment group (coded 0, n = 35). The 

reader is referred to Chapter 5 Method section for a complete description of the PMI.  

Daily and 7-day mean positive and negative affect. Positive and negative affect 

were assessed daily using items from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule – 

Expanded Form (Watson & Clark, 1994). Similar to previous diary studies (Tolpin, Cohen, 

Gunthert, & Farrehi, 2006), 10 items measured positive affect and 10 items measured 

negative affect each day. Respondents were required to indicate at the end of the day to 

what extent they had felt each of the emotions during that day on a 5-point Likert-type 

scale from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (very much). Items were averaged to form 

seven daily measures of positive and negative affect. Additionally, daily positive affect 

scores were averaged to form a 7-day mean positive affect score and a parallel score was 

formed for negative affect. In this study, reliabilities calculated on each of the seven days 

ranged from α = .87 to .93 for positive affect and α = .75 to .87 for negative affect. 

Daily and 7-day mean uplifts. Ten items from the Positive Events Scale (PES; 

Maybery, 2003) were used to measure uplifts with romantic partners (four items), friends 

(three items), and family members (three items). Sample daily uplifts included “talking 

with your friends”, “support from your family”, and “hanging out with your 

boyfriend/girlfriend.” Participants were required to first consider if the uplift had occurred 

that day. If the uplift did not occur, respondents checked 0 (did not occur). If the uplift 

occurred, participants rated how “happy” the uplift made them feel on a scale ranging 1 

(did not make me happy) to 5 (made me very happy). Daily uplifts were scored four ways. 

First, ratings of happiness (from 0 to 5) were averaged on each day within each 

interpersonal domain. Second, these seven daily scores within each domain were averaged 
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to produce a 7-day mean measure of happiness of uplifts. Third, the daily incidence of 

uplifts within each interpersonal domain was calculated. Finally, these seven incidence 

scores were averaged to form a 7-day mean number of uplifts in each interpersonal 

domain.  

Maybery (2003) reported good test-retest reliability, r = .82 to .97, and 

convergent validity of the PES with measures of life satisfaction, perceived stress, and 

positive and negative affect. In this study, reliabilities calculated for each daily uplifts 

subscale on every day ranged from α = .80 to .92. 

Daily and 7–day mean hassles. Items to assess hassles were drawn from existing 

daily hassles measures (Bagley, 1992; Bobo, Gilchrist, Elmer, Snow, & Schinke, 1986; 

Brantley, Waggoner, Jones, & Rappaport, 1987; Byrne & Mazanov, 2002; Kohn & 

Milrose, 1993). In addition, a number of items were created for this study to include items 

representing romantic hassles. Family hassles (five items, e.g., disagreements between you 

and your parents), friend hassles (eight items, e.g., let down by a friend), and romantic 

partner hassles (12 items, e.g., boyfriend/girlfriend was not available) were used. Similar 

to the uplifts measure, respondents indicated whether the hassle occurred or not. If the 

hassle did not occur, respondents indicated 0 (did not occur). If the hassle did occur, 

participants rated how stressful the daily hassle was from 1 (not at all stressful) to 5 (was 

extremely stressful). The scoring of hassles paralleled the scoring described for uplifts with 

family, friends, and romantic partners. Hence, daily and 7-day mean scores were 

calculated for the incidence of hassles as well as for the stressfulness of hassles in each 

interpersonal domain. 

Reliability analyses were conducted for each subscale on every day.  Item-total 

correlations for the 7 days were romantic partner hassles α = .77 to .87, family hassles α = 

.76 to .87, and friend hassles α = .84 to .90.  
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Procedure 

Students were invited to participate in a further research component in exchange 

for additional course credit following their completion of the T1 questionnaire (see 

Chapter 5). Those who expressed interest were provided with diary research packs that 

included instructions and seven questionnaires, one for each of seven consecutive nights. 

All diary participants started the diary study on a Tuesday. 

The study aims were dependent upon end-of-day reports of hassles, uplifts, and 

affect. Hence, diary forms were designed to capture information across an entire day. 

Participants were instructed to complete diary entries before retiring to bed and to report 

on the entire day. Prior to using the method of one diary entry per day in the evening, 

different timing and methods of data collection were considered and tested with a separate 

group of participants. For example, a longer diary period (14 days) was tested, but was 

abandoned due to lower response rates, and repeated assessment throughout the day was 

considered but was not used to reduce error that might have been produced when 

participants were asked to report hassles and uplifts multiple times in a day.  

Diary entries were returned to a reception area at the university on the following 

day. Over a weekend, participants were required to seal their daily diary entries in 

envelopes and return all sealed envelopes on the Monday. This method of collection 

allowed daily tracking of participation so that reminder calls could be made and issues of 

return discussed with appropriate participants. Every day, all participants received friendly 

text messages as a reminder to complete their forms. 
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Results 

Overview of Analyses. 

First, variable normality and univariate outliers were investigated. Following, 

bivariate correlations between 7-day mean daily diary measures were computed. Next, 

comparisons of male and female participants on measures of daily interpersonal events 

were conducted via four MANOVAs and two independent samples t-tests. Comparisons 

were also made between participants high and low in partner maltreatment on all daily 

diary variables via four additional MANOVAs and two independent samples t-tests. Prior 

to hypotheses testing, the DVs were tested for linear change across time through HLM 

unconditional models. Once linear change was established, hypotheses were tested through 

the estimation of a number of multilevel models. The testing of the association of partner 

maltreatment with interpersonal sensitivity, measured as affective reactivity to 

interpersonal daily hassles and uplifts with romantic partners, friends, and family, was 

conducted with Hierarchical Linear and Nonlinear Modelling software (Raudenbush, Bryk, 

& Congdon, 2007). 

Overview of hierarchical linear models. Multilevel modelling is useful for data 

with a hierarchical structure, such as measures that are repeated within each participant. 

Such methods account for the nonindependence of the repeated measures over time. In this 

study, two levels were modelled with the daily diary data (Level 1) nested within 

participants (Level 2). That is, daily repeated measures of positive affect, negative affect, 

and interpersonal hassles and uplifts were Level 1 variables repeatedly measured for seven 

days for each participant. Partner psychological maltreatment was the primary Level 2 

variable, which was measured at Time 1 prior to the completion of repeated daily 

measures. Another Level 2 variable, sex, was also considered. However, given the focus 

on maltreatment and the possibility of small cell sizes when also considering participants’ 
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sex, it was not included as a covariate in any of the models. Note that no sex differences 

were found when preliminary MANOVA and t-tests comparing males and females on all 

daily diary measures were conducted (see forthcoming section titled Comparisons of 

Males and Females on 7-Day Mean Variables).  

At Level 1, the within-person association between interpersonal daily events (either 

hassles or uplifts) and affect (positive or negative) was modelled to estimate each 

individual’s interpersonal sensitivity. At Level 2, the between-person variable of partner 

psychological maltreatment was introduced. A significant effect of partner maltreatment 

would indicate that interpersonal sensitivity differed between the high and low 

maltreatment groups. Models were estimated separately for each domain of hassles and 

uplifts and for each of the repeated dependent variables of positive and negative affect. 

The Level 1 and 2 models were: 

Level 1: Affectij = B0j + B1j (dayij)+ B2j (HUij) + eij 

Level 2: B0j = ã00 + ã01 (PMj) + u0j   

B1j = ã10 + ã11 (PMj) + u1j   

B2j = ã20 + ã21 (PMj) + u2j 

The Level 1 equation models the association between the number of daily 

interpersonal hassles or uplifts (HU) and affect for each individual. The dependent 

variable, Affectij, is the amount of negative affect or positive affect on day i for person j. It 

is a function of the intercept (B0j, affect on day 1 of the diary), and slope (B1j) for each 

person j and the association between daily affect and hassles or uplifts (B2j). HUij is the 

number of hassles or uplifts in one interpersonal domain only (romantic partner, friend or 

family) on day i for person j and eij is the within-person error term. At Level 2, B0j is 

expressed as a function of the between persons intercept (ã00), the effect of the between-

persons variable Partner Maltreatment (PM, ã01), and a between persons error term (u0j). 
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The within persons slopes, B1j, are a function of the mean slope between persons (ã10) and 

between-persons error term (u1j) that captures the difference in the pattern of affect over 

the seven days between the high and low maltreatment groups. B2j, is a function of the 

average association between affect and hassles/uplifts (ã20) and between-persons error term 

(u2j) that captures differences in interpersonal sensitivity in the group with high partner 

maltreatment compared to the group with low partner maltreatment. 

Variable Distributions 

Prior to hypotheses testing, the data were inspected to determine if the normality 

assumption of correlation, MANOVA and HLM analyses was met.  Inspection of 

normality plots and distributional tests (e.g., skewness and kurtosis) indicated that 8 of the 

14 seven-day mean measures had problems with skew, and 3 of the 14 variables had 

problems with kurtosis. Between one and two univariate outliers were revealed in five of 

the 14 distributions. Means and standard deviations were calculated for interpersonal 

hassles and uplifts, and positive and negative affect on each day (daily Ms and SDs) and 

for the 7 days combined (7-day Ms and SDs, see Table 27 for descriptive statistics). 

Associations among 7-Day Mean Variables 

Correlations were computed between T1 partner maltreatment and seven-day mean 

measures (see Table 28). Partner maltreatment was associated with less positive affect, 

greater stress related to romantic partner hassles, less uplifts with friends and less 

happiness associated with these uplifts. Correlations between daily affect and daily 

interpersonal events were also computed. Essentially, positive affect was positively 

correlated with ratings of happiness for partner, friend, and family uplifts, however, was 

not associated with the number of uplifts in any interpersonal domain. Secondly, negative 

affect was positively correlated with all hassles measures. In each interpersonal domain, 
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Table 27                

Daily and 7-Day Means and Standard Deviations for Time 2 Variables         

      Daily M (SD)     

      1   2   3   4   5   6   7   
7-day 

M (SD) 

Positive affect 
3.06 

(.83) 
 

2.75 

(.89) 
 

2.83 

(.78) 
 

3.00 

(.76) 
 

2.66 

(1.03) 
 

2.58  

(.86) 
 

2.67 

(.80) 
 

2.80 

(.55) 

Negative affect 
1.69 

(.48) 
 

1.69 

(.64) 
 

1.56 

(.58) 
 

1.42 

(.55) 
 

1.47 

(.48) 
 

1.50  

(.47) 
 

1.45 

(.56) 
 

1.54 

(.32) 

Hassles: Number                

 
Romantic 

partner 

2.40 

(2.07) 

2.40 

(1.87) 

2.40 

(2.10) 

2.42 

(2.53) 
 

2.47 

(2.53) 
 

1.95  

(2.16) 
 

2.05 

(2.33) 
 

2.31 

(1.70) 

 Friend  
1.99 

(1.85) 

1.12 

(1.77) 

.94 

(1.56) 

.99 

(1.60) 
 

1.00 

(1.75) 
 

.58  

(1.26) 
 

.92 

(1.40) 
 

1.08 

(1.29) 

 Family 
1.42 

(1.75) 

1.24 

(1.63) 

1.15 

(1.65) 

1.06 

(1.53) 
 

1.21 

(1.66) 
 

1.11  

(1.65) 
 

.86 

(1.40) 
 

1.16 

(1.30) 

Hassles: Stressfulness               

 
Romantic 

partner 

.40 

(.47) 

.45 

(.55) 

.41 

(.45) 

.38 

(.47) 
 

.37 

(.42) 
 

.29 

(.35) 
 

.33 

(.41) 
 

.38 

(.31) 

 Friend  
.51 

(.70) 

.33 

(.65) 

.24 

(.47) 

.21 

(.44)  
 

.22 

(.46) 
 

.12 

(.27) 
 

.21 

(.33) 
 

.26 

(.39) 

 Family 
.75 

(1.07) 

.65 

(1.08) 

.58 

(.86) 

.50 

(.86) 
 

.59 

(.99) 
 

.56 

(.93) 
 

.43 

(.97) 
 

.59 

(.81) 

Table 27 continued on the next page 
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Table 27, continued                

Daily and 7-Day M and SDs                

 Daily M (SD)   

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  
7-day 

M (SD) 

 

Uplifts: Number 
               

 Romantic partner 
2.85 

(1.27) 

2.85 

(1.38) 

2.93 

(1.28) 

3.28 

(1.22) 

2.79 

(1.48) 

3.05 

(1.31) 

2.86 

(1.34) 

2.95 

(.89) 

 Friend  
2.25 

(.98) 

1.85 

(1.21) 

2.06 

(1.11) 

2.12 

(1.02) 

1.91 

(1.16) 

1.96 

(1.22) 

2.15 

(1.06) 

2.05 

(.72) 

 Family 
1.72 

(1.30) 

1.78 

(1.22) 

1.79 

(1.31) 

1.82 

(1.25) 

1.61 

(1.34) 

1.73 

(1.23) 

1.51 

(1.35) 

1.72 

(1.02) 

Uplifts: Happiness                

 Romantic partner 
3.03 

(1.67) 
 

3.00 

(1.78) 
 

2.93 

(1.62) 
 

3.45 

(1.53) 
 

2.87 

(1.80) 
 

3.03 

(1.66) 
 

2.82 

(1.61) 
 

3.03 

(1.14) 

 Friend  
2.98 

(1.46) 
 

2.34 

(1.70) 
 

2.64 

(1.73) 
 

2.68 

(1.55) 
 

2.30 

(1.62) 
 

2.37 

(1.68) 
 

2.56 

(1.54) 
 

2.56 

(1.07) 

  Family 
2.03 

(1.75) 
  

2.03 

(1.67) 
  

1.92 

(1.64) 
  

2.11 

(1.67) 
  

1.80 

(1.73) 
  

1.87 

(1.65) 
  

1.67 

(1.69) 
  

1.93 

(1.28) 
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Table 28     

Correlations between Partner Maltreatment and Daily Diary 7-Day Mean Variables (N = 66 to 67)    

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Length of relationship --          

2. Partner maltreatment .37** --         

3. Positive affect
a
 -.16 -.25* --        

4. Negative affect
a
 -.13 .18 -.22 --       

Hassles: Number
a
           

 5. Romantic partner -.12 .11 -.09 .32* --      

 6. Friend -.15 -.00 -.03 .42** .60** --     

 7. Family -.16 .07 -.15 .37** .47** .54* --    

Hassles: Stressfulness
a
           

 8. Romantic partner -.12 .26* -.19 .46** .88** .50** .42** --   

 9. Friend -.14 .06 -.04 .47** .47* .92** .48** .50** --  

 10. Family -.11 .03 -.16 .48** .46** .55** .91** .38** .41** -- 

Uplifts: Number
a
           

 11. Romantic partner .17 -.02 .06 -.01 .26* .18 .15 .13 .09 .14 

 12. Friend -.38** -.28* .20 .05 .22 .30* .18 .16 .27* .17 

 13. Family -.20 -.12 .13 .09 .20 .23 .46** .15 .18 .36** 

Uplifts: Happiness
a
           

 14. Romantic partner .16 -.14 .26* -.02 .19 .18 .13 .02 .09 .15 

 15. Friend -.38** -.30* .33** .05 .19 .24* .14 .14 .20 .16 

  16. Family -.22 -.20 .30* .02 .09 .16 .26* .05 .15 .15 

Table 28 continues on the next page 
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Table 28, continued 

Correlations between Variables (N = 66 to 67) 

Variable 11 12 13 14 15 

1. Length of relationship      

2. Partner maltreatment      

3. Positive affect
a
      

4. Negative affect
a
      

Hassles: Number
a
      

 5. Romantic partner      

 6. Friend      

 7. Family      

Hassles: Stressfulness
a
      

 8. Romantic partner      

 9. Friend      

 10. Family      

Uplifts: Number
a
      

 11. Romantic partner --     

 12. Friend .11 --    

 13. Family .12 .25* --   

Uplifts: Happiness
a
      

 14. Romantic partner .91** .10 .13 --  

 15. Friend .08 .93** .21 .15 -- 

  16. Family .12 .25* .93** .18 .27* 

*p < .05. **p <.01. 
a
Daily reports averaged to construct 7-day mean levels. 
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negative affect was higher when the number of hassles were higher, as well as when 

partner, friend and family hassles were rated as more stressful. The third point of interest is 

that relationship length had significant associations with only two of the fourteen daily 

diary variables. Relationship length was negatively associated with the number of friend 

uplifts, and the rated happiness of these uplifts. 

 Comparisons of Males and Females on 7-Day Mean Variables 

Due to significant correlations among groups of dependent variables (see Table 28), 

male and female participants were compared on 7-day mean daily diary variables via four 

MANOVAs and two independent samples t-tests. There were three dependent variables in 

the first MANOVA, including the number of hassles with friends, family, and romantic 

partners. The three dependent variables in the second MANOVA were perceived 

stressfulness of these hassles in the three interpersonal domains. There were no significant 

differences between males and females on the number of friend, family, and partner 

hassles, F(3, 62) = .81, p = .49, and no differences in the perceived stressfulness associated 

with these hassles, F(3, 62) = .58, p = .63 (see Table 29). 

 Two further MANOVAs with two dependent variables each tested differences 

between males and females on their reports of interpersonal uplifts. The third MANOVA 

tested gender differences between the reported number of family and friend uplifts, and the 

fourth MANOVA tested for gender differences between the perceived happiness 

associated with these uplifts. Males and females did not differ in the number of uplifts 

reported for family and friends, F(2, 64) = .13, p = .88, and perceptions of happiness 

associated with friend and family uplifts were similar in the two groups, F(2, 64) = .18, p = 

.84 (see Table 29). 

Possible gender differences in 7-day mean reports of romantic partner uplifts and 

affect were tested by three independent samples t-tests (see Table 29). There were no
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Table 29         

Comparisons of Male and Female Participants on Daily Diary 7-Day Mean Measures 

        

Male 

 (n = 20)   

Female 

 (n = 46 to 47)     

Variable  M SD  M SD  t 

Length of relationship, months  14.35 13.91  15.62 11.29  -.39 

 Positive affect
a
  2.78 .54  2.80 .56  -.12 

 Negative affect
a
  1.61 .44  1.51 .25  .97 

 Hassles: Number
a
         

  Romantic partner  2.80 2.27  2.11 1.37  1.26 

  Friend  1.30 1.51  .99 1.19  .89 

  Family  1.41 1.56  1.05 1.17  1.03 

 Hassles: Stressfulness
a
         

  Romantic partner  .44 .39  .35 .28  1.01 

  Friend  .30 .39  .25 .39  .48 

  Family  .74 1.12  .52 .64  1.01 

 Uplifts: Number
a
         

  Romantic partner  2.28 1.17  3.02 .74  .44 

  Friend  2.11 .82  2.02 .68  .36 

  Family  1.79 .99  1.69 1.03  -.86 

 Uplifts: Happiness
a
         

  Romantic partner  2.60 1.44  3.21 .94  -.36 

  Friend  2.45 1.17  2.61 1.03  -.56 

    Family  2.60 1.44  3.21 .94  -2.01 

Note. *p < .05.  
a
Daily reports were averaged to construct 7-day mean levels. 
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differences between males and females on the number of partner uplifts reported, nor the 

perceived happiness associated with partner uplifts. With respect to affect, on average, 

males and females reported similar levels of both positive and negative affect. 

Comparisons of High and Low Maltreatment Groups on 7-Day Mean Values 

Comparisons of high and low partner maltreatment groups were made via four 

MANOVAs and three independent samples t-tests (see Table 30). There were three 

dependent variables in the first MANOVA, including the number of hassles with friends, 

family, and romantic partners. The three dependent variables in the second MANOVA 

were perceived stressfulness of hassles in the three interpersonal domains. There were no 

significant differences between maltreatment groups on the number of hassles reported for 

friends, family, and romantic partners, F(3, 62) = 1.52, p = .22. Yet, the stressfulness of 

friend, family, and romantic partner hassles just reached significance at an alpha level of 

.05, F(3, 62) = 2.81, p = .05. Adolescents in the high partner maltreatment group reported 

that their romantic partner, t(65) = -2.65, p = .01, and friend hassles, t(65) = -2.20, p =.04, 

were more stressful when averaged over the seven days when compared to those in the low 

partner maltreatment group (see Table 30). In addition, the average number of hassles with 

partners and friends across the 7-days were marginally different, with those high in partner 

maltreatment reporting more hassles than those low in partner maltreatment, t(65) = -1.84, 

p = .07 and t(65) = -1.90, p = .07, respectively.  

With respect to daily uplifts, it was expected that partner maltreatment would be 

associated with lower levels of 7-day uplifts with family and friends as well as lower levels  

of happiness associated with these uplifts (see Table 30). Two MANOVAs were estimated 

with two dependent variables each. The first MANOVA included the number of family 

and friend uplifts as dependent variables. The second MANOVA included perceived 

happiness associated with family and friend uplifts as dependent variables. 
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Table 30         

Comparisons of Low (n = 35)and High (n = 32)Partner Maltreatment Groups on Daily  

Diary Measures    

        

Low 

Maltreatment   

High 

Maltreatment     

Variable  M SD  M SD  t 

Length of relationship, months  11.03 8.47  19.84 13.71  -3.20** 

 Positive affect
a
  2.90 .53  2.68 .55  1.69

ϒ
 

 Negative affect
a
  1.47 .25  1.61 .38  -1.80

ϒ
 

 Hassles: Number
a
         

  Romantic partner  1.94 1.14  2.71 2.09  -1.84
ϒ
 

  Friend  .79 .55  1.40 1.72  -1.90
ϒ
 

  Family  1.00 1.10  1.33 1.48  -1.02 

 Hassles: Stressfulness
a
         

  Romantic partner  .28 .19  .48 .38  -2.65** 

  Friend  .16 .13  .37 .53  -2.20* 

  Family  .48 .61  .70 .98  -1.09 

 Uplifts: Number
a
         

  Romantic partner  2.79 .93  3.13 .82  -1.60 

  Friend  2.12 .72  1.97 .72  .81 

  Family  1.96 .98  1.45 1.00  2.10* 

 Uplifts: Happiness
a
         

  Romantic partner  2.92 1.14  3.14 1.15  -.75 

  Friend  2.72 1.09  2.39 1.03  1.24 

    Family  2.35 1.33  1.47 1.08  2.98** 
ϒ
p < .10.  *p < .05. **p < .01. 

a
Daily reports were averaged to construct 7-day mean levels. 
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Contrary to the hypotheses, the number of daily uplifts with friends and family did 

not significantly differ between groups, F(2, 64) = 2.22, p =.12. However, as predicted, 

there was a significant difference in the level of happiness associated with friend and 

family uplifts, F(2, 64) = 4.52, p = .02. Univariate comparisons showed that those in the 

high partner maltreatment group reported less happiness with uplifts with family than 

those in the low partner maltreatment group, t(137) = 2.98, p < .01. The happiness 

associated with daily uplifts with friends did not differ between maltreatment groups, nor 

did the number or happiness associated with romantic partner uplifts (see Table 30). 

With respect to daily affect, recall that it was predicted that compared to the low 

partner maltreatment group, the high partner maltreatment group would experience greater 

negative affect and less positive affect across the 7 days. Results showed a trend for 

differences in the daily emotional experiences of participants who were in the high partner 

maltreatment group compared to their low maltreated peers (see Table 30). The high 

partner maltreatment group reported marginally lower levels of positive affect, t(65) = 

1.69, p = .10, and marginally higher levels of negative affect, t(65) = -1.80, p = .08, 

compared to the low partner maltreatment group. 

Unconditional Models Testing Linear Change Over 7 Days 

Prior to estimating models in HLM, two unconditional models were run, one for 

each DV, positive affect and negative affect. Essentially, these analyses estimated Day 1 

intercepts and linear change in the DV over the 7 days. This was achieved through HLM 

by regressing repeated measures of the DV on to Day (coded zero to 6).  HLM estimated 

this for each participant, thereby producing a regression model for each participant. Then, 

each individual’s regression model was averaged to produce an overall regression model. 

Significance tests, a t-value, tested whether the overall regression slope for the sample was 

significantly different from zero. A significant result indicated that there was individual 
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variation in the DV across time, therefore, warranting further analyses in an attempt to 

explain the variation in the DV by the IVs at the person level.  

On average across participants, positive affect significantly declined each day by -

.06, t(65) = -3.22, p < .01, from the initial Day 1 level of 2.97, t(65) = 33.90, p < .001. 

Further, there were significant differences between individuals in their Day 1 levels of 

positive affect, intercept variance component = .29, χ2
 (65) = 146.79, p < .001, and in their 

7-day trajectories of positive affect, slope variance component = .01, χ2
 (65) = 86.69, p < 

.05. The average Day 1 level of negative affect was 1.66, t(65) = 30.55, p < .001, and on 

average, negative affect declined each day by -.04, t(65) = -2.83, p < .01. There were 

significant differences between people in their Day 1 levels of negative affect, intercept 

variance component = .10, χ2
 (65) = 131.80, p < .001, and their 7-day trajectories of 

negative affect were also significantly different, slope variance component = .01, χ2
 (65) = 

105.68, p = .001.  

Hierarchical Linear Modelling Testing the Association of Partner Maltreatment with 

Interpersonal Sensitivity 

Hierarchical linear modelling was used to estimate the association of maltreatment 

with interpersonal sensitivity. Recall that it was expected that late adolescents who were in 

the high partner maltreatment group would be more interpersonally sensitive than those in 

the low partner maltreatment group. Hence, stronger associations between daily affect and 

the number of daily negative interpersonal events (hassles) were expected among those 

high in partner maltreatment compared to those low in partner maltreatment (see results in 

Table 31). Although no specific hypotheses could be made, analyses were also conducted 

to explore whether adolescents in the high partner psychological maltreatment group had 

stronger or weaker affective reactions to the number of partner, friend, and family uplifts 

compared to their peers who had low experiences of partner psychological maltreatment 
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(see results Table 32). As hypothesised, adolescents who reported high partner 

maltreatment were more interpersonally sensitive when compared to their peers who 

reported low partner maltreatment (see Table 31). More specifically, a relatively higher 

number of romantic partner hassles was associated with higher levels of daily negative 

affect for both low and high maltreatment groups, β = .04, p = .04. However, the 

association was marginally stronger among the group high in partner psychological 

maltreatment when compared to those low in partner maltreatment, β = .04, p = .06. 

Furthermore, the number of partner hassles over the seven days was associated with 

marginally less positive affect among those high in partner maltreatment but was not 

associated with positive affect among those low in partner maltreatment, β = -.06, p = .10.  

Adolescents in the high partner psychological maltreatment group were also more 

interpersonally sensitive to daily hassles with friends and family than their less-maltreated 

peers (see Table 31). Specifically, compared to the low maltreatment group, the high 

maltreatment group had significantly stronger associations of daily friend and family 

hassles with end-of-day negative affect (β = .07, p = .04 and β = .10, p = .01 respectively) 

and positive affect (β = -.16, p = .01 and β = -.12, p = .02 respectively). In summary, 

participants who reported high maltreatment were more interpersonally sensitive to hassles 

than those who reported low maltreatment, and this interpersonal sensitivity extended to all 

the interpersonal domains assessed in this study.  

Models were estimated to test the association of partner psychological maltreatment 

with affective reactivity to daily uplifts with romantic partner, friends, and family (see 

Table 32). On days when partner uplifts were elevated, positive affect was higher, β = .09, 

p < .01, and negative affect was lower, β = -.05, p = .03. However, there were no 

differences in reactivity to daily partner uplifts between the two maltreatment groups. 

Similarly, the number of friend uplifts was associated with more positive affect, β = .20, p 
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< .001, and marginally lower negative affect, β = -.06, p = .06, however there was no 

difference in reactivity to friend uplifts between the high and low partner maltreatment 

groups. 

In contrast to findings for partner and friend uplifts, the association between family 

uplifts and positive affect was different for the two maltreatment groups (see Table 32). 

For participants who reported low partner psychological maltreatment, daily family uplifts 

was associated with more positive affect, but associations were significantly weaker for 

those who reported high partner maltreatment by romantic partners, β = -.12, p = .02. 

There was no significant linear association between the number of family uplifts and 

negative affect for either the high or low maltreatment group. 
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Table 31    

Results of Hierarchical Linear Models Testing the Association between Partner 

Psychological Maltreatment and Affective Reactions to Daily Hassles with Romantic 

Partners, Friends, and Family 

   Positive affect Negative affect 

Fixed effects   B (SE) B (SE) 

Model 1   

 Romantic partner hassles .02 (.03) .04 (.02)*  

 Psychological maltreatment -.06 (.03)
ϒ
 .04 (.02)

ϒ
 

Model 2   

 Friend hassles .09 (.05) .02 (.03) 

 Psychological maltreatment -.16 (.06)** .07 (.03)* 

Model 3   

 Family hassles .02 (.04) .03 (.03) 

  Psychological maltreatment -.12 (.05)* .09 (.04)* 

Note. Each analysis is based on 469 daily data observations nested within 67 persons. 

ϒ
p < .10. *p < .05.  **p < .01.    
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Table 32    

Results of Hierarchical Linear Models Testing the Association between Partner  

Psychological Maltreatment and Affective Reactions to Daily Uplifts with Romantic 

Partners, Friends, and Family 

   Positive affect Negative affect 

Fixed effects   B (SE) B (SE) 

Model 1   

 Romantic partner uplifts .09 (.03)** -.05 (.02)* 

 Psychological maltreatment -.03 (.04) .02 (.02) 

Model 2   

 Friend uplifts .20 (.05)** -.07 (.03) 

 Psychological maltreatment -.06 (.05) .05 (.03) 

Model 3   

 Family uplifts .12 (.05)** -.02 (.02) 

  Psychological maltreatment -.12 (.05)* .05 (.03) 

Note. Each analysis is based on 469 daily data observations nested within 67 persons. 

*p < .05.  **p < .01.     
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Discussion 

The purpose of this daily diary study was to examine the day-to-day social and 

emotional functioning of late adolescents who reported that they were psychologically 

maltreated by their partners. Partner maltreatment included behaviours by a partner that 

could undermine self-esteem (belittling, lack of respect), verbal abuse, social and 

emotional control, and jealous behaviours. Participants completed measures of partner 

maltreatment in a single session (T1), which was followed by the completion of a 7-day 

diary that assessed end-of-day affect and daily interpersonal hassles and uplifts with 

romantic partners, family, and friends. It was predicted that partner maltreatment would be 

associated with an increased number and stressfulness of hassles with partners, friends, 

and family, and fewer uplifts with friends and family. Secondly, partner maltreatment was 

expected to be associated with poorer daily emotional functioning, including lower 

average levels of daily positive affect, and higher average levels of daily negative affect. 

The third hypothesis was that partner maltreatment would be associated with greater 

interpersonal sensitivity. More specifically, it was expected that a stronger association 

between affect and daily interpersonal hassles with partners, friends, and family would 

occur among late adolescents who reported high partner maltreatment compared to those 

who reported low partner maltreatment. In general, there was support for each of these 

hypotheses.  

Partner Maltreatment and Daily Social Functioning 

The first prediction was largely supported; partner maltreatment was associated 

with a greater number of hassles with partners, friends, and family, and greater perceived 

stressfulness of these hassles. Compared to adolescents in the low maltreatment group, 

adolescents who experienced high partner maltreatment reported marginally more hassles 

with their partners and friends when averaged over seven days, and perceived these hassles 
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to be more stressful than those with low partner maltreatment. These findings are 

consistent with studies of married couples, in which distressed couples were reported to 

have more negative experiences together (Larson & Richards, 1994) and more daily 

hassles in general (Harper et al., 2000). As would be expected, partner maltreatment comes 

with more partner daily hassles and these are perceived as more stressful when compared 

to the romantic hassles in relationships with low partner maltreatment.  

When compared to the low partner maltreatment group, adolescents in the high 

partner maltreatment group reported more hassles with their friends (e.g., being left out, let 

down by a friend), but not with their parents. There are at least three reasons why hassles 

with friends would be elevated when partner maltreatment is high. First, it was argued in 

Chapter 5 that adolescents are more likely to talk to their friends vs. their family about 

their experiences of partner maltreatment, given the finding at T1 that the interaction effect 

of partner maltreatment with friend support, but not family support, was associated with 

self-esteem and romantic competence (Zimmer-Gembeck, 1999). Although findings 

reported from T1 suggests that friend support can buffer self-esteem and competence from 

the negative messages of worthlessness from a romantic partner, here it is emerging that 

partner maltreatment is a highly salient experience that spills over into relationships with 

others in the peer group. Partner maltreatment is accompanied by more hassles with 

friends possibly over changes in time spent together and disagreements about partner 

behaviours or related concerns.   

Second, the act of psychological maltreatment such as isolating the victim from 

one’s friends and family is likely to erode friendships (Follingstad, Rutledge, Berg, Hause, 

& Polek, 1990; Kasian & Painter, 1992; Katz & Arias, 1999; Stets, 1991; Tolman, 1989). 

Again, this could be manifested in more hassles with friends over the time (or lack of time) 

spent together. 
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Third, the association between partner maltreatment and friend hassles may be 

explained by an unmeasured variable that accounts for the similar findings across partner 

and friend relationships. This variable would need to be associated with qualities of both 

relationships, such as a personality trait, attachment style or particular attitudes and 

behaviours of the individual involved in each relationship. However, the findings with 

regards to family provide more support for the first two rather than the third explanation. 

Partner maltreatment did not come with significantly more hassles with family, such as 

disagreements or arguments. Therefore, when only the number of hassles is considered, the 

spill over of negative experiences with a partner seems limited to relationships with 

friends, and systemic, peer group explanations seem more likely the culprit than individual 

traits. 

There was evidence of some spill over of partner maltreatment to family 

relationships when daily uplifts were considered. As expected, individuals in the high 

partner maltreatment group were found to have fewer uplifts with family and rated lower 

happiness from these uplifts. To the author’s knowledge, this study is the first that has 

reported associations of partner psychological maltreatment with daily uplifts with 

partners, friends, and family. Although these findings require replication, they are 

consistent with research that shows lower levels of social support from friends and family 

among those in distressed or abusive relationships compared to others (Salazar et al., 2004; 

Thompson et al., 2000).  

Partner Maltreatment and Daily Emotional Functioning 

 The second aim of the diary study was to extend cross-sectional and longitudinal  

findings that partner maltreatment is associated with a cross-sectional measure of 

depressive symptoms, and to examine how partner maltreatment was associated with the 

daily emotional functioning of adolescents. This study found that partner maltreatment is 
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associated with daily diary reports of positive and negative affect when averaged over 

seven consecutive days. Those with high levels of partner maltreatment reported 

marginally higher daily negative affect, and marginally lower positive affect than their 

peers who reported low partner maltreatment. As others have discussed (La Greca & 

Harrison, 2005), these findings add empirical support to the commonly held beliefs that 

negative experiences within late adolescents’ romantic relationships will have implications 

for mental health and affect.  

The third aim of the diary study was to establish that partner psychological 

maltreatment is associated with late adolescents’ interpersonal sensitivity. With guidance 

from O’Neil et al. (2004) and Bolger and Zuckerman (1995), interpersonal sensitivity was 

operationalised as the within-person association between repeated measures of daily 

hassles and end-of-day affect. Based on previous findings of cross-sectional links between 

romantic stress and interpersonal sensitivity (Rizzo et al., 2006; Wolfe et al., 1998; 

Zimmer-Gembeck & Vickers, 2007), it was predicted that those high in partner 

maltreatment would be more interpersonally sensitive than those low on partner 

maltreatment. In other words, it was expected that associations between end-of-day 

affective reactions and daily interpersonal events would be stronger among participants 

who reported high partner maltreatment compared to those reporting low maltreatment. 

Indeed, multilevel modelling revealed that adolescents high in partner maltreatment 

were more interpersonally sensitive to hassles with partners, friends, and family than those 

low in partner maltreatment. Although the primary indicator of interpersonal sensitivity 

was expected to be negative affect, this was found for both negative and positive affect. It 

should be noted that a few of these findings were marginally significant (p < .10) and 

associations were modest in magnitude with the exception of the strong association 

between romantic hassles and negative affect. Yet, these findings are strengthened because 
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associations were found across all measures of hassles and affect, and they are consistent 

with prior evidence that interpersonal sensitivity, when measured with a self-report scale, 

is associated with negative romantic relationship experiences such as dating violence and 

stress (Rizzo et al., 2006; Wolfe et al., 1998). Moreover, this study extends upon the 

existent research by measuring interpersonal sensitivity indirectly via an assessment of 

affect as related to daily interpersonal hassles across seven days.  

Although it was difficult to form hypotheses because little previous research on 

daily interpersonal uplifts was located, associations between partner psychological 

maltreatment and affective reactions to daily uplifts were also investigated. Multilevel 

modelling revealed significant associations between all measures of uplifts with romantic 

partners and end-of-day affect. Similarly, the association between daily uplifts with friends 

and positive affect was significant. Partner maltreatment did not seem to play a role in 

these associations; affective reactions to daily uplifts with partners and friends were 

similar among high and low partner maltreatment groups. However, there was a difference 

in positive reactivity to family uplifts between the two maltreatment groups; adolescents in 

the high partner maltreatment group did not seem to reap the positive emotional boost 

associated with family uplifts that was seen among those who reported low maltreatment. 

It seems that partner maltreatment may spill over as greater interpersonal sensitivity to 

hassles with friends and family, and attenuates the benefits of family, but not friend uplifts. 

Limitations and Future Research 

The findings of the current study suggest that partner maltreatment is associated 

with daily measures of social and emotional functioning of adolescents. Caution is needed, 

however, because of the correlational nature of this study. This means that the findings do 

not rule out the possibility that partner maltreatment may both lead to and follow from 

emotionality, emotional reactivity or interpersonal sensitivity. Whereas some researchers, 
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as well as the current findings, support the contention that partner maltreatment is a 

precursor of poorer emotional functioning (Katz & Arias, 1999; La Greca & Harrison, 

2005), others have demonstrated how poorer emotional functioning may change 

relationships with others, although this was not found in the current study (Daley & 

Hammen, 2002; Mort, 2006). Daley and Hammen (2002) described how individuals who 

are higher in depressive symptoms might gravitate toward relationships that are lower in 

quality or may play a role in their own negative relational experiences. In previous 

research, children and adolescents with more depressive symptoms have been found to 

generate their own stress, especially interpersonal conflicts or peer relationship problems 

(Daley et al., 1997; Rudolph et al., 2000; Zimmer-Gembeck, Lees, Bradely, & Skinner, 

2009). In other research, individuals who are interpersonally sensitive to rejection have 

been shown to perceive ambiguous partner behaviour as more uncaring, they have been 

found to be more hypervigilant for rejection, and they become more depressed when 

rejected (see Mort, 2006 for a review). In addition, there is evidence that high-rejection-

sensitive persons generate their own stress by prompting negative interpersonal 

experiences and more rejection via their unpleasant behaviours. The current research study 

cannot tease apart whether partner maltreatment leads to interpersonal sensitivity or if 

interpersonal sensitivity leads to partner maltreatment (or greater reporting of partner 

maltreatment), or both. However, the longitudinal findings suggest that at least in this 

sample of late adolescents, partner maltreatment is more likely to be predictive of later 

emotional functioning, rather than emotional functioning being predictive of partner 

maltreatment. Future research with intensive data collection strategies should focus on 

extending the longitudinal nature of the current study design to better test the directionality 

of the associations found here. 
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This study could also be extended by including both members of the couple in 

order to consider dyadic relationship processes. Studies find that over 45% of individuals 

in violent relationships report being both the perpetrator and the recipient of abuse 

(Bookwala et al., 1992; Gray & Foshee, 1997). This suggests that the participants in this 

study may not only have experienced partner maltreatment, but also may have engaged in 

maltreatment. These behaviours may be displays of their interpersonal sensitivity.  

Despite the intriguing results of this study, it is important to mention two other 

limitations that are related to the sample. First, the sample size was modest and this made 

it unfeasible to examine some potentially important covariates, particularly gender. In 

addition, the modest sample size may have reduced study power, but this was overcome to 

some extent by the use of seven repeated measurements for each participant. Nevertheless, 

examining both partner maltreatment and gender in a larger sample is one important 

direction for future research.  

Second, the sample included university students who were fairly socioeconomically 

and racially homogeneous (middle income, white Australian). This limits the ability to 

generalise study findings and may have resulted in weaker associations given the relative 

low risk status of the sample. Hence, sample demographics do have to be considered when 

generalizing findings. 

Although the relatively low risk sample might have resulted in weaker associations 

between study variables, there are also reasons to suspect that the associations found here 

were positively biased. In particular, a single source of information was relied upon for all 

measures. This is likely to have resulted in shared method variance and associations that 

may be biased upwards. In addition, perceptual biases may be at work. For example, those 

who are more reactive to interpersonal hassles may attend to and report more hassles than 
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others. These limitations could be minimised in future research by including a larger and 

more diverse sample, and collecting data using multiple sources of information. 

Summary  

To conclude, the findings of the current study identify psychological maltreatment 

by romantic partners as a correlate of greater perceived significance of daily hassles with 

partners and friends, and of stronger stress-affect associations, which was referred to as 

greater interpersonal sensitivity. Partner maltreatment seems to be an especially negative 

experience that occurs along with greater romantic hassles and more negative affective 

reactivity to hassles. Additionally, maltreatment seems to spill over into relationships with 

friends and families by either increasing hassles and reactions to hassles in the case of 

friends, or decreasing uplifts and positive reactions to uplifts in the case of family. 

Although the findings are indicative of the influence of partner maltreatment on social and 

emotional functioning, it is also important to acknowledge that these findings may show 

that individuals who are more prone to distress and negative reactions and/or who are less 

prone to react positively when they experience uplifts may precipitate stressful events 

(such as partner maltreatment) in their lives (Hammen, 1991). Either way, adolescents who 

are psychologically maltreated by their partners are multiply affected by more social and 

emotional problems than other adolescents. These findings provide clear support for 

continued research and prevention efforts focused on the experience and effects of partner 

maltreatment in adolescent dating and couple relationships. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Partner Psychological Maltreatment in Late Adolescence - 

 What has been learnt and where to from here? 

The general purpose of the current research was to identify the negative self-related 

and emotional correlates of psychological maltreatment by a romantic partner. 

Psychological partner maltreatment was defined as the act of one partner using the abuse 

of power and control in a romantic relationship (Feiring & Furman, 2000) and included the 

measurement of behaviours that could diminish self-esteem, verbally abuse, socially 

isolate and/or emotionally control the partner or behaviours (Kasian & Painter, 1992). 

More specifically, self-development (Harter, 1999) and attachment theories (Bowlby, 

1969, 1973; Feeney, 1998; Hazan & Shaver, 1987; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008) were 

drawn upon to consider how partner maltreatment is associated with self-esteem and 

perceptions of romantic competence. Measures of emotional functioning were also of 

interest, and associations of partner maltreatment with depressive symptoms, positive and 

negative affect, and interpersonal sensitivity were examined.  

The current research program involved three waves of data collection, forming 

three parts to this study with a number of aims. The first aim was to replicate existing 

studies by confirming cross-sectional associations of partner maltreatment with depressive 

symptoms and self-esteem. A second aim was to expand prior research by including other 

aspects of self-development that may be impacted upon by partner maltreatment, and 

associations between partner maltreatment and self-rated romantic competence were 

examined. A third aim was to expand existing research by including multiple waves of 

data collection. In this study, longitudinal associations were tested between partner 

maltreatment and self-related and emotional functioning variables, and the nature of bi-

directional associations was examined. In addition, it was examined how partner 
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maltreatment is related to adolescent daily social and emotional functioning, by including a 

repeated-measures diary study. A final key aim was to test a number of individual 

differences in the associations of partner maltreatment with late adolescent functioning. To 

fulfil this aim, friend and family support, attachment anxiety and avoidance, and gender 

were examined as potential vulnerability and protective factors in the associations between 

partner maltreatment and adolescent functional outcomes.  

Key findings of the current study are summarised here around four themes, 1) 

associations of relationship functioning with late adolescent social and emotional 

functioning, 2) risk factors for partner maltreatment, 4) individual differences in outcomes 

associated with partner maltreatment, and 5) findings related to gender. Within these 

summaries there are descriptions of the implications of these findings for self-development 

and attachment theories and future research directions are considered. 

Relationship Functioning and Adolescent Socio-Emotional Functioning 

 The results presented here show that partner maltreatment is a highly salient 

experience associated with adolescents’ social functioning.  Cross-sectional findings 

showed lower levels of friend and family support associated with partner maltreatment, 

and prospective findings supported theory that partner maltreatment is linked with declines 

in social support over time, in particular, family support. An innovative finding afforded 

here by daily diary research methods is that partner maltreatment disrupts interactions with 

significant others, indicated by more hassles with friends and less uplifts with parents in 

association with partner maltreatment.  

With respect to romantic relationships and emotional functioning, partner 

maltreatment was associated concurrently and prospectively with depressive symptoms, 

and daily affect. Specifically, those who were maltreated reported more depressive 

symptoms than others, and these levels of symptoms remained constant across a 7-month 
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time period. Partner maltreatment was also associated with disturbed daily mood, 

demonstrated by expressions of less felt positive affect and higher felt negative affect in 

association with partner maltreatment. Furthermore, adolescents who were psychologically 

maltreated were more emotionally reactive (or interpersonally sensitive) than their less-

maltreated peers. It seems that partner maltreatment may spill over as greater interpersonal 

sensitivity to hassles with friends, family, and romantic partner, meaning the maltreated 

adolescent experiences greater affect in response to hassles with others. Partner 

maltreatment also attenuates the benefits of family, but not friend uplifts; there was a 

weaker link between positive emotion and uplifts with family among maltreated compared 

to nonmaltreated adolescents. Hence, across cross-sectional, longitudinal, and diary 

findings, results were consistent that partner maltreatment is negatively associated with 

adolescent adaptive emotional and social functioning. 

Partner maltreatment was also found to be a harmful experience for late 

adolescents' self-perceptions when examined longitudinally. Although cross-sectional 

findings indicated no associations of partner maltreatment with self-perspectives (self-

esteem or perceptions of romantic competence), longitudinal data revealed that the 

continuation of an abusive romantic relationship led to the depletion of self-perceived 

levels of self-esteem and romantic competence over time. This evidence provides strong 

support for self-development theory that interactions with significant others are 

internalised in to one’s sense of self-worth and competence, and attachment theorists; 

views that significant others are important for internal working models of self (Bretherton 

& Munholland, 1999; Harter, 1999). Applied here, the interaction experience of partner 

maltreatment leads to lower self-esteem and romantic competence, or internal working 

models of self as worthless and romantically incompetent. 
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Finally, romantic relationship functioning showed associations with romantic 

attachment. Although only tentative, partner maltreatment was associated with increased 

levels of self-reported attachment avoidance over time. This finding supports the idea that 

attachment is both an enduring trait-like characteristic but also that attachment orientation 

is susceptible to change resultant from recent relationship experience (Feeney, 2008). This 

study was able to demonstrate that the experience of partner psychological maltreatment 

can increase levels of attachment avoidance.  

High levels of romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance were also directly 

associated with poorer self-perspectives and emotional functioning. This shows that poorer 

internal working models of self in relationships (i.e., anxiety or avoidance about 

relationships) is consistent with poorer internal working models of self (i.e., lower esteem 

and competence), and in turn these are associated with poorer emotional functioning.   

This taken together with the aforementioned findings pertaining to romantic relationships 

highlight the importance of romantic relationship functioning and romantic attachment 

organisations for social, emotional, and self-related functioning during late adolescence 

and emerging adulthood.  

Although the focus of this investigation was on the experience of maltreatment by a 

romantic partner and associated adolescent functioning, the inclusion of family and friend 

support measures revealed a number of significant findings. Family and friend support are 

important to adolescent self-perceptions and socioemotional functioning in different ways. 

Supportive family relationships were associated with fewer depressive symptoms, whereas 

friend supportiveness was more important to self-related aspects of functioning including 

being associated with higher self-esteem and better perceptions of romantic competence. 

This highlights the intricate nature of the network of relationships in late adolescence, and 
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their differential associations with late adolescent emotional well-being and self-

perspectives.  

Risk Factors for Partner Maltreatment 

A second key finding of the current research program was related to the testing of 

romantic attachment, social support, and gender as risk factors for partner maltreatment. 

This study was able to expand on the existent knowledge of factors associated with partner 

maltreatment, confirming that attachment anxiety, low perceived friend and family 

support, and being male are associated with reporting more frequent psychological 

maltreatment by a romantic partner. In contrast, attachment avoidance was not directly 

associated with partner maltreatment.  

A prospective research design used in the current study allowed for the 

investigation of differences in partner maltreatment over two waves of data collection 

separated by 7 months. Over this period of time, levels of partner maltreatment remained 

fairly consistent when those in stable relationships were identified. This provided unique 

information on the course of psychological maltreatment in adolescent and emerging adult 

romantic relationships. The current research would suggest that once psychological 

maltreatment is established in a relationship it remains fairly constant across time. 

Moreover, the difference in partner maltreatment from T1 to T2 was not associated 

with T1 levels of support, attachment orientation, or levels of self-related and emotional 

functioning. Therefore, individual differences in social support, attachment orientation, 

and self-related and emotional functioning are not predictive of a linear increase in partner 

maltreatment at least when stable late adolescent relationships are examined. This finding 

could be further clarified in future longitudinal research by assessing the relationship at 

consistent time points across the duration of the relationship, but particularly with 

assessment points at the commencement of the relationship and following frequently in the 
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initial phases of the relationship. Hence, partner maltreatment may contribute to the 

changes in support and attachment orientation or it may be that declines in support and 

increases in attachment insecurity set the stage for increasing psychological maltreatment 

by a partner. Further longitudinal research is needed to help to further address these 

research questions.  

Individual Differences in Outcomes Associated with Partner Maltreatment 

A third key area of this research program involved the results of the investigation 

of social support, romantic attachment anxiety and avoidance, and gender as potential 

vulnerability and protective factors in the association between partner maltreatment and 

self-perspectives and emotional functioning variables. Low friend support and high levels 

of attachment avoidance created additional vulnerability for more adverse outcomes (i.e., 

poorer evaluations of self-esteem and romantic competence) associated with partner 

maltreatment. These findings provide evidence for attachment and affect regulation 

theorists (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008) idea that the deactivation strategies (i.e., distancing 

of threat and attachment related cues) used by attachment-avoidants collapse under 

extenuating levels of stress. Additionally, although family remain a secure base, late 

adolescents are more likely to turn to friends for support when being maltreatment by their 

partner and supportive friends can play a protective function against negative evaluations 

of self associated with partner maltreatment.   

Furthermore, opposing expectation, it was found that social support, romantic 

attachment or being female rather than male did not create any further vulnerability or 

provide any protection against the manifestation of depressive symptoms in conjunction 

with partner maltreatment. This provides evidence that partner maltreatment is an 

especially negative correlate of adolescent emotional functioning, but that attachment 
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insecurity and low friend support add additional vulnerability when coupled with partner 

maltreatment for self-esteem and perceptions of romantic competence.  

Gender Differences 

Finally, the data revealed a number of gender differences; 1) Males were more 

vulnerable than females to being the recipient of partner maltreatment. 2) In general, 

females, as compared to males, were predictably more depressed and had lower self-

esteem, and 3) males generally felt more interpersonally competent than females. 

However, as previously highlighted, although being male or female was associated with 

different vulnerabilities (i.e., females reported more emotional problems and males 

reported more partner maltreatment), the adverse effects associated with partner 

maltreatment were similar among males and females. This is in direct contrast to theory 

that relationships may be more important to female’s wellbeing than males (Cross & 

Madson, 1997; Helgeson, 1994; Maccoby, 1990; Rose & Rudolph, 2006). Research on the 

effects of partner psychological maltreatment for well-being should continue to include 

males in their samples and to examine gender similarities and differences.   

Strengths, Limitations , and Future Research 

It has been reported here that partner psychological maltreatment is higher among 

those with more attachment anxiety, lower perceived friend and family support, and 

among males. However, some of these associations were only found when concurrent data 

were examined. When a longitudinal follow up of the participants was completed, this 

revealed that partner maltreatment is associated with decreases in family support and 

increases in attachment avoidance over time. In contrast, friend and family support, 

romantic attachment, and gender were not associated with changes in partner maltreatment 

over time. Together, these findings provide some evidence that partner maltreatment does 

in fact lead to poorer support and increases in attachment insecurity. However, the design 
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of the study meant that the two waves of data collection were captured from participants 

once their relationship had endured (at T1, relationship length M = 15 months, range 1 to 

64 months). Although relationship length was controlled for in the current analyses, an 

important direction for future longitudinal research would be to conduct individualised 

assessment phases before the participant enters a relationship, then again soon after the 

participant commences a relationship, followed by frequent follow-up assessments in the 

initial phases of the relationship. This control of the potential confound of stage of 

relationship and the temporal sequencing of assessments would allow for further testing 

and confirmation of risk factors. In particular, does poor attachment security and social 

support not only result from partner maltreatment, but also lead to partner maltreatment?  

The proposed study design for future longitudinal research would also allow testing 

of emotional functioning as a risk factor for partner maltreatment. As depressive symptoms 

in association with partner maltreatment were already significantly positively associated at 

T1 and remained constant across the 7 month time span, temporal associations before 

entering a relationship, soon after commencing a relationship, and across time would help 

to clarify if poor psychological health (i.e., higher levels of depressive symptoms) is a risk 

factor for later partner maltreatment, or if partner maltreatment leads to worsening of 

depressive symptoms and if so, how soon after do depressive symptoms occur? 

However, the inclusion of a longitudinal follow up of participants already in 

romantic relationships was a strength of the current research program, revealing several 

significant findings. It was established that partner maltreatment led to declines in 

perceived support from family and increases in levels of self-reported attachment 

avoidance over time. Although in this study, partner maltreatment did not lead to declines 

in friend support or increases in attachment anxiety, the possibility can not yet be ruled 

out. As previously outlined in Chapter 6, there was evidence that a larger sample of 
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participants is needed at follow-up to provide sufficient power to detect prospective 

associations (e.g., partner maltreatment was not associated with attachment anxiety at T1 

for the longitudinal subsample yet these variables were associated for the larger T1 sample 

of participants). A larger sample in future longitudinal research may find prospective 

support for maltreatment depleting friend support and increasing attachment anxiety.  

A further limitation of a small longitudinal sample size meant that moderators of 

the association between partner maltreatment, depressive symptoms, self-esteem and 

romantic competence could only be examined in the cross-sectional study. As was seen in 

these results, the inclusion of moderators in analyses provided additional important 

information about the impact of maltreatment on adolescents' functioning. In this study, 

without the inclusion of friend support and attachment avoidance it would have been 

concluded that partner maltreatment was not associated with romantic competence. The 

inclusion of moderating variables showed that, in fact, partner maltreatment was associated 

with more negative perceptions of romantic competence, but only when friend support was 

low or attachment avoidance was high. This highlights the importance of considering 

individual differences when examining associations among variables. It has been reported 

here that partner maltreatment leads to the depletion of self-esteem and romantic 

competence over time. However, this may not be true for all participants and future 

research should explore potential individual vulnerabilities and protective factors. Given 

the current significant cross-sectional findings that levels of romantic attachment and 

support from significant others are two such individual differences that create vulnerability 

for more adverse outcomes associated with partner maltreatment, these will be two 

important moderators to test in future longitudinal research.  

Future longitudinal research would also do well to extend their assessments to 

other relationships that may follow from the maltreating relationship. In particular, it 
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would be important to understand the impact of changed relationship attitudes and beliefs 

(i.e., attachment perspectives) to subsequent relationships. 

Another area to consider in this discussion of strengths and limitations is that of the 

employed research methods. The use of self-report only lends itself to the problem of 

shared method variance, biasing the strength of associations upwards.  However, it has 

been argued elsewhere that it is the individual’s perception of reality rather than the 

individual’s "actual" or independently observed reality that is of most importance when 

understanding socio-emotional well-being (Linder et al., 2002, Zimmer-Gembeck, Hunter, 

& Pronk, 2007). Nevertheless, there is evidence that over 45% of relationships are 

mutually abusive rather than one-sided (Gray & Foshee, 1997), indicating an interactional 

dynamic in which one initiates aggressive behaviour, and the partner reciprocates either as 

part of escalating conflict tactics, or in self-defence. Multimodal methods of assessment 

therefore in future research could strengthen findings here and provide important 

information on the dyad, particularly how individual attachment styles interact to create 

risk for partner maltreatment.  

Despite the potential limitation of self-report methodology, this study had strengths 

in its methods pertaining to selection of measures especially when considered along with 

the use of a daily diary and a prospective design. Measures had excellent reliability and 

validity, and the findings expanded on previous research by including an assessment of 

self-perceived romantic competence, after considering other important aspects of self-

related functioning and development that could be impacted upon by the experience of 

partner psychological maltreatment. This led to the significant finding that partner 

maltreatment is concurrently associated with not only lower levels of romantic 

competence, but also leads to declines in  perceptions of competence over a 7-month time 

span. Future research should consider other psychological functioning indicators that may 
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be important such as substance abuse or other areas of competency that may be affected 

(e.g., body image or physical attractiveness).  

A final note on limitations pertains to the generalisability of findings. The study 

participants were young university students and the rate of partner maltreatment was rarely 

high. Therefore, these results are most likely representative of only this portion of late 

adolescents in Australia. It is highly likely that the same processes do not apply to more 

severe experiences of maltreatment by a partner. For example, levels of friend support and 

attachment style may not provide protection against reduced well-being when 

maltreatment is exceedingly high. Replication of this study with a more diverse sample of 

adolescents is a potential area for future research.   

Practical Significance and Implications  

 Considerable research attention and resources are now being focused toward 

adolescent romantic relationships, based on the assumption that adolescence denotes an 

important window of opportunity for improving relationship outcomes among adults (e.g., 

Collins & Sroufe, 1999; Collins & Van Dulmen, 2006; Giordano, Manning, & Longmore, 

2006). In recent times, the number of divorces granted in Australia reached a peak in 2001, 

doubling earlier rates seen in the 1980’s (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). 

Furthermore, the rates of marriages have declined and children born to unmarried parents 

has increased in recent times (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). Although there have 

been preventative and intervention measures taken to promote and support healthier 

marriages in adulthood, there is an accumulating body of evidence to support theory that 

indicates the risk factors for unmarried parenthood and divorce are already in place, prior 

to adulthood. 

A recently proposed integrative framework (Karney, Beckett, Collins, & Shaw, 

2007) for explaining the development of healthy adult marriages and relationships, 
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integrates and elaborates upon existing theoretical perspectives. Stemming from 

attachment theory, the model assigns a prominent place to earlier family of origin 

experiences for later relationship success. Incorporating the lifespan developmental 

perspective, the model acknowledges the concrete consequences of early relationship 

experiences (e.g., being bullied by peers, depression, teenage pregnancy, STDs) and how 

these experiences impact the choices available for subsequent adult relationships. From the 

Development of Early Adult Romantic Relationships model (Bryant & Conger; 2002), the 

Karney and colleagues (2007) integrative model draws both direct and indirect paths 

between individuals’ early environment and their adult outcomes, with particular emphasis 

on communication patterning across the lifespan of relationships. Elaborating on these 

perspectives, the integrative framework draws paths that help explain the role that 

socioeconomic status may play in the development of healthy adult relationships. Most 

importantly, the integrative framework highlights the significant role of adolescent roman-

tic relationships for later adult relationships. The authors (Karney et al., 2007) argue that 

“adolescence represents a potential turning point in development, a stage of life during 

which patterns established in the family of origin may be reinforced or substantially 

altered, depending upon specific choices, behaviours, and experiences” (p. 42).  

These theories and frameworks serve to guide the design of preventative 

intervention programs targeted to adolescents for healthy relationships. A number of 

programs already exist (e.g., Love U2 and Connections programs by Pearson and Kamper, 

respectively), however, Karney et al (2007) in their review of these programs, highlighted 

several problems with these interventions. First, the current available relationship 

programs do not adequately align with the proposed outcomes of these programs. Second, 

existing programs do not adequately consider how individual differences affect 

relationships or the role that families may play in shaping each partner’s approach to a 
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relationship, despite the fact that this is one of the strongest associations in the existing 

literature in this area. Third, there still exists important gaps in the literature that are meant 

to inform these intervention programs, in particular, how adolescent romantic relationships 

function. Further research is necessary to expand the knowledge of which relationship 

experiences are particularly important for changing attitudes and beliefs about 

relationships, which may impact on subsequent experiences in relationships. Certainly, the 

current research program is a further step towards closing this gap.  

The current research program has revealed several important findings that would 

have implications for the design of adolescent healthy relationships programs. Evidence 

was provided here that partner psychological maltreatment is one particular negative 

relationship experience that can affect adolescents’ attitudes and beliefs about 

relationships. Specifically, psychological maltreatment was associated with increases in 

self-reported levels of attachment avoidance.  

A second important finding was that staying in a relationship that involves 

psychological maltreatment is detrimental for self-related functioning, depleting levels of 

self-esteem and romantic competence over time. Although future research is necessary to 

establish the follow-on effects of these changes to self-related and relationship beliefs for 

subsequent relationships, it is expected that reduced competence, increased feelings of 

worthlessness, and mistrust of relationships would be detrimental to future relationships. 

The current research results could guide future relationship programs in a number 

of ways.  It will be important for programs to provide understanding to adolescents of what 

constitutes a healthy relationship, and how to recognise unhealthy (i.e., maltreating) 

relationships. Programs could directly address beliefs about partner psychological and 

violent abuse. Extending this, adolescents would benefit from skills training on how to 

negotiate partner psychological abuse tactics. This could include assertiveness training and 
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how to terminate a relationship if necessary, exploration of adolescents’ models of 

relationships, where these models come from (i.e., exploring childhood origins of these 

relationship models), how these models affect their own behaviours, and in turn, how their 

behaviours affects the way other people respond to them.  

The current research program also confirmed a number of risk factors for being a 

recipient of partner psychological maltreatment and for greater adverse outcomes 

associated with maltreatment. These risk factors included being male, having high levels 

of avoidant attachment style, and low levels of family support. Research programs could 

incorporate this knowledge of individual differences in to their programs by increasing 

awareness of individual risks for adolescents, and tailoring aspects of programs to 

particular groups of vulnerable individuals. Again, understanding one’s own models of 

relationships, family origins of these models, and how these relationship models affect 

behaviours and relationship interactions seems to be an important consideration for 

program developers. This intervention will not only be important for improving romantic 

relationships, but could also improve family and friend relationships, hopefully, leading to 

increased social support, and reduced vulnerability to abusive romantic relationships.   

In sum, theory and research evidence makes links between the importance of 

adolescent romantic relationships for later healthy adult relationships. Consequently, 

researchers and policy makers have devoted more attention and resources towards the 

development of intervention programs targeted for adolescent populations. For these 

programs to be effective, they need to be grounded in strong evidence-based research. 

However, there remain important gaps in the existent literature, particularly in 

understanding adolescent romantic relationship processes and experiences related to 

attitude changes. The current program of research is one step forward to closing this gap, 

revealing a number of significant findings that could be considered by program developers. 
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It will be important for relationship programs to provide opportunities for adolescents to 

explore their attachment orientations, the family origins of such relationship models, and 

how these in turn affect one’s own behaviours in relationships. Successful intervention 

programs for adolescents may improve future success rates in marital relationships.   

Concluding Summary 

 In summary, partner psychological maltreatment is one social experience that is 

clearly to be avoided in order to maintain late adolescents' self-views and socio-emotional 

functioning both concurrently and across time. Individuals with lower levels of family 

support and higher levels of attachment anxiety are particularly vulnerable groups for 

being at risk for experiencing partner maltreatment. Furthermore, those with low levels of 

friend support and high levels of attachment avoidance are particularly vulnerable groups 

for experiencing the deleterious effects of partner maltreatment to one’s self-views of 

romantic competence and self-esteem. Being male cf. female is also associated with 

greater risk of being psychologically maltreated by a romantic partner. However, despite 

popular belief that relationship functioning is of greater importance to a female’s 

wellbeing compared to a male’s wellbeing, males and females experienced similar 

psychological sequalae associated with partner maltreatment. 

 Despite a number of limitations, this research and its findings have significant 

theoretical and practical implications. Predictions made from attachment and affect 

regulation theory (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2008) were confirmed highlighting the 

importance of contemporary attachment theory as an organising framework for research in 

adolescent romantic relationships. In terms of practical significance, it will be important 

for relationship programs to provide opportunities for adolescents to explore their 

attachment orientations and models of relationships, the family origins of such relationship 

models, how these models affect one’s own behaviours in relationships, and in turn, how 
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others are likely to respond to these behaviours. Further research will be needed to 

evaluate the significance of including attachment-related components in relationship 

enhancement programs.     

 Adding to the existent adolescent relationships research, this study highlighted the 

importance of studying adolescents in their social contexts when attempting to understand 

key determinants of their socioemotional functioning. A key finding of this research is that 

romantic relationships, family, and friends, are differentially related to different aspects of 

adolescent self-related and emotional functioning (e.g., friends are important for romantic 

competence, and family are important for depressive symptoms). Furthermore, these 

relationships interact in significant ways to predict functioning outcomes (e.g., partner 

maltreatment is associated with lowered self-esteem and romantic competence, only when 

friend support is low). 

 Given the significant findings here, future research focused on adolescent romantic 

relationship processes should continue to include males in their samples, and continue to 

consider individual differences, such as levels of support from significant others and 

romantic attachment, when endeavouring to understand individual relationship processes. 

Much more longitudinal research is required, particularly to capture adolescents before and 

soon after commencing a relationship to test for true risk factors for partner maltreatment, 

and secondly, to consider the impact of maltreating relationships and subsequent attitude 

changes in late adolescence on the choices and experiences in later, adult relationships.  
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